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Meteorological Observations of Scottish National Antarctic Expedition.

Omimd House, Scotia Bay, South Orkneys.

Scottish and Argentine Scientific Staffs. The six to tlie left are the Scottisli Party,

the five to the right are the Argentine Party. Mr Mossman and Wni. Smith

(steward) serving with both Expeditions.
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EDITORIAL NOTE.

Parts L, II., and III. of Volume II. are the first of the Scientific Reports of the Scottish

National Antarctic Expedition to appear in book form. They contain the Meteorological,

Magnetic, and Tidal results of the Expedition. It has been thought inadvisable to keep

back this portion of Volume II. till the rest was ready, in view of the extremely im-

portant nature of Mr Mobsman's monograph on the Meteorology of the "Scotia," and

because the Council of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, without questioning the merits

of the paper, felt themselves, on financial and other technical grounds, unable to pass

that monograph through the Society's Transactions, as they have done in the case of

several of the biological contributions.

In Meteorology the Scottish Expedition was particularly strong, for, as director of

that department, no better man could have been secured than Mr Robert C. Mossman.

Mr Mossman was in charge of the principal Meteorological Station in Edinburgh from

1886 to 1900, and acted frequently as interim-superintendent at Ben Nevis Observatory.

He also spent the winter 1901-1902 near the head of Glen Nevis, studying the meteor-

ology of the Glen, especially in relation to Fohu winds, having the advantage both

of the Summit and Low Level Ben Nevis Observatories to aid him in that

research.* His memoir on the Meteorology of Edinburgh, in the Transactions of the

Royal Society of Edinburgh, 1896-1902, will ever remain a monument of masterly

workmanship. Mr Mossman was supported by two other trained meteorologists, namely

Mr D. W. Wilton and the leader of the Expedition, who had both had long experience at

the Summit, Mid, and Low Level stations of the late Ben Nevis Observatories. The
scientific staff", Captain Robertson and the ufiicers of the " Scotia" also rendered valuable

assistance. The " Scotia" Meteorology has furthermore the very great advantage that

the results have been worked up by the man who directed operations in the field.

Mr Mossman also undertook the Magnetic work, and the Expedition is indebted to

Dr Charles Chree for his able discussion of that subject. Dr Chree has praised in the

highest degree the excellence of Mr Mossman's work in this department. Captain

Thomas Robertson, master of the " Scotia," superintended the Tidal Observations, being

assisted by the scientific staff" and officers of the ship. These observations were placed

* Since that time the Observatories have been closed because the British Government refused to

adequately finance them.
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in the hands of Sir George Darwin, whom we have to thauk cordially for discussing this

important and ditticiilt section of the work.

Thanks are due to the Roj^al Society of London for passing the Magnetic and Tidal

discussions through their Transactions, and paying the primary cost. In return for this,

the Scottish Expedition has allowed these reports to appear in the Scientific Reports of

the "Discovery," as an addition to the valualjle magnetic work done by that Expedition,

which was specially fitted out for that research. The kindness, courtesy, and valuable

help of Sir Archibald Geikie in the publication of the Magnetic and Tidal reports are

also gratefully acknowledged.

Acknowledgment is due to Messrs William Blackvfood & Sons for their courtesy

in lendino- some of the blocks for the illustrations.

When the " Scotia" put into Buenos Aires for refitting, I approached the Argentine

Government to see if they would continue the work of the Scottish Expedition, offering

to hand over to them Omond House and its fittings, some stores, and to lend any

instruments that could not be got together in so short a time. I also offered a passage

on board the " Scotia" to any scientists they might choose, and to put the station into

good order. This ofter-was accepted by President Roca and Mr Walter G. Davis

(of the Oficina Meteorologica; Argentina). I furthermore offered, in order to enhance

the work, to place the services of Mr Robert C. Mobsman at the disposal of the

Argentine Republic, should he be agreeable to continue in charge of the station. All

this was successfully arranged, and to-day we have as the result the most valuable

piece of meteorological and magnetic research going on that has yet been done in the

Antarctic Regions, owing to the enthusiastic way in which that energetic South

American Republic took up the suggestion that they should follow up the work initiated

by the Scottish National Antarctic Expedition.

Before, and more especially since, the departure of Mr Mossman to take up an

appointment in the Meteorological Ofiice of the Argentine Republic, Mr R. T. Omond,

one of the most earnest supporters of the Scottish Expedition from its initiation, has

given us his constant and valuable help in revising proofs, and in giving that unique

advice which only one, who has been long connected with meteorology at institutions

such as the Ben Nevis Observatories and the Scottish Meteorological Society, is able to

give. I gratefully acknowledge his services, and cordially thank him.

WILLIAM S. BRUCE,
Editor.
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METEOROLOGICAL RESULTS
OF THE

SCOTTISH NATIONAL ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION.

By Egbert C. Mossman, F.R.S.E.

The meteorological observations talven on board the " Scotia " conaprised the pressure,

temperature, and humidity of the air, the direction and velocity of the wind, the amount,

form, and motion of the clouds, the amount, direction, and temperature of the sea-surface,

and the quantity and nature of the precipitation. Other observations, such as the

amount of solar and terrestrial radiation, thickness of the rainband in the spectrum of

sunlight, and phenomena of occasional occurrence, were also carefully noted.

The period covered by the observations extends from 17th November 1902 to 15th

July 1904. The scheme of work comprised the taking of eye observations at every hour

night and day during the time the Expedition was south of 30° S., while at other times

readings were usually made every four hours. When in port fewer observations were

taken.

The instruments were verified at Kew Observatory before the departure of the

Expedition, and as regards the barometers and thermometers, frequent inter-comparison

was made. Many of the instruments were ordered, and some lent by the Meteorological

Council through its Secretary, Dr W. N. Shaw, F.R.S., who thus rendered valuable aid

in the equipment. Special mention is also due to Mr John Anderson for supplying

the kites, motor engine, and other tackle connected with the aerial work, and for his

personal superintendence during the kite flights at Leadburn and on board the steam

yacht " Mermaid " before our departure. Our indebtedness to the Directors of the

Millport Marine Station in this connection must also be mentioned.

During the Expedition the observations were organised and superintended by Mr

Bruce and myself, and the readings made by the Leader, the Captain, and the scientific

staif. After my return in 1905 from Laurie Island, South Orkneys, where I remained

for an extra year in charge of the Argentine party brought by the " Scotia," the journals

and other data were put at my disposal in order that the present memoir might be

prepared. In this connection I have to tender my best thanks to Mr James Miller

VOL. IL a



ii METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS MADE DURING THE

(late of the Beu Nevis Observatory) for his able assistance in the work during the past

two winters.

For convenience in handling the large masses of data, this report is divided into

several sections. The first deals with the instruments and the mode of using them at

sea ; then follow the land observations made at Laurie Island, South Orkneys, a

meteorological log, and data from the base station at Cape Pembroke Lighthouse,

Falkland Lslands. The second portion of the report deals with the results of the

discussion of the above observations, and various maps and diagrams are appended

illustrative of the results.

Observations taken at Sea.

The form of publication of the sea observations is somewhat similar to that adopted

in the " Challenger " Eeport (" Narrative of the Cruise "). It comprises the readings of the

barometer corrected and reduced to 32° and sea-level (but not to standard gravity at

lat. 45°), the temperature of the air and of evaporation deduced from readings of the

dry and wet bull) thermometer, from which the relative humidity and vapour pressure

have been obtained by means of Glaisher's tables, the direction and force of the wind, the

amount and species of cloud, the state of the sea, and miscellaneous phenomena. The

position of the vessel at noon is also given.

Atmospheric Pressure.— Barometers.

The two barometers supplied by the Meteorological Office for use at sea were of

the Kew marine pattern. One (that generally in use, No. A 520) was hung in the

deck laboratory ; the other, A 550, in one of the saloon cabins. The corrections were

as follows :

—

No. 27-5 ins. 28-0 ins. 28-.5 ins. 29-0 ins. 29-5 ins. SO'O ins. 30-5 ins. 31-0 ins.

A 520 -010 --010 --010 --010 -"OlO - 'OlO - "OlO - "OlO

A 550 --015 --015 --010 -"OlO -'OlO -"OlO -"OlO - 'OlO

A note appended to A 550 indicated that in January 1902 at SO'O inches it read

higher than the Meteorological Office standard by '002 in. At 62° the thermometer

attached to No. A 520 required a correction of -0°-2, while at the same temperature

A 550 had a correction of — 0°-4. The barometers were compared at Buenos x\ires with

the standard instruments at the " Oficina Meteorological Argentina" in January 1904,

at the Cape Observatory in May 1904, and again at the Meteorological Office after the

return of the Expedition, the corrections being in substantial agreement with the above

throughout. Indirect comparisons were also made with the barometer at Cape

Pembroke Lighthouse, Falkland Islands. The mean height of the barometers above sea-

level was seven feet, the height varying a little according to the trim of the ship.

A large barograph and two small ones of the usual Richard pattern were hung at an

approximate height of eleven feet above the sea.



VOYAGE OF THE SCOTIA, 1903-1904. Ill

Temperature of the Air.—Thermometers, Hygrometers.

The Expedition started with an ample supply of thermometers, but as very few

were broken, it is unnecessary to give the corrections of those not used. The following

are the corrections. It will be seen that they are very small.
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The forms of the clouds were noted iii general conformity with the definition given

in the International Cloud Atlas.

The direction from which the upper clouds were moving, as well as their radiating

point, was also noted when possible.

Precipitation.

Several rain gauges of the marine pattern were kindly lent by their inventor, Dr

Black, of Edinljurgh. One was usually placed aft on the weather side, screwed to a

post at a height of about eight feet above the deck. This position, considering the

various difficulties that attend rainfall observations at sea, was a good one, as the gauge

was never sheltered b}^ the sails.

State of the Sky.

The weather and state of the sky are given in the tables, the international symbols

and weather notation being used :

—

rain. <; lightning. solar corona.

^ snow. (/ # drizzling rain. © solar halo.

A haO. sun shining. U) lunar corona.

^ mist or fog. sun gleaming. ID lunar halo.

I—

I

hoarfrost. ^v rainbow. oo haze.

C^ dew. V silver thaw. q squally.

4^ snow drifting. / gale. D moon.

K thuTiderstorm.

The intensity of the phenomenon w^as indicated by the exponents and 2 thus,

• " = slight rain, •- = heavy rain.

Wind.

The direction of the wind is true, and was always observed by the ship's steering-

compass, which stood on the after-part of the poop deck in front of the wheel, the

direction being corrected from magnetic to true. As the "Scotia's" track in the

Antarctic seas was not far removed from the magnetic meridian, the corrections

(declination and deviation) in this region were small. The force of the wind was

estimated on a scale of to 12. This differs from the usual Beaufort scale, being that

employed at the Ben Nevis Observatory,* where three members of the "Scotia" staff

received their meteorological trainino-.

Force.
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There were several Robinson anemometers on board, but these were not employed

while the ship was at sea.

State of the 8ea.

The direction of the motion of the sea was noted, as in the wind observations, by the

ship's steering-compass, and the data reduced to the true meridian.

The sea disturbances were noted on the following scale :

—

—dead calm. 5—rather rough.

1—very .smooth. 6—rouoh.

2—smooth. 7—high.

3—slight. 8—very high.

4—moderate. 9—tremendous.

Solar Radiation.

A black bulb solar radiation thermometer m vacuo was freely exposed in a stand

fixed to the bridge, and the maximum temperature read at sunset.

Surface Sea Temperature.

The temperature of the sea-surface was, as a rule, observed every four hours, but the

data obtained are discussed in the report dealing with the Physics of the Ocean.

VOL. IL
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Hour.
I
Bar. at 32'

a»d Sea
Level.

Dry. Hum.

Wind, True.

Direction. Force.

Cloud.

Lower
Spec.

Upper
Spec.

DECEMBER 29, 1902.
At noon,

lat. 35* 28, S. long. 50° 34' W.

1 2<
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Hour.
Bar. at 32"

and Sea
Level.

Dry.

Wind, True.

> i-
,
Direction. Force,

Cloud.

Amt. Lower
Spec.

Upper
Spec.

1"= =

JANUARY 25, 1903. At Port Stanley.

20
Mdt.

29-251
•202

084

53-8
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Bar. at 32'

and Sea
Level.

10

11

12

13

14
15

16

17

18

19
20
21

22
23

Mdt.

Means.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
16

17

18
19

20
21

22
23
Mdt.

Means.

Dry. Wet. ! Hum. o »

Cloud.

Direction. Force.
Lower
Spec.

Upper
Spec.

FEBRUARY 26, 1903.
At noon,

lat. 69* 36' S. lone;. 20° 20' W,

29-317
•308

•321

•312

•304

341
348
•352

•365

•393

408
•400

•417

•406

•394

•384

•382

•392

•398

•376

•371

•377

383
•372

29-368

20^9
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Hour.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18
19

20
21

22

23

Mdt.

Means.

Bar. at 33=
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Hour.
Bar. at 32^

and Sea
Level.

Dry. Wet.

Wind, True. Cloud

.

Direction. Force. Amt. Lower
Sptc.

Upper
Spec.

C of'*S V I

Ceo o

MARCH 8, 1903.
At noon,

lat. 67° 22' S. long. 37° 36' W.

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18
19
20

21

22
23

Mdt.

Means.

29-092
•n64

•026

28-996
-970

•9-26

-903

878
•831

•812

768
726
•679

642
•604

•545

•517

•497

•470

•434

•428

•402

•396

•379

28^708

27*2

27
27^8

28^0

27^5

27-6

27^7

27-0

27^8

27^9

27^9

27^5

27^7

27^7

27-8

28^0

28^2

28^0

28-1

28^1

•28 •Q

28^4

28-6

28^9

27^9

26^7
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Hour.
Bar. at 32°

and Sea
Level.

Dry. Wet. Hum.

Wind, True. Cloud.

Directiou. Force.
Lower
Spec.

Xfpper
Spec. 5

Remarks.

JANUARY 30, 1904.
At noon,

lat. 50° 03' S. long. 57° 58' W.

1
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Hour.
Bar. at 32°

and Sea
Level.

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
13
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21
22

23
Mdt.

Means.

9

10
11

12

13

14

15

16

17
18

19

20
21

22
23

Mdt.

Means.

Dry. Wet. Hum.
{
nj

Wind, True.
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Hour.
Bar. at 32=

and Sea
Level.

9

10

11

12

13

H
15

16

17

18

19

20
21

22

23

Mdt.

Means.

Bry. Wet. Hum. o -

Winil, True. Cloud.

Direction. Force. Anit.
Lower
Spec.

Upper
Spec.

MAKCU 10, 190-t.
At noon,

lat. 74° or S. long. 22° 00' W.

28-923
•938

956
•971

•988

•999

29-044
•061

081
•089

•104

•1-24

•139

•161

•178

•192

•204

•216

•2.:i9

"260

•280

•306

•328

•353

21-9
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Uour.
Ear, at 32°

and Sea
Level.

Dry. Wet.

Wind, True.

Direction

.

Force. Anit.l
Lower
Spec.

Upper
Spec.

Remarks.

MARCH 18, 1904.
At uooi),

kt. 71° 22' S. long. 16° 34' W.

1 29
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Hour.
Bar at 3*2^

aud Sea
Level.

Dry.
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Hour.
Bar. at 32=

and Sea
Level.

Dry. Wet.
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Bar. at 32°

and Sea
Level.

Dry. Wet.

Wind, True. Cloud.

Direction. Force. |Amt.
Lower
Spec.

Upper
.Spec.

2 « = Remarks.

APRIL 23, 1904. At Gougli Island.

10
11

12
1,<!

14

15

16

17
18

19
20
21

22
23

Mdt.

Means.

29-650
•669

•696

•730

•783

•SOS
•884

•860

•894

•913

•940

•948

•952

•982

•980

30^009
•017

•012

•035

•059

•061

•134

•141

•068

29^925

48^2

48^5
48-5

48 ^9

49^2

49^1

48^8

49-5

49^2

49^5

49^0

49^4

49-6

49^9

49-8

48^8

49-1

49^2

49^3

48^1

49^0

49-0

49^0

49^0

49^1

46^0
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Hour.

10

11

12

13

14

16

16

17

18

19

20

21

22
23

Milt.

Meaus,

B»r. at 32'

and Sea
Level.

Dry.

Wind, True.

Direction. Force.
Lower
.Spec.

Upper
Spec.

APRIL 25, 1904.
At noon,

lat. 40° 22' S. long. 5° 45' W.

30

29

050
032
017
964

970
963
949
950
942

939
912
862
'886

821

845
812
758
68.'>

'687

623
616
538

479
476

29-824

50-5

50-7

50-4

50-8

51-1

51 3
51-8

52-0

62-0

52-0

51-9

52-0

52-9

52-6

.52-2

.V2-0

51-2

51-8

62 '0

61-7

51-9

52-0

53
53-8

47-5
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Hour.

12

16

20

20

8.30

Bar. at 32'
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Hour.
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Bar. at 32'

and Sea
Level.

Dry. Wet. Hum.

Wind, True.

Direction. Force.

Cloud.

Amt. Lower
Spec.

Upper
•Spec.

Remarks.

JUNE 27, 1904.
At noon,

lat. 25° 02' N. long. 31° 51' W.

12
16

20
24

30-244
•282

295
•291

•335

336

71-5
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METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS

TAKEN ON THE

SCOTIA
AT

SCOTIA BAY, LAURIE ISLAND, SOUTH ORKNEYS,

FROM APRIL 1st TO OCTOBER 31st, 1903;

AND AT

OMOND HOUSE, LAURIE ISLAND, SOUTH ORKNEYS,

FROM NOVEMBER 1st, 1903, TO FEBRUARY 21st, 1904.

LATITUDE 60° 43' 42" S. LONGITUDE 44° 38' 33" W.





METEOEOLOGICAL OB BEE Y ATI ON

S

AT

LAURIE ISLAND, SOUTH ORKNEYS.

Position of Station.

From 1st April to 31st October 1903 hourly meteorological observations were made at

the winter quarters of the " Scotia " in Scotia Bay, during which time the ship was

frozen in at a distance of about 600 yards south-east of the Central Cairn, which is in

lat. 60° 43' 42" S., long. 44° 38' 33" W. On 1st November the hourly observations

were transferred from the ship to the shore, where a stone hut, named " Omond House,"

had been built for the accommodation of the party who were to remain on the island

while the "Scotia" went north to refit at Buenos Aires. The observations taken on

the ship and the instruments in use were exactly similar to those described in the

introduction to the Sea Observations. In addition, a Robinson hemispherical cup

anemometer was placed about six feet above the level of the poop, during the wintering

of the ship, in a position where it was freely exposed to the prevailing winds. The

exposure was good, except from the west-south-west, but in that direction some hills

exerted a disturbing miiuence, making the winds squally and uncertain. A snow

gauge was also in use, but owing to the frequency of heavy drift its readings were

untrustworthy as a measure of the true precipitation, and I cannot bring forward the

results with any degree of confidence.

Omond House Station.

Soon after the arrival of the "Scotia" in winter quarters an auxiliary station was

established on the beach that here divides the north from the south side of the island.

Here were placed four screens containing the following instruments—one large and one

small Richard thermograph, one Richard hygrograph, dry and wet bulb thermometers,

a maximum and minimum thermometer, and a black bulb in vacuo registering maximum

thermometer. The Campbell Stokes sunshine recorder was placed on a cairn about four
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feet high to the wcvst of Copeland Observatory. Unfortunately it was not possible to obtain

a site for this instrument where there was n clear horizon at all hours. In summer, hills

to the west cut the solar rays off at about 7 p.m., and in winter the total possible of

about five hours was reduced to about half thiit amount by mountains to the N.N.E.

The amount of cloud was, however, noted every hour, which helps to sujiplement the

somewhat defective sunshine record. The instruments at this station were read and set

once a day until 1st November, when the summer party went into residence in the

stone hut built during the winter for their accommodation, and after that date hourlv

observations were taken until 21st Februaiy 1904, when the station was taken over by

the Aro-entine Meteorological Office on the return of the "Scotia."

The barometer emplo}'ed on and after 1st November was of the Kew Station

pattern, Adie No. 564. This instrument was compared at Kew and the Meteorological

Office before and after the return of the Expedition, and its correction was found to

remain unaltered. Froui a comparison of eighty-nine simultaneous observations made

from 24th October to 21st November between the station barometer. No. 564, and the

Kew marine barometer, No. A. 520, on board the "Scotia," it was found that the station

barometer read O'Oll inch lower than that on the ship after all the instrumental and

other corrections had been applied. Too much importance cannot, however, be attached

to this difference, owing to the frequency of local squalls in the vicinity of the house,

which slightly lowered the barometiic pressure there on many (jccasions.

The form of publication for the hourly values is that usually employed in the

printing of observations from stations of the first order. It was considered after

consulting the leading British meteorologists) inexpedient to attempt to compute the

relative humidity and vapour pressure of the period 28th April to 4th October from

the dry and wet bulb readings, owing to the doubt that attaches to such reductions at

temperatures below 10° Fahrenheit. In tlie tables the depression of the wet bulb is

given. For the summer months the humidity and vapour pressure were taken from

Glaisher's tables.

With regard to the Richard Hair hygrographs, the traces in winter were so im-

perfect, owing to the frec^uency of blizzards, that no systematic use could be made of the

charts, which were, however, used in summer as a check on the dry and wet bulb

readings when any anomaly presented itself in the readings.

It is important to observe that, owing to the proximity of cliffs to the west and

south-west, the winds recorded at Omond House do not represent the true atmospheric

circulation, especially in the case of winds from south, south-west, and west, which were

frequently deflected to south-east. With winds from other quarters the errors

introduced were small.

In addition to the ordinary observations, the limit of visibility was observed on a

scale of to 12. These values are not printed in extenso, but an abstract of the

hourly values will be found in the portion of this memoir devoted to the results of

the observations.
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RAROMETER. Corrected to 32° and reduced to Mean Sea Level. APRIL 1903.
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BAEOMETEE. Corrected to 32 and reduced to Mean Sea Le\el. JUNE 1903.
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BAKOiMETEE. Corrected to 32° and heuuced to Meam Sea Level. AUGUST 1903.
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BAROMETER. COHIUCCTED TO 32° AXD REDUCED TO MeAN SeA LeVEL. OCTOBER 1903.
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BAEOMETKE. Corrected to 32° and PyEduced to j\1ean Sea Level. DECEMBEE 1903.
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Air Temperature and Depression of Wet Bulb.
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APEIL 1903.

3
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13
14
15

16

17
18
19

20

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

Means

1
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Air Tempekature and Depression of Wet Bulb. MAY 190c

Dry

10

11

12
13

14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31

Means

Dep. of
Wet.

- 0-1

2-1

30-4

12-8
6-8

5-1

-13-9

4-8

26-3

30-9

15-7
- 6-6

-12-6
0-9

31-8

-5-4
9-9

27-6

34-0

33-8

35-1

32-6

31-9

32-0

30-0

14-8

10'9

27-0

29-8

27-0

27-1

17-2 0-;

0-0

0-1

0-2

00
0-0

0-0

0-1

0-4

1'4

0-1

01
0-2

0-2

0-0

0-0

0-0

0-6

1-2

0-2

3-1

0-4

0-4

0-8

0-8

0-1

0-5

0-1

0-6

0-0

0-3

nrv liep. of
p,

Dep. of
^^y Wet. i^^y- Wet.

- 0-1

3-6

30-2

11-9

6-7

4-2

-14-4
..•9

26-8

30-4

15-7
- 7-5

-12-7
7-2

31-0

- 6-7

10-4

26-5

33-8

33-5

35-5

31-8
31-2

31-1

29-2

17-5

11-4

26-7

28-1

28-5

29-0

0-0

0-1

0-2

0-0

0-0

0-0

01
0-6

1-5

0-0

0-3

0-0

0-2

0-0

0-0

0-1

00
0-6

1-4

0-1

3-4

0-0

0-2

0-6

6

0-4

0-4

0-0

0-1

0-5

0-2

17-3 0-37

- 1-1

4-5

30-5

11-9
5-9

4-2

-15-7

7-3

26-9

30-2

15-4

- 7-5

-13-7
9-1

30-3

- 7-9

13-4

25-5

34-1

32-7

36-1
32-2

31-2

29-0

29-3

21-9

12-9

26-5
28-8

29-2
29-9

0-1

0-4

0-0

0-0

0-0

0-2

0-7

0-0

0'2

0-1

0-1

0-1

0-3

0-1

0-7

0-4

2-0

0-1

3-2

0-2

0-2

0-9

1-1

0-0

0-5

0-1

0-6

0-0

0-5

r, Dep. of
"^y- Wet. "'^y- Wet.

17-5 0-41

• 1-4

5-7

31-0
12 '2

5-4

4-0

-14-3

8-4

27-1

30-3

15-0

- 7-2

-14-0

9-7

28-0

- 9-0

15-9

23-5

33-0

33-1

36-1

32-6

31-6

28-8

26-2

23-6

15-1

25-8

•30-0

34-0

31-0

0-2

0-2

0-3

0-0

0-1

0-0

0-2

0-1

0-3

0-0

0-0

0-2

0-2

0-1

0-0

0-0

0-2

0-0

0-9

0-0

3-6

0-2

0-3

0-4

0-5

0-5

0-8

0-2

0-7

1-9

0-2

2-1

7-1

31-2

12-7

5-7

3-9

-131
10-0

27-6

.30-3

14-9

- 6-4

-14-3

10-7

25-0

- 9-0

16-3

23-2

32-8

33-2

35-7
32-6

31-7

27-7

21-9

24-3

18-0

26-0

29-3

34-3
31-6

0-1

0-0

0-4

0-1

0-0

0-1

0-1

0-2

0-0

0-0

0-2

0-2

0-2

0-0

0-2

0-4

0-1

0-8

0-0

3-7

0-6

0-2

0-1

0-4

0-3

0-3

0-2
0-3

0-4

0-6

Dry Dep. of
Wet.

17-S 0-40 17-8 0-33

- 2-1

10-9

31-1

12-6
7-1

4-1

-13-2

9-7

27-7

30-2

140
- 7-2

-14-9
11-9

22-5

- 9-2

17-5

23 '0

33-0

32-4

36-6

32-0

32-1

27-6
20-4

24-2

20
26-2
29-5
33-5

32-4

0-0

0-1

0-1

0-0

0-0

0-0

01
0-1

0-3

0-0

0-1

0-2

0-0

0-0

0-0

0-3

0-3

0-1

1-7

0-0

4-4

0-5

0-4

0-2

0-3

0-2

0-4

0-3

0-5

2-4

0-5

10

Dry Dep. of

- 2-8

13-3

31-0
12-2

8

4-1

-13-0

10-1

27-0
30 '3

13-8

- 7-9

-14-9

14-4

21-5

-100 0-0

19-0 0-2

21-8 0-4

32-3 0-9

321 0-1

0-1

0-2

0-]

0-0

0-1

0-1

0-1

0-0

00
0-0

0-1

0-1

0-0

0-5

0-0

Dep. of

17-9 0-44

32-2
35-8

31-5

28-0

14-6

25-0
21 '6

27-2
28-3

33-2

33-0

0-8

2-5

0-2

0-0

0-3

0-4

0-5

0-2

0-3

C-6
1-0

17-8 0-32

- 3-3

14-9
30-1

12-0
8-1

3-6

-12-3

11-4

26-7
30-0

12-9

- 8-0

-14-9
15-2

18-2

-10-9

19-3

19-0

32-1

32-0

32-8

33-2

31-2
28-0

10-9

21-0

23-0
27-0

28-2
32-5

33-2

n„.. Dep. of,^ Dep,
"^i- Wet. "'^y- We

0-2
0-1

0-1

0-0

0-0

0-1

0-0

0-0
0-0

0-0

0-3

0-0

0-3

0-0

0-1

O'O
0-1

0-]

00
1-8

1-2

0-1

0-0

0-2

0-1

1-0

0-3

0-4

0-5

0-2

- 5-4

17-2

30-1

120
8-2

3-4

-10-8

15-9
28-1

30-3

13 1

- 8-9

-13-9
15-6

18-0

-10-3
21-3

lS-9
32-3

32-0

31-0
34-0

31-1

28-8
8-9

15-3

23-3

27-5

28-0

30-7

34-4

0-2

0-2

0-1

0-0

0-0

0-0

0-1

0-0

0-1

0-0

0-0

0-0

0-5

0-2

0-0

01
0-0

O-O

0-5

1-0

0-0

0-2

0-3

0-0

0-2

0-3

0-3

0-0

0-3

17-3 0-23 17-4 015

- 5-S
19-1

29-3

11-9

8-3

2-7

-12-3

16-7

29-0

27-9

13-4

- 9-8

-12-3

16-2

16-7

-10-0

24-0

14-9
33-6

32-0

31-0

34-0
31-3

29-0

7-0

10-0

24-5

26-2
28-0

26-1

35-2

0-0

0-1

0-1

0-0

0-0

0-1

0-1

0-1

0-0

0-0

0-0

0-1

0-2

0-1

0-0

0-0

0-0

1-6

0-2

0-3

0-8

0-0

0-0

0-0

0-0

0-4

0-4

0-5

0-1

0-4

17-0 0-18

11
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Air Temperature and Depression of Wet Bulb.
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Aiu Tempekatuee and Depression of Wet Bulb. JULY 1903.
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Air Temperature and Depression of Wet Bulb.

121

AUGUST 1903.
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AiK Temperature and Depression of Wet Bulb. SEPTEMBER 1903.
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Am Temperature and Depression of Wet Bulb.

123

OCTOBEE 1903.

1
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Air Temperatuke and Depression of Wet Bulb. NOVEMBER 1903.
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Air Temperatuke and Depression of Wet Bulb. DECEMBER 1903.

1

2
3
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31

Means

T^ Dep. of
^^y- Wet.

27-2
28-3

27-8
27-9

2yO

29-2
26-8
29-7

31 1

29-7

28-3

28-2
30-2

30-2

32-6

33
29-9

31-2
31-8

33-7

30-5
32-0

32-0

31-0

30-S

32-7

31-3
29-9

32-8

32-0

31-2

1-4

0-7

0-5

1-7

0-4

1-4

1-4

0-8

0-1

0-4

0-3

0-2

0-2

1-2

0-8

0-0

1-3

0-4

0-0

0-0

0-4

1-5

2
0-6

1-8

19
0-1

0-7

0-8

0-2

0-2

30-3 075

,-) Dep. of
"'^y- Wet.

27-1

28-8
27-0
28-1

29-0

29-0

26-7
29-8
31-3

30-0

28-5

28-7
30-1

•30-5

32-5

32-8

29-9

31-1

32
33-0

30-1

32-9
32-1

30-5
30-9

33-0
32-6

30-0

32-8

31-8
31-1

1-7

0-8

0-1

1-6

0-3

1-0

0-9

0-8

0-3

0-9

0-4

0-6

0-3

1-5

0-7

0-0

1-3

0-3

0-1

0-0

0-1

2-1

2-4

0-4

1-8

2-1

0-3

0-6

0-8

0-0

0-2

Dry,
Dep. of p, Dep, of
Wet. "'^J- Wet.

27-1

28-8

28-2
28-2

29-0

28-8

28-0
29-9

31-1

29-7

28-4

28-8

30
30-3

32-0

1-8

0-8

0-7

1-2

0-2

0-8

1-0

1-1

0-1

0-7

0-3

0-6

1-0

M
0-5

30-4 0-79

32-9
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Air Temperature and Depression of Wet Bulb. JANUAEY 1904:.

1

2
3
4

5

6

7
8
9

10

11
12
13
14
15

16

17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31

Means

Dry,
Dep. of
Wet.

32-7

30-3
29-9
28-1

25-4

311
28-9

32-0

34-0
34-3

.33-1

35-0

.32-1

30-6

30-2

30-3
31-1

33
33-6

32-9

33-2

31-5

31-5

31-1

32-5

29-8

311
31-6

30-9
30-2

31-9

0-7
1-3

1-9

1-1

1-3

2-7

2-7

0-0

0-1

0-2

0-2

2-5

1-1

0-5

2-3

1-9

2-1

0-2

0-4

0-5

0-0

0-0

0-0

1-7

0-7

0-5

2-2

1-5

M
1-3

1-9

31-4 112

Drv Dep. of
J-'ry-

Wet.

37-8
30-0

29-5
28-3

27-8

31-0

287
35-3

39-1

36-8

36
34-9

320
30-3

30

30-2
30-5

33-1

33
33-0

33-3
31-3

31-0

30-6

32-5

30-6
31-3

.31-2

30-6

30-3

32-1

2-1

1-5

1-7

1-9

1-9

2-3

2-7

0-2

1-7

0-8

1-1

2-7

0-9

0-3

2-4

2-2

1-9

0-1

0-0

0-3

0-1

O'O
0-0

1-4

0-6

1-8

2'3

1-9

0-8

1-3

2-3

32-0 1-33

Dry.
Dep. of
Wet.

38-2

29-9

29-8

28-5

28-2

30-1

28-9
34-2

38-3

33-8

37-9

35 1

32-3
30-3

30-0

30-3

30-5

32-9

34
33-1

34-0
32-0

31-2

30-8

32-7

30-2

31-9
31-3

30-3

30-4

32-2

32-0

2-7

1-7

1-8

1-6

2-1

1-1

2-8

0-2

1-8

0-8

2-0

3 1

0-6

0-5

2-4
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Am Temperature and Depression of Wet Bulb. FEBKUAEY 1904.

Dry

1

2
3
4

5

6

7
8

9

10

11

12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21

Means

Dep. of
' Wet.

n,.,- Dep. of!r~,„, Dep. of In,.,, Dep.
D'>- Wet. ^'^y- Wet. l^'T- •

31 -l

32-3

300
33-8

33-6

33-0

35-1

.33'1

34-0
31-7

35-7
34-8
32-3

31-5

30-4

29-3

32-8

40-7
32-8

33-6

2-1

10
0-6

0-1

0-5

0-0

3-0

1-1

0-1

2-2

0-8

0-6

1-9

0-5

2-0

1-4

1-1

1-4

2-4

0-6

31-2

32-6
29 -S

33-4

33-0

33-1
35 -5

35-0
34-1

30-9

35-9
39-9

33-4

31-4
31 '0

29-2

32-4

35-6

32-9
34-0

2-0

1-0

0-3

0-0

0-4

0-1

3-9

3-7

0-2

2-4

1-0

1'9

2-4

0-4

1-9

1-4

0-7

0-5

2-6

1-1

.-,.0f
Wet.

I,,.„
Dep. of T, Dep. .,

^'y- Wet. r^y- Wet.

30-0 0-2
I

30-4 0-4

32-9 1-12
;

33-1 1-35

30-0

32-2
29-8
34-1

33

33-0

35-1

34-8

3S-0
30-9

35-3

40-1

33-4

31-8

30-9

29 '8

32-6

36
33-7

33-9

0-9

0-2

0-3

0-5

0-3

0-1

3-3

3-2

0-9

2-0

I'O
3-4

1-3

1-6

2-0

1-5

1-1

0-3

2-9

1-0

30-8 0-2

33-2 1-33

30-0
32-2
30-1

33-2

35-0

32 8
35-1

32-6

35-0
30-6

36-7

40-6

33-4
31-2

30-8

30-2

32-9
33-8

33-2
33-2

0-1

0-5

0-2

0-4

0-8

0-1

3-6

1'4

1-0

2-3

1-4

4-1

2
1-2

2-2

2-2

1-1

0-5

2-3

0-9

30-5 0-2

33-0 1-36

of
'"^J- Wet. ^"^y- Wet.

30-0

31-9
30-7
33-0

37-5

33-2
35-1

•32 -0

36-0

31-3

36-8
40-0
33 -S

31-6

30-9

30-5
32-9

33-6

33-2

33-3

O'O
0-0

0-5

0-5

1'8

0-2

3-3

1-2

M
2-1

0-9

3
2-4

1-3

lo
2-0

1-2

0-6

2-6

1-8

30-3 0-3

33-2 1-44

30-4

32-0
31-9

34-2

36-6

33-6
35-0

33-4

34-9

31-5

37-0

37-5
34-0

31-8
30-3

30-5
32-6

34-2

33-3
32-3

0-0

0-3

0-7

0-7

1-6

0-3

3-1

1-9

0-9

2-5

10
2-5

1-9

0-8

1-4

2-1

1-3

0-5

2-5

0-7

30-8 0-2

33-2 1-28

of

30-7
32-3

32-3
34-3

36-2

35-3

32-7

33-0
34-4

32-3

37-8

36-6
34-0

32-5

29-9

30-7
32-6

34-0

34-0

31-4

0-0

0-3

0-8

0-7

1-8

0-6

1-4

1-6

0-6

2-2

1-3

1-9

2
1-7

2-7

1-9

11
0-2

3-0

0-3

30 3 1

33-2 1-25

nrv Dep. of T, Dep.

,

"'i- Wet. '-"^y- Wet

30-7
32-3

31-9
35-8
36-4

37-3
33-6

33-5
34-8

33-7

35-1

.380
33-8

32-7

30-0

32-0

32-9

34-3
34-4

32 1

0-0

0-3

0-4

1-1

2-6

2-3

1-3

1-5

0-8

2-2

0-8

3-0

2-7

1-6

2-2

1-4

0-9

0-3

3-2

1-5

30-0 0-1

33-6 1-44

10

of nrv Dep. of
"'^y- Wet.

30-9

30-3

32-1

36-2

.36-8

36-7

32-8
34-0

34-7
33-8

35-0

37-2
33-5

32-3

29-8

32-0

34-8

34-7
33-6

32-0

0-0

0-2

0-3

1-7

3-4

2-0

0-7

2-2

0-7

2-3

0-7

2-7

1-7

0-9

1-7

0-7

2-6

0-5

1-8

1-0

29-2 0-2

33-4 1-33

31-7

33-2

32-7
35-3
36-8

33-7

33-4

33-6

37-4

33-2

34-3

37-0

33-7
32-7

29-7

32-2

37-6
34-9

35-3

31-1

30-0

0-0

0-4

0-7

1-4

2-6

0-4

0-4

0-5

2-0

2-3

0-3

2-8

1-7

1-0

1-9

0-6

2-4

0-5

2-7

0-3

0-4

11 12

Drv Dep. of
"'^i- Wet.

32-3

33-8
32-9
36-1

38-5

34-0

0-4

0-9

0-7

1-9

4'3

0-2

33-8 1-20

32-1



128 METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT SCOTIA BAY AND

Wind Direction and Force. APRIL 1903.
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Wind Direction and Force. MAY 1903.



130 METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT SCOTIA BAY AND

Wind Direction and Force. JUNE 1903.
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Wind Direction and Force. JULY 1903.



132 METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT SCOTIA BAY AND

Wind Direction and Fokce. AUGUST 1903.
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Wind Direction and Force. SEPTEMBER 1903.



134 METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT SCOTIA BAY AND

Wind Direction and Force. OCTOBEE 1903.
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Wind Direction and Forge. NOVEMBER 1903.



136 METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT SCOTIA BAY AND

Wind Dikection and Force. .
DECEMBER 1903.

1
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Wind Direction and Fokce. JANUAEY 1904.



138 METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT SCOTIA BAY AND

Wind Direction and Force. FEBEUAEY 1904.
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CLOUD. Amount of Cloud. APRIL 1903.



140 METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT SCOTIA BAY AND

CLOUD. Amount of Cloud. JUNE 1903.
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CLOUD. Amount of Cloud. AUGUST 1903.



142 METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT SCOTIA BAY AND

CLOUD. Amount of Cloud. OCTOBEK 1903.
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CLOUD. Amount of Cloud. DECEMBER 1903.



144 METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT SCOTIA BAY AND

CLOUD. Amount of Cloud. FEBRUARY 1904.
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ANEMOMETEE. Miles pek Hour. JUNE 1903.



14G METEOROLOGICAL OBSEUVATIONS AT SCOTIA BAY AND

ANEMOMETER. Miles pek Hour. AUGUST 1903.
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ANEMOMETER. Miles per Houk. OCTOBER 1903.

!0

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19
20

21

22
23
24
25

26

27
28
29
30
31

Meaus

4-2

7-3

5-4

35-2

11-2

27-0

16-6

2-6

10-9

0-0

8-2

9-3

0-1

8 '2

9-8

4-4

0-0

34-4

4-2

16-8

0-9

17-9

9-6

22-5

16-7

6-5

18-2

24-5
24-1

21-6

11-8

12-6

av
8-3

0-9

32-5
8-7

29 '6

14-6
3-0

12-1

0-0

8-2

3-9

0-0

26
3-7

0-8

4-3

39 -8

1-0

16-0

0-8

16-0
11-0

21-0

12-6

13-3

13-5

19-1

21-7

20
23 -o

8-4

6-8

1-9

31-7

4-7

26-2

19-1

6-2

11-3

0-0

6-6

1-4

5-9

6-4

10-5

2-9
6 '9

39-1
0-2

16-9

0-9

32-3

10-3

24-7

12-5

12-4

14-0

18-6

15-7

21-0

17-7

11-9 12-7

2-4

8-7

1-3

31-6
8-9

24-0
21-0
7-4

15-8
0-0

3-0

2-4

3-6
7 '2

0-1

5-5

9-5

32-9

0-3

16-7

1-3

25-1

11-2

26-3

20-8

8-3

14-9

19-8

11-3

24-7

12-7

12'2

3-7

6-2

0-0

34-8

19-2

28-5

22-7
11-5

14-0
4-5

3'4

2-5

6-6

7-6

1-7

2-2

10-7

3S-0
0-7

176

0-3

20-9
9-9

21-5
7 '7

6-1

11 '9

23-5
20-6

15-3

12-3

27-0

120
1-0

26-0

190

23-0
!2-0

7-5

17-5

7-9

14-5
1-6

7-1

4-5

5'0

1-6

10-5

36-0
5-8

12-8

1-5

20-5
7-8

30-3

11-0

8-0

17-0

22-5

19-1

16-5

8'0

13-4

25
8-0

0-0

33-3

21-5

19-5

19-2

7-0

15-8
6-2

13'0
3-1

9-1

7-5

11 -8

11
11-5

25-0

10-7

19-0

1-5

27-3
8-3

17-6

15-5

8-7

9-7

27-7

18-3

12-0

8-0

13-6

8



148 ]HETEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT SCOTIA BAY AND

ANEMOMETER Miles per Hour. DECEMBEK 1903.

10

11

12
13
14
16

16
17

18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

14-3
1-8

0-0

3-8

0-0

O'O
0-6

20-6

9-7

22-8

0-0

0-5

16-4

10-4
9-4

13-3

14-2

24-5

10-6

24-5

2-7

l'>-6

38-5
15-9
6-2

26
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ANEMOMETER. Miles per Hour. FEBRUARY 1904.



150 METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT SCOTIA BAY AND

HUMIDITY.
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HUMIDITY. Relative Humidity Satueation = 100. NOVEMBER 1903.

1

2
3

i
5

6

7
8
9

10

11

12
13
14
15

16

17
18

19
20

21

22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

Means

99
68
69

93
89

72
85
92
81

77

72
100
79
85
92

100
72
86

84
94

100
73
70

93
87

68
87
92
91

83

98
100
81

87
100

96
73
72
62
91

100 100
100 100
9,S



152 METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT SCOTIA BAY AND

HUMIDITY. Relative Humidity Saturation = 100. JANUARY 1904.
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Vapour Tension. AHfIL 1903.



154 METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT SCOTIA BAY AND

Vapour Tension. NOVEMBEE 1903.

1



OMOND HOUSE, LAURIE ISLAND, SOUTH OKKNEYS.

Vapour Tension.

155

JANUAEY 1904.

8
9

10

11

12
13
14

15

16
17
18
19

20

21

22
23
24
25

2e
27
28
29
SO
31

•172

•136

•117

•120

095

•114

091
•182

•194

•194

is:,
156
•156

loS
•112

•122

•!26

183
185
178

•190

•178

•178

134
•170

\2e
li!4

144
•Ufi

•135

138

Means 150
I

188
128
119
103
098

121

090
203
206
202

191
154
160
161

lOS

114
125
187
188
181

ISS
176
174
138

173

129

124
131

150
136
132

•151

180
•121

•119

•112

•098
:

•139
1

•089

•194 I

•196

•178

190
•147

•171

•156

•108

113
1-29

186
•186

•187

•196

•177

176
•130

•172

•133

•138

•130

156
136
110

160

•178

•100

117
•102

•107

•105

095
186
199
•186

•188

•147

172
•155

•106

•125

117
•189

•185

•183

188
•176

•174

127
•166

•1-29

135
146
149
•132

•111

•148

185
•116

•120

096
•107

•104

•096

•184

•190

183

•182 ^174

116 lis
•130 ^118

105 •I 15
•116

'

•ll?

•120
I

^128

100
I

-102

•183 -181

•182 ISS
•183

,

182

184



156 METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT SCOTIA BAY AND

APEIL 1903. Species of Cloud.



OMOND HOUSE, LAURIE ISLAND, SOUTH ORKNEYS.

Species of Cloud.

157

APEIL 1903.



158 METEOROLOGICA.L OBSERVATIONS AT SCoTIA BAY AND

MAY 1903. Species of Cloud.

9

10

n
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22
23
24

25

26
27

28

29

30
31

10

11

12
13

14

15

16

17

18

19
20

21
22

23
24

25

26

27
28

29
30
31



OMOND HOUSE, LAURIE ISLAND, SOUTH ORKNEYS.

Species of Cloud.

159

MAY 1903.



160 METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT SCOTIA BAY AND

JUNE 1903. Species of Cloud.



OMONl) HOUSE, LAURIE ISLAND, SOUTH OKKNEVS.

Species of Cloud.

161

JUNE 1903.

Lower.

Sti-.

Nim.
Nini.

Str.

Mist
Nini.

K. NW
Mist
Nim.
K.

Str.

K. str.

w xs

K. str.

Str.

Str.

Str.

Str.

Nim.
Str.

Str.

Upper.

Cir. str.

Lower.

K. str.

Nim.
Nim.
K.

K. str.

K.

Str.

K. str.

K. str.

Mist
Fog

K. str.

K.

Nim.

K. stv.

K. .sw

Str.

Str.

Str.

Scud
K. str.

Nim.
Nim.

Upper.

Cir. k.

Cir. str.

Cir. k.

Lower.

K. str.

K.
Nim.
K. str.

K. str.

K.
Mist
Nim.
K. str.

Str.

Str.

K. str.

K. str.

K. str.

Nim.

K. str.

Upper.

Str.

Str.

Nim.
Scud
Nim.
Nim.
Nim.

]0

Cir. str.

Cir. str. sw

Cir. k.

Lower.
K. str.

K.
Nim.
K.

Str.

K.

Nim.
Str.

Str.

K. str.

K.
Nim.
K.

Nim.

Nim.

K. sw X s

K.

Str., mist
Nim.

Nim.
Scud
Nim.
Nim.
Nim.

Upper.

Cir. str.

K.
Cir. k.

Cir. str.

Cir. k.

11 12

Lower.



162 METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT SCOTIA BAY AND

JULY 1903. Species of Cloud.



OMOND HOUSE, LAURIE ISLAND, SOUTH ORKNEYS.

Speciks of Cloud.

163

JULY 1903.

Lower.
Str.

Sti-.

Str.

K.

Str.

Str.

Str.

Kim.

Str.

Str.

Nim.
K. str., (bg

K. str., tog

K.

Str.

Str.

Nim-, mist

Str.

Str., niin.

Mist
Str.

K.

Str.

Nim.

Nim.
Fog

E. str.

Upper.

8



164

AUGUST 1903.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT SCOTIA BAY AND

Species of Cloud.



OMOND HOUSE, LAURIE ISLAND, SOUTH ORKNEYS.

Species of Cloud.

165

AUGUST 1903.

Lower.

Mist
Scud wsw

Nim.

Nim.
Str. sw
Str.

Str.

Miit

Mist
Str.

!i. str.

Str.

Str.

Nim., K.

str.

Nim.
Nim.
K. str.

Sir,

Nim.
Mist
Str.

Str., nim.

Nim.
Nim
Str.

Sir.

Upper.
Cir. k.

CSr. k. .sw

Cir. k. sw

Cir k.

Cir. k.

Cir. k. ws^^•

Lower.

Nim.
K.

Str., mist

Str.

Str.

sir.

Mist

Nim.
str.

K.

str.

Str.

Str.

K., K. str.

Nim.
Nim.
K. str

K.
Str.

Nim.
Mist
Scud

Str.

Str.

Nim.
Nim.
Str.

Str.

Upp'r.
Cir.

Cir. str.

Cir. s

Cir. sir.

Lower.

Nim.
K.

Str.

Str., mist
Str. sw
K. str.

Nim.
Nim.

Nim.

Str.

K.

Str.

K. str.

Str.
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INTRODUCTION.

The Meteorological Log of the " Scotia" extends from 1st January 1903

to 14th February 1904, and from 23rd February to 5th May 1904.

Until 25t.h March 1903 the vessel was engaged in her first Antarctic

cruise, while the period embraced in the second Antarctic cruise extends

from 23rd February to 5th May 1904. With these exceptions the

remarks refer to the weather conditions at Laurie Island, South

Orkneys, until the transference of the Station to the Argentine Meteoro-

logical Office in February 1904. On 1st November 1903 the observa-

tions were transferred from the ship to Omond House, where, it may

be observed, the winds were not so true as at the winter quarters in

Scotia Bay.

The notes given are intended to supplement the data given in the

tables, and thus draw attention to some of the more noteworthy

phenomena which might not be observed on inspection of the general

tables.

During the voyage of the " Scotia" to and from Buenos Aires, as

well as during her second Antarctic cruise, Mr Mobsman was absent

at Laurie Island, so that for the second Antarctic cruise the notes

recorded by Mr W. S. Bruce are given.



METEOROLOGICAL LOG OF THE "SCOTIA."

1903.

Jan. 1.—At noon, lat. 39° 01' S. long. 53° 40' W.—

A

very fine day. Sky cloudless after 7 a.m. except for a

little cumulus on the horizon. Air calm and sea smooth,

but slight swell from S.E. most of day. The temperature

of the sea fell quickly from 70°'l at i*" to 55°"8 at mid-

night.

Jem. 2.—At noon, lat. 41° 38' S. long. 54° 40' W.—

A

very fine day, with continuous sunshine till noon. Then
upper sky partly covered with cirrus, cir.-str. and cir.-cum.

types. Sheet lightning to W. at 8'', and again at mid-

night, when the dischfirges seemed to emanate from a

cumulo-form cloud low down on western horizon.

Jan. 3.—At noon, lat. 45° 29' S. long. 56° 30' AV.—
Overcast throughout except at l*" and 19''. Hazy and
dull a.m., hut fog or mi.st from 13''. The mist was very

wetting, and resembled a " Scotch mist " or " E. haar."

Several flashes of sheet lightning were seen after 22''.

Wind rather variable, but chiefly N. Sea slight.

Jan. 4.—At noon, lat. 47° 37' S. long. 57° 25' W.—
Cloudy mo.st of the day except for a few hours after noon.

Thunder and lightning (the latter frequently), with rather

heavy rain till 4'' and thunder again at 9''. Lightning

again after 22'', with drizzling rain. Barometer falling

steadily. Temperature also falling and air damp. Light
to fresh N.W. breezes with slight sea.

Jan. 5.—At noon, lat. 49° 55' S. long. 59° 44' W.—

A

good deal of sheet lightning with a wetting mist from 1''

to 3''. Fine day. Barometer rising. Wind rather strong

from 151^ to 21''.

Jan. 28.—At noon, lat. 54° 35' S. long. 51° 50' W.—
Sky overcast, with a misty haze round horizon and on the

water. Rather fresh N.N.W. breezes till 22'', blowing

rather strong since with a moderate sea. Barometer falling

quickly all day, with showers of rain from 13'' to 16''.

Jan. 29.—At noon, lat. 56° 10' S. long. 49° 20' W.—
Dull throughout, with showers of sleet and rain. Very
heavy S.W. gale p.m., reaching a force of 8 to 10.

Barometer rising quickly and temperature falling. Hazy
a.m., vessel hove to most of day.

Jan. 30.—At noon, lat. 56° 28' S. long. 47° 52' W.—
Overcast except at 11'' and 13'', 23'' and midnight A
moderate sea till 17'', when it fell considerably. Baro-

meter fairly steady and temperature very steady. S.W.
winds till 7'\ and N.W. and N. since. Misty at times

round horizon.

Jan. 31.—At noon, lat. 58° 14' S. long. 45° 15' W.—
Wind light from N.W. most of day, falling calm in

evening, and at 22'' changing to S.E. with falling

temperature. Very misty at times, lifting a little towards
evening. Barometer falling till about noon, rather steady
since. Slight showers of sleet.

Feb. 1.—At noon, lat. 59° 32' S. long. 43° 10' W.—
Snowing heavily at 1". At 3"^ it began to clear up to
windward and there was a fine sunrise. Barometer rising

till about noon, falling slowly since. Sky clear and air

dry all afternoon. Temperature low and falling in
evening. Light S. (S.E. to S.W.) breeze-s.

Feb. 2.—At noon, lat. 60° 28' S. long. 43° 40' W.—We
came to edge of pack shortly after midnight. Dull and
misty tbroughoiit, with occasional snow showers. Variable
winds, chiefly N. till noon and W. and S.W. since.

Temperature steady and air damp.
Feb. 3.—At noon, lat. 60° 23' S. long. 44° 00' W.—

Overcast throughout and very hazy. Barometer steady
till about 15'', rising slowly after. Temperature falling

after 14'', when we entered fairly heavy ice. Light W.
and S.W. winds.

Feb. 4. —At noon, lat. 60° 37' S. long. 44° 52' W.—
1 Low temperattire throughout. Overcast except for a

j
short time in early morning. Light S. winds. Outlook

]

generally very wintry.

Feb. 5.—At noon, lat. 61° 06' S. long. 43° 40' W.—
Overcast throughout. Barometer rising steadily all day.

Temperature fairly steady. Air dry. Light S.W., W.
and N.W. airs. Steaming through pack ice with
occa.sional lanes of open water all day.

Feb. 6.—At noon, lat. aO° 10' S. long. 42° 35' W.—
Practically overcast throughout, but sun gleaming so as

to admit of observations for position. Temperature fairly

steady and air dry, but getting rapidly damp at midnight,
when snow was falling. Light N. and E. winds, rather

gusty at times in evening. Barometer steady most of day,

but falling a little after 20''.

Feb. 7.—At no(m, lat. 60° 03' S. long. 39° 44' W.—
Steaming through loose pack ice most of day. Overcast
throughout, with showers of snow, sleet, and rain. Silver

thaw till about 16'', the ship's rigging being covered with
transparent sheet of hard ice. Light winds till 16'',

rather fresh breezes since. Direction chiefly N. Baro-

meter falling. Temperature steady and air damp.
FeJK 8.—At noon, lat. 59° 44' S. long. 36° 40' W.—

Thick, with mist and login early morning. A little sun-

shine was recorded between 9'' and 14'', but only at the

latter hour was it bright. Barometer fairly steady
till 14''; falling slowly since. Light N. airs and breezes

most of day except from 6'' to noon, when it was princi-

pally S.W. Air damp.
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Feb. 9.—At noon, lat. 59° 42' S. long. 34° 13' W.—
Overcast, except at 21''. N.W. wind.s (very light) till

5^, then calm till 9'', and chiefly S. since. Barometer

rising rather quickly at times, temperature steady. Slight

showers of snow in forenoon, with mist at times. During

the day steaming through pack, with open water at

times.

Peh. 10.—At noon, lat. 60° 05' S. long. 32° 10' W.—
Barometer rising till 7^, steady till 13'', and falling since,

briskly since 16''. Temperature steady, except for a

well-marked rise during the early afternoon. Wind S.W.
or S. till 11'', calm till 16'', and N.E. since, and increasing

in force. Cloudy in morning, but fine and sunny during

afternoon, becoming overcast again at night. Sailing and

steanung through pack all day.

Feb. 11.— A^t noon, lat. 60° 03' S. long. 32° 31' W.—
Barometer falling till 8\ rising quickly since 13''.

Temperature very steady. Strong E. and N.E. winds

till 15'', falling light since. Snow showers in early

morning, dull but fair during rest of day. Air dry in

morning, but humidity increasing at night. Steaming

through fairly loose pack most of day.

Feb. 12.—At noon, lat. 59° 49' S. long. 31° 32' W.—
Overcast throughout, with thin mist at times and .slight

silver thaw. Barometer rising till 9'', falling slowly till

16'', and quickly since. Temperature very steady and

air damp. Calm till 3'', light N. ai)d N.E. breezes till

17'', increasing in force since. Steaming most of day

through loose pack. Snow was falling at 21'' and mid-

night.

Feb. 13.—At noon, lat. 59° 43' S. long. 30° 44' W.—
Overcast throughout, with snow .showers and drift in early

morning. Silver thaw at 4'', 5'', and 7''. A little fog

at times. Drizzling rain p.m. Wind N. most of day,

blowing a fresh to strong breeze in early part of day,

taking off p.m. Temperature steady, air damp, barometer

falling rather quickly till 9'', slowly since.

Feb. 14.—At noon, lat. 59°33''S. long. 27° 37' W.—
Barometer rising till 17'', steady since. Snow showers

in early morning. Dull throughout except for brief time

about 23''. Temperature very steady and air rather dry

on the whole. Light to strong N.W. and W. winds.

Rather perceptible swell from N.W. most of day.

Feb. 15.—At noon, lat. 61° 37' S. long. 26° 10' W.—
Generally overcast. Barometer rising steadily after 9''.

Slight snow showers at intervals. N. winds a.m., veering

to the AV. later. Sea slight, but a well-marked swell

from S.E. Temperature very steady and air damp. In
open water, with occasional streams of pack.

Feb. 16.—At noon, lat. 62° 52' S. long. 25° 00' W.—
Barometer rising steadily, rather brii^kly at times. Light

S.W. bieezes all day. Temperature very steady and air

damp. Overcast exee[)t fur slight breaks at about 6'', 7'',

and 16''. Considerable swell from S.E. most of day. In
open water, with occasional streams of pack ice. Bergs
numerous till 22''.

Feb. 17.—At noon, lat. 64° 18' S. long. 23° 09' W.—
Overcast most of day, but clear for short time in early

morning. Barometer rising till 10'', falling since. Tem-
perature steady and air rather dry. S.W. winds light in

force in morning, but N. and N.E. since 8'', and blowing

rather fresh at night. Squally at times between 23'' and
24''.

Feb. 18.—At noon, lat. 66° 05' S. long. 23° 46' W.—
Barometer falling till 9'' hours, rising since. Overcast
throughout. Moderate gale from E. till neon, wind much
the same direction later, but lighter in force. Tem-
perature steady and air fairly dry. Rather heavy sea

from 7'' till noon.

Feb. 19.—At noon, lat. 68° 33' S. long. 24° 31' W.—
Barometer rising till 14'', almost steady since. Tempera-
ture steady till 16'', falling decidedly later. Wind E.
till 14\ then S.E. till 20'', but veering to S. since. Light
in force all day. Clear for a short time in early morning,
overcast rest of day. A little granular snow fell in

evening, the shape of the pellets resembling soft hail.

Feb. 20.—At noon, lat. 69° 39' S. long. 22° 58' W.—
Barometer falling slowly, temperature fairly steady and
air dry. S. and S.E. light airs in early morning, but

backing to S.W. p.m. and increasing to a moderate
breeze. Overcast most of day, but clearing at times.

Steaming through fairly open water most of day. Young
ice forming.

Feb. 21.—At noon, lat. 69° 46' S. long. 19° 10' W.—
Barometer very steady. Temperature steady till 19'',

falling since. W. or S.W. breezes till 17'', calm since.

A little snow fell in early morning, and again at 10'' and
11''. Air very dry at times, humidity at 8'' and 17''

being only 50 per cent.

Feb. 22.—At noon, lat. 70° 21' S. long. 17°00'W.—
Barometer rising till noon, then steady till 18'', and falling

since. Temperature falling till 5'', rising till 17'', and
falling since. Air very dry at times, humidity at 15''

being 60 per cent. Light variable airs and calm most of

day. Fine and sunny, skv being overcast at 22'' only.

Feb. 23.—At noon, lat. 69° 57' S. long. 16° 53' W.—
Cloudy most of day, with slight showers of snow. Baro-

meter falling slowly till 23''. Temperature fairly steady

most of day and air dry. Light S. and S.E. winds.

Solar halo at 18''. In heavy pack all day, closely beset.

New ice from 3 to 5 inches thick. Mist at 20'' and 2 P.
Feb. 24.—At noon, lat. 69° 52' S. long. 17° 22' W.—

Overcast most of day except for .short time in early

morning. Barometer rising steadily all day. Tempera-
ture fairly steady. Liglit to moderate winds, chiefly

S.E. A little snow at times p.m. During day have
been sleaming through pack ice. Very little open
water. New ice 9 inches thick in parts.

Feb. 25.— At noon, lat. 69° 44' S. long. 18° 02' W.—
Overcast in morning, cloudless from 9'' to 18'', and over-

cast again at night. Barometer rising steadily. Rather
strong S. breezes in morning, light from W. and S.W.
rest of day. Temperature steadj- and air dry at times.

Steaming through thick pack ice from 5'' to IS'', and in

fairly open water since.

Feb. 26.—At noon, lat. 69° 36' S. long. 20"' 20' W.—
Overcast throughout except at 6''. Barometer rising till

13'', and falling slowlj' since. Temperature low and
steady till noon, then rising. Humiility variable, being

low at times from 10'' to 20''. Light variable winds,

chiefly N.
Feb. 27.—At noon, lat. 69° 32' S. long. 24° 00' W.—

Barometer falling slowly mi«t of day. Temperature very
steady. Air dry at times from 8'' to IS"", damp rest of

day. Fresh to strong N. breezes. Slight snow at 19''.

Overcast throughout.
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Feh. 28.—At noun, lat. 69° 22' S. Icmg. 26° 36' W.—
Barometer falling till 19'' p m., steady since. Tempera-
ture fell till 10'', steady since. Air dry. N. and E.

breezes till 20'', S.E. since and light in force. Over-

cast throughout. Hove to from 9'' to 20'', taking a

series of soundings, etc.

March L—At, noon, lat. 69' 03' S. long. 28° 02' W.—
Barometer rising steadily. Temperature steady and air

very dry at times, humidity at 17'' being only 47 per

cent. Light E. airs (N.E. to S.E.) all day. Overcast

throughout and very gloomy at times. Sailing or steam-

ing during day through loose pancake or bay ice, with

occasional tracks of open water.

March 2.—At noon, lat. 68° 40' S. long. 30° 18' VV.—
Barometer rising slowly till 18'', very steady since and air

dry. Very light E. and N. winds, all falling calm at

times. Overcast throughout. A few flakes of snow
falling at time.-. During the day the "Scotia" has been
in practically open water covered with young ice.

March 3.—At noon, lat. 08° 35' S. ioug.'si" 56' W.—
Barouietcr rising till 19'', steady since. Temperature
rising on the whole. Air dry at times, but considerable

humidity at intervals. Light N. winds. Overcast

throughout, with snow at times. Passing during day
through pancake ice. !Many bergs.

March 4.—At noon, lat. 68° 22' S. long. 32° 35' W.—
Barometer falling all day. Temperature steady. Air dry

at times. Light to moderate X. and N.W. winds. Over-

cast throughout. Passing during day through loose ice,

principally in open sea after 18''. Many bergs. Snow at

times a.m.

March 5.—At noon, lat. 68° 11' S. long. 34° 17' W.

—

Barometer falling till 5'', rising since, briskly since 7''.

Temperature fell quickly after 4'', reaching a minimum
at 11''. Rather higher and unsteady since. Air damp.
Rather strong N. and N.W. breezes till 6'', W. since.

Sky overcast throughout. During the day Ave have been

in open water with the jiack to E. and S.E.

March 6.—At noon, lat. 67° 39' S. long. 36° 10' W.—
Barometer rising till 7'', falling since. Temperature
falling till 5'', rising till 4'', steady since. Air damp,
being saturated witii mist at times. Wind E. or calm

till 7'', but backing through jN'. to E. .since. Overcast

throughout with drizzling raina.uj., producing slight silver

thaw and snow showers p.m. Stopped since 7'' for

sounding and trawling. At 1'' there was an appearance

of an auroral light on the clouds to S. and S.E.

March 7.—At noon, lat. 67° 33' S. long. 36° 35' W.—
Barometer falling slowly. Temperature steady and air

damp. Moderate to strong winds (N.E.), increasing iri

force at ni^ht and blowing a gale. Overcast throughout.

March 8.—At noon, lat. 67° 22' S. long. 37° 36'' W.—
Barometer falling quickly, temperature steady and air

damp. N.E. gale iti morning, backing to E.S.E. p.m. and
blowing a heavy gale. Overcast throughout, with almost

continuous snow after 3'', except at 20'' and 21'', when
drizzling rain was falling, producing silver thaw. Heavy
swell from E. all day. Alternately passing through bay
ice (with heavy pieces) and open pools of water.

March 9.—At noon, lat. 67° 10' S. long. 39° 00' W.—
Barometer rising slowly and irregiilaily all day.

Temperature very steady and air damp. Moderate to

strong E. winds. Overcast except at 7''. Showers of

snow most of day and drizzling rain at 20'' and 21'',

producing silver thaw. Steaming tlirougli pack with

occasional large expanses of open water all day. Heavy
E.S.E. swell a.m., diminishing p.m., and almost gone at

midnight.

March 10.—At noon, 66° 40' S. long. 40° 35' W.—
Barometer rising, temperature steady till 18'', falling

slowly since. Air damp. Strong S.E. winds all day.

Overcast except at 7'', snow showers at intervals through-

out. In fairly open water most of day, with occasional

pancake ice. One berg (flat-topped) visible in evening.

March II.—At noon, lat. 66° 22' S. long. 42° 20' W.—
Overcast througliout, but sun gleaming faintly at times.

Barometer rising steadily, tenii)erature very steady. Air
damp in morning, but humidity below 80 psr cent, since

15''. Strong southerly winds, blowing almost with the

force of a gale at times. Snow fell at 13'', 14'', and 22''.

In fairly open water, with occasional patches of ice.

March 12.—At noon. lat. 65° 29' S. long. 44° 06' W.—
Barometer rising slowly. Temperature falling slowly till

9'', and quickly since. Air damp, strong S. winds all day,

diminishing in force at night. Overcast throughout.

Slight snow at times. In fairly open water most of day
with occasional patches of ice. New ice forming quickly

at night.

March 13.—At noon, lat. 64° 48' S. long. 44° 25' W.—
Barometer rising slowly. Temperature very low, beujg

under 10° till 14''. Air damp. Light N. airs till 17''.

Calm or light from the N.E. since. Sky generally over-

cast since. A little snow at 13'' and 15''.

March 14.—At noon, lat. 64° 30' S. long. 43° 45' W.—
Barometer falling slowly most of day. Temperature
rising (piickly after 5''. Air dry from 9'' to 18''. Light
N. and N.E. winds a.m., but increasing to a fresh, strong

breeze in the evening. Occasional bright sunshine from
9'' to 15'', overcast rest of day, with slight snow in

evening. Many bergs, mostly weatherworn stumps.

March 15.—At noon, lat. 64° 11' S. long. 42° 16' W.—
Barometer falling slowly. Temperature steady and air

rather damp. Light N. and N.E. breezes till 8'', but
blowing strongly from N.E. since, and approaching the

force of a moderate gale at midnight. Overcast through-

out. A few bergs seen. During the day we have been
in open water, with occasional patches of pancake ice.

March 16.— At noon, lat. 63° 51' S. long. 41° 50' W.—
Barometer ri.sing till about noon, falling since. Tempera-
ture very steady and air rather damp. Fresh to moderate
N.E. winds. Overcast throughout, with slight snow at

18'' and drizzling rain in evening. During day in

alternate patches of ice and water.

March 17.—At noon, lat. 63° OS' S. long. 42° 30' W.—
Barometer rising steadily throughout. Temperature high
and steady till 10'', and rising slightly since. Air damp
till noon, dry on the whole afterwards. Light N.W.
breezes most of day. Overcast except at 3'', 6'', and 7''.

Mist after 4'' and 5'', and slight snow showers at times.

Principally in open water or loose ice during day.

March 18.—At noon, lat. 62° 10' S. long. 41° 20' V'.—
Barometer rising slowly till noon, falling slowly since.

Temperature rose till 5'' and remained steady rest of day.

Air damp in morning, but rather dry p.m. Very light N.
airs a.m., N. and N.E. p.m. and blowing a light to moderate
breeze. Fine to sunny at times between
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generally overcast rest of day. A little drizzling rain

fell in early morning and there wa.s mist at i^. In

fairly open water, with occasional ice.

March 19.—At noon, lat. 61° 22' S. long. 42° 05' W.—
Barometer falling slowly till 8^, rising slowly since.

Air damp after 16'', with mist at times and passing
[

showers of snow. Light variable breeze.s, chiefly N. and i

N.E. Overcast throughout. In a good deal of open
1

water during day, hut in very heavy weatherworn old

pack at 6'' and 1^ and after IT*".
|

March 20.—At noon, lat. 61° 05' S. long. 4.3° 20' W.—
Barometer falling rather quickly throughout. Tempera-
ture high and fairly steady. Light N.E. breezes till

about noon, but veering to the N.W. and blowing a

strong breeze p.m. Overcast except at 22'\ Snow fell

at 6\ 7\ and lO'', and rain at 9^ li\ and 2.3''. Mist at

times till 13''. Rather a heavy sea running in evening.

March 21.—At noon, close to Cape Dundas, S. Orkney.
—Barometer rising slowly most of day. Temperature

i

failing slowly till 1-5'', and rising a little since. Air dry !

most of day. Variable W. strong winds all day. Sky
cloudy, with snow at times. A very heavy swell from
the N.W. was experienced after 17'', by which time we
were beyond the shelter of the S. Orkneys.

March 22.—At noon, near to Cape Bennett, S. Orkneys.

—Barometer rising. Temperature rather steady till noon,

falling since. Air very dry at times, the humidity at

noon and 2^ being 57 per cent. Light N. breezes till

14'', but blowing strongly in squalls at times since, and
increasing to a moderate gale at midnight. Heavy snow
at times p.m. i

March 23.—At noon, to the S. of Laurie Island, S.

Orkneys.—Barometer rising till 13'', falling since, rather

quickly since after 19''. Temperature low and steady

till 10'', rising since. Air very dry till IS*", the humidity

at 11'' and noon being below 50 per cent. Wind chiefly

W. and blowing a gale till 5'', a strong breeze till 11'',
i

and moderating later, bxit backing to the N.E. Sky
I

cloudy, with snow showers after 21''.

March 24.—At noon, to the S. of Laurie Island,

S. Orkneys, lat. 61° 14' S. long. 44° 50' W.—Barometer

falling quickly till 14'', when it read 28'184 inches, rising
;

briskly since. Temperature high till 17'', being mostly

above the freezing point, but by midnight had fallen to

23°'9. Air very damp till 17'', humidity being over 90 per

cent., but at midnight only 65. Rather strong squally N.E.
winds a.m., but veering to the S., and blowing a heavy

gale in evening. Sky generally overcast, but cloudless at

2P and 22". Rain, hail, sleet, and snow at times till 17".
I

March 25.— At noon, off Cape Dundas, S. Orkneys. I

—BarometiT rising throughout. Temperature rather un-

steady. Air dry except from 13'' to 2P. W. gale in

early morning, but calm or light from the S.W. in the

evening. Rather cloudy, but cloudless at P and 9". A
little snow at times. In the evening, anchored in Scotia

Bay, on the S. side of Laurie Lsland.

March 26.—At Scotia Bay, S. Orkneys.—Barometer
rising slowly. Temperature steady till 16'', falling

slightly since. Air rather dry. Very light S. airs or

culm. Overcast throughout, snow at times.

March 27.—At Scotia Bay, S. Orkneys.—Barometer
falling slowly on the whole. Temperature rising till

about 14'', rather steady since. Air damp. Calm in

early morning, and light N. (N.E. to N.AV.) breezes

since. Sky overcast except at 16^. Mist at times with

snow till 15'', aud rain at times since. Ice began to move
out of bay at 14'' 30"°, and the ship was in open water an
hour later.

March 28.— Barometer falling till 18\ rising slightly

since. Temperature falling steadily. Air very damp,
being close to saturation all day. Light variable airs

or calm in early morning, and S. winds and strong

winds p.m. Overcast throughout, with mist at times and
heavy snow, causing considerable drift. In the morning
open water, but ice all round after 18''.

March 29.— Barometer rising till 17'', steady siuce.

Temperature falling till noon, rising slightly till 21'', and
more quickly since. Air damp till 1 1'', dry p.m., and
very dry at 23'' and midnight. Strong squally S. winds

till 14'', backing to W. since. Overcast till 20'', cloudless

from 22'' till midnight. A good deal of powdery snow
fell up to 20'', causing considerable drift.

March 30.—Barometer rising slowly. Temperature
falling, air very dry in early morning, but getting damp
in evening. Light W. and N.W. winds in morning and

S.W. p.m. Sky cloudy. Slight snow at 16'' and 17''.

March 31.—Barometer rising steadily. Temperature
falling till noon, very low and steady since. Air damp.
Light S.W. breezes all day. Sky generally overcast.

Squally at times.

Ajjril 1.—Temperature low and steady till 14'', rising

slightly since. Barometer rising steadily and rather

quickly at times. Air damp. Light to fresh S.W.
breezes all day. Sky generally overcast. Little snow
in forenoon. Squally at times in evening. No sunshine.

A2')ril 2.—Barometer rising steadily till 17'' and falling

since. Temperature low in morning, being 10°"4 at 8'',

but rising quickly in afternoon and evening, being up to

30° '0 at midnight. Air very damp in morning, but rather

dry after 19''. S.W. breezes till 7^ backing to the N.

and increasing in force p.m. Overcast except from 8" till

noon. Snow and sleet about 23''.

A-pril 3.—Barometer falling till 16'', rising since.

Temperature high and steady all day. Air very damp
after b^, humidity being over 90 per cent. Strong

squally N. and N.W. winds till 17'', light S. airs since.

Overcast, with rain at times, till 19'', clearing since. An
appearance of aurora was reported by Mr Bruce at 20''

30"", but no trace of it could be seen at 20'' or 2^.
Open water 5 miles to S. No sun.

April 4.—Barometer falling till 16'', rising since.

Temperature rising till 10'', and fairly steady rest of day.

Air damp until 23'', when the relative humidity fell to

72 percent. Variable light breezes, chiefly N.W. Cloud-

less in early morning. Overcast from 4'' till 19'', cloudless

again at 23'' and midnight. Hail fell between 7'' and 8'',

and rain at times during day.

April 5.—Barometer rising till 9'' and falling rest of

day. Temperature high and steady. Air damp, except

for short time in early morning. N.W. breezes in

morning, but increasing in force and becoming squally

after 16''. Sky cloudy, except in early morning. Slight

showers of snow, sleet, aud rain after 17''.

Ajjril 6.—Barometer falling till 17'', rising a little

since. Temperature high and fairly steady till ll*",

falling since rather quickly after 19''. Air damp till 17''
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and dry since. Light X.W. breezes till 20'', veering to

S.W. since. Sky generally cloudy. A little snow falling

at times.

April 7.—Barometer rising slowly. Temperature
falling till 7'', low and steady since. Air damp, except

for a few hours in early morning. Very light variable

airs, chiefly S.S W. Sky generally cloudy. Light snow
falling between 9'' and 22'', with a few fair intervals.

Api-il 8.—Barometer falling slowly all day. Tempera-
ture rising till IS"", falling again since, and down to

10°'9 at 23''. Variable light airs and breezes, and
calm till 8\ N.W. till 15^ and S. since. Sky fairly

clear most of day, but overcast from 13'' to 18''.

Snow fell in the afternoon, rather heavily about 2 p.m.

A faint parhelion was seen between 7'' and 8'', and a lunar

halo at 23^
April 9.—Barometer falling till S*", rising briskly since.

Temperature falling till 21'', when it read 2°'9, rising a

little since. Air damp. Light S.E., S., and S.W. winds.

Sky generally cloudy. A faint solar halo was seen at 10''.

Light snow was falling at 1.5''. A good observation of

upper clouds was obtained at 13'', when cirrus and cirro-k.

were seen travelling from N.W. quickly. The lower
clouds were coming from the S. and the surface wind was
S.S.W.

AjJril 10.—Barometer high and fairly steady most of

day. Temperature rising steadily. Air damp. Variable

light S. breezes (S.E. to S.W.). Sky fairly clear at times.

Air very clear. Solar halo visible at times a.m.

Ajvil II — Barometer falling till 11'', rising till 21'',

and falling slightly since. Air dry for a few hours in

early morning, damp rest of day. Temperature rising

quickly till 13'', falling a little since. Variable breezes,
!

chiefly N. till noon, and S. since. Overcast, with snow
and slight drizzling rain. JMist at times.

April 12.—Barometer falling slowly till 18'', rather

quickly since. Temperature rising till noon and steady

siuce. Air very damp, humidity being over 90 per

cent, from 7''. Light to fresh N. breezes all day. Sky
overcast. Snow and sleet fell at times a.m., and mist

accompanied by drizzling rain p.m. Slight silver thaw
p.m. The prevailing X. wind has blown the ice to S.,

there being a pretty broad lane of water across the mouth
of Scotia Bay, 3 miles off.

April 13.—Barometer steady most of day. Tempera-
ture fell from 32°'5 at 1 a.m. to 19''-8 at midnight, the

fall being fairly evenly distributed throughout the day.

Air damp in morning, but very dry from 10'' to 15'',

humidity being under 60 per cent., and as low as 39 per

cent, at 13''. Variable squally winds, chiefly N.W. till

noon, and AV. since. Generally overcast, with silver thaw
in early morning, and snow with very heavy drift after

noon.

April 14.—Barometer rising; temperature steady, but

showing a tendency to rise after 20''. Air rather dry till

17'', very damp since. Variable light airs and breezes,

chiefly S.W. Sky overcast. Snow showers fell at inter-

vals till noon. Solar halo at 13^.

April 15.—Barometer rising till 8'', falling since.

Temperature steady, about 21°"0 in early morning, rising

(juickly after noon, and reaching 36°"2 at 22''. Air damp,
but dry puffs at times. Wind S.W. or calm till 8'', chiefly

N.W. and N. since, and rather squally at times. Air

very clear in morning. About half an hour's sunshine

was recorded between 10'' and 10.30''. Slight snow and
sleet at times.

April 16.—Barometer falling till S**, rising very quickly

at times till 22'', and falling again since. Pressure

increased 0"117 inch between IP and noon, and again

between 11'^ and 13'', while the I'ise from 10'' to 17'' was
0507 inch. Temperature high in morning, being 34°'7

at 8'', but falling since. Air damp on the whole. Strong
N.W. winds in early morning, veering to the S.W., and
becoming lighter p.m. Sky cloudy, with a little sunshine

between 11'' and 13''. Snow, .sleet, and drizzling rain fell

at times uji to 11''. Lunar halo at midnight.

April 17.—Barometer falling till 9'', rising since.

Temperature risiug till 9'' and falling since. Air damp.
Wind chiefly N.W. in morning, but veering to the W. and
S.AA^. since. Calm at times, sky cloudy. Lunar halo in

morning and again at night. Air very clear from 4*"

to g*".

April 18.—Barometer falling slowly. Temperature
rose from 16°'7 at 2'' to 30°-0 at 11'', and then rose slowly

to 34°'l at 22''. Air very damp, the humidity being at

saturation at 15''. Light to fresh N.W. and N. winds all

day. Mist at times. A lunar halo was seen in the early

morning, and a fog bow between 7'' and 8''. Hoar-frost

in morning.

April 19.—Barometer rising till 10'', falling since.

Tem|ierature steady and air very damp all day. Variable

light breezes, chiefly N. W. Eather cloudy in early

morning, but sunny at times between 9'' and 15''. Air

very clear from 10'' to 13''.

April 20.—Barometer rising quickly after 4'' till 11'',

falling p.m., rather quickly at times. Temperature very

high early morning, being 36° '2 at l*". Fell from
33° -1 to 13°-7 between 4'' and 5'', and down to 14°-2 at

16'', rising in evening. Air very dry at times. Variable

winds, being N.W. till 3^ S.W. or calm till 20^ and
N.E. since. Sky overcast in early morning and at night,

with snow showers. Very fine and sunny from 9.30''

to 14''.

April 21.—Barometer falling throughout. Tempera-
ture risiug till 20'', steady since. Air very damp. Light

to strong N.W. winds. Sky overcast. No sunshine

recorded. Mist at times. Snow, sleet, and drizzling

rain at times.

Ainil 22.—Barometer rising slowly till 10'', falling

slowly since. Temperature very high and steady. N.W.
and N. moderate to strong breezes. Overcast except at

5'' and 10''. No sunshine recorded. Showers of rain,

sleet, and hail at times. Rather squally.

April 23.—Barometer falling till 7'', rising till 19*",

and falling again since. Temperature very high and
steady till 11'', falling till 16'', and rising again in

evening. Air damp, except from noon to 19''. Moderate

to strong and squally N.W. and N. winds. Sky cloudy,

but fairly clear from noon to 21'', with sunshine at times.

Showers of sleet, rain, and snow at times.

April 24.—Barometer falling quickly till 15'', rising

briskly till 23'' ; temperature very high till 10'', falling

slowly till 17'', when temperature dropped 20°'l in one

hour. Air damp in morning, rather dry after ] 9°.

Variable N. winds, rather squally till 16'', veering to

S.W. and S. later. Sky overcast till 19'', clearing since.
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Showers of rain and sleet till 16*^, and dry powdery snow
with a good deal of drift in the evening.

April 25.—Barometer rising till 19'', falling since.

Temperature low and steady till 17'', rising since. Air
rather damp. S. and S.W.' winds till 18'', N.W. after

20''. Sky cloudy. A little sunshine between noon
and 14\

April 26.—Barometer showing no less than three well-

marked falls, with corresponding rises. Consequently,

all the elements very unsteady. Wind very variable.

A little sunshine between noon and 14''. Snow showers

with a good deal of drift at times.

April 27.—Barometer rising till 13^ falling till 19'',

and rising again since. Temperature falling till 13'',

rising till 16'', and falling quickly since. Variable light

winds, cliiefly S.W. and S. Sky clear at times, with

sunshine between 10'' and noon.

Ajn-il 28.—Barometer rising till noon, falling since.

Temperature very low in early morning, rising rather

quickly after 18''. Light breezes, chiefly S.W. Air very

clear a.m. Snow showers in evening. Sky cloudless

a.m., but overcast at night. A little sunshine between
9.30 and 12.30.

April 29.—Barometer rising till 17'', falling steadily

since. Temperature falling irregularly till 17'', rising

since. Strong, rather squally, S. breezes in morning,

backing to the W. since. Sky almost cloudless from 10''

to 14'', four hours' bright sunshine being recorded. Snow
showers and drift in early morning, and slight snow again

in afternoon.

April 30.—Barometer falling slowly till 15'', rising

slowly since. Temperature steady. Light S. and S.W.
breezes. Sky generally cloudy.

May 1.—Barometer rising slowly. Temperature low

and steady, being below zero all day. Aii- dry at times.

Light S. and vS.E. airs. Sky clear at times, with a good

deal of sunshine between IP and 15''.

May 2.—Barometer falling steadily. Temperature

rising quickly till noon, and slowly since. N. and N.E.
strong breezes. Overcast throughout, with snow at times

till 18'', and drizzling ram producing silver thaw thereafter.

Ship's rigging, etc. covered with a transparent sheet of

hard ice.

May 3.—Barometer falling till 7'', rising slowly since.

Temperature steady till 9'', falling since. N. winds, light

in force till 8'', calm at 9'' and 10'', and light S. and S.E.

winds since. Sky generally overcast. Silver thaw in

morning and at 14''. Mist at times, with drizzling rain.

May 4.—Barometer steady till 7'', rising .slowly since.

Temperature fairly steady till 14'', falling a little since.

Variable light S. breezes. Overcast throughout. Fog at

times, causing crystals to form on all exjiosed surfaces.

Snow at times.

May 5.—Barometer rising slowly. Temperature fairly

steady. Variable S. winds, rather strong and squally in
'

early morning, but light in force after 6''. Sky generally

overcast. Snow showers in early morning with drift.

May 6.—Barometer rising steadily. Temperature fairly

steady till 9'', falling rather quickly at times since. Light

S. and S.E. breezes; sky generally clouded till 19*", almost

cloudless at every hour since. A little snow fell in early

morning. Bright sunshine recorded amounted to over two

hours.

May 7.—Barometer rising steaddy. Temperature very

low in eavly morning and until IP, then rising till 14'',

and falling again till 20''. Between 20'' and 21'' a rise of

10°. Air calm, or faint airs from the S.E. till 19'', strong

N.W. and N. breezes since. Sky cloudless most of day.

The .sunshine recorded to-day is very nearly the total

possible, the sun not getting above the hilly to the N.N.E.
till after 11''.

May 8.—Barometer rising slowly till about noon, fall-

ing since. Tenii)eratnre rising quickly till 18'', and steady

since. Air dry in evening. Light iST.W. breezes a.m.,

but blowing fresh to strong after 17''. Sky cloudless in

early morning, rather clear till 17'', and cloudy or overcast

since. Sunny at times from noon to 15''. Squally in

early morning.

May 9.—Barometer falling, temperature rising slowly

till 14'' high, and steady since. Air dry till 3'', saturated

since. Strong N. W. and N. winds approaching gale force

till noon. Overcast throughout, with drizzling rain and
silver thaw in morning, with snow at times, and mist most
of the day.

May 10.—Barometer falling, temperatures very steady

between 30° and 31° till 9'', falling rather quickly since

till 19'', and steady again since. N.W. winds (light) till

8'', S. or S.E. since, and becoming rather fresh in evening.

Sky overcast with mist and fog, slight .showers of snow
p.m. Slight silver thaw at 10''.

May 11.— Barometer falling till 7'', rising since.

Temperature falling slowly till noon and rather quickly

since. Rather strong S.E. breezes all day. Sky overcast

till 20'', with snow till 17'' and a good deal of drift.

Lunar halo at midnight.

May 12.— Ijarometer rising quickly. Temperature
falling till 19'', steady since. Rather strong S.W. breezes

all ilay. Sky nearly cloudless and air clear, bright sun-

shine from IP to 14''. Lunar halo in morning and at

night, and mock suns seen hy Mr Bruce p.m.

May 13.—Barometer very high, being over 30 inches

at 8'' and 9''. Steady till noon, falling slowly since.

Rather strong squally S.W. winds. Almost cloudless

throughout, but a great deal of drift snow, which, blowing

off hills, produced clouds, not unlike cumulus, on which
halos with mock suns and moons were formed.

May 14.—Barometer falling quickly. Temperature

rising rapidly till 21'', falling a little .since. S.W. light

gusty breezes in morning, backing to N.W., and increasing

in force p.m. Overcast most of day, but rather clear at

one or two hours in forenoon. Snow showers at times

till 20'', and drizzlinu rain since.

May 15.—Barometer rising till 13'', fairly steady since.

Temperature falling quickly. Light variable W. and
S.W. breezes. Sky overcast till 8'', clear at times since,

but a good deal of fog hanging over the land, but clear

bright sttnshine on the Hoe 2 miles to N. Mist in morn-

ing. Mock suns were seen at 14'' and a lunar halo at

night. The moon rose much distorted by refraction.

May 16.—Barometer rising till 19'', steady since.

Temperature low and showing a well-marked daily range

till 21'', when the reading was - 8°'0; at 22'' the tempera-

ture had risen to plus lU°-7, a rise of 18°'7. Very light

S.E. airs or calm till 21'', fresh N. breezes since. Sky
]iractically cloudless till 21'', nearly overcast since. 4''

39"' bright sunshine recorded, being close on the total
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possible, as the sun does not rise above the hill to the

N.W. till lO'' 40". A mirage was seen at noon, and at

8 p.m. the moon rose, much iJistorted by rfifraction.

May 17.—Barometer falling rather quickly, tempera-

ture rising quickly till 11'' and slowly since. N.,

N.W., or W. strong winds in morning, but falling

in force p.m. Sky practically overcast except in early

morning. Drizzling rain at times a.m., with silver thaw

and snow at night.

May 18.—Barometer rising till 14'', falling rather

quickly since. Temperature fidling (juickly till 14'',

rising quickly since. Wind chiefly S., S.W., or S. till

\&^, backing to the N.W. and N. since. Sky clear from

11 to 15'', overcast rest of day. Bright sunshine from

ILIS"" to 14.30''. Showers of snow in morning and at

night. A mock sun was seen at 14''.

May 19.—Overcast most of day, with snow and rain

early morning, and rain again at 18''. Barometer rising

till 9'', fairly steady till 14'', and falling since. Tempera-

ture high and steady, being above 32° most of day.

Variable N. winds, very strong and squally in early

morning, the barometer pumping very heavily at times

till 14''. Winil light from 8'' to 14'', but increasing in

strength towards evening.

May 20.—Barometer falling till 7'', ri.sing till noon,

and falling again slightly since. N.W. and N. strong

winds all day. Sky generally overcast, but brief clear

period from 10'' to 11'' and 19'' to 21''. Mist in morning.

Snow and hail falling at midnight.

May 21.—Barometer rising till 3'', steady till 11'', and

falling since. Temperature very high till 6'', and but

little below 32° at any time during day. Air dry in early

morning. Saturated or nearly so p.m. Rather strong

squally N. and N.W. winds. Sky overcast most of day

with showers of snow and hail. Rain at 19'' and mist

at 21'".

May 22.—Barometer rising quickly in early morning

and slowly at times after 7'', falling after 19''. Tempera-

ture very high from 7'' to 18''. Air dry at times.

N-W". strong squally winds most of day. Sky fairly clear

from 5'' to 18'', with about two and a half hours' bright

sunshine. Showers of snow and rain till 4'', and snow

again at midnight.

May 23.—Barometer falling till 18'', rising later.

Temperature very steady and air nearly saturated.

Variable N.W. or N. moderate to light breezes, calm at

and after 19''. Sky overcast except at 7'' and 24''. Mist

in morning, drizzling rain producing silver thaw from \2i^

to 16'', and heavy snow later.

May 24.—Barometer rising till 4'', falling till 14'', and

rising again since. Temperature very steady and air

rather dry after 18''. N.W. or N. winds of moderate

strength most of day. Overcast generally till IS'',

clearing at times since. Mist at times a.m., and drizzling

rain producing silver thaw at times. Snow was falling at

10^
May 25. —Barometer rising till 21'', but falling slightly

since. Temperature showing a large range, falling from
30° -0 at 1'' to -0°-6 at 16'', rising since. N.W. moderate

winds till 3'', veering to W. and S. later, but backing

again to N. at 21''. Sky overcast generally till 14'',

cloudless from 18'' to 21''. Showers of snow from 5'' to

13''.

VOL. II.

May 26.— liarometer falling till 5'', rising briskly till

18'' and slowly since. Temperature rising till 7'', falling

quickly till 16'' and slowly since. N.E. and N.W.
light breezes till 7". S.E. or S. till 23^ but N.
at midnight. Sky overcast generally till 11'', but cloudless

after 16''. A little sunshine from 1'' to 2''. Snow
fell till noon, and mock suns were seen during the after-

noon.

May 27.—Barometer falling till 22'', steady since.

Temperature rose 15°'l between midnight 26th and 1'', and
continued rising till 16'', steady or falling a little since.

Air dry at times. Strong N. winds most of day. Sky
generally overcast, with a good deal of snow, accompanied
witii drift.

M(iy 28.—Birometer rising till 10'', falling since.

Temperature fairly steady throughout, but showing a slight

fall from 11'' to l'5\ N. and N.W. winds, light in force

a.m., but increasing in strength and becoming very .squally

after 17''. Sky fairly clear till 13'', overcast with snow
and a good deal of drift since 19''. Two meteors were
seen between 2'' and 3'' in N. near zenith, travelling

from N. to S. ; soft hail fell at 9''.

May 29.—Barometer rising briskly till 19'', falling

again since. Temperature falling generally till 19'', rising

since. Variable S. and S.W. winds (light) till 17'', N.
and N.W. since 20''. Sky generally overcast. Snow fell

at times in forenoon, and drizzling rain producing silver

thaw p.m.

Mny 30.—-Barometer falling till 4'', ri.sing briskly till

14'', then very high and steady till 21'', falling since.

Temperature high in early morning, falling from 5'' to 12'',

and rising on the whole since. Air rather dry at times.

Variable light breezes, chiefly N., but increasing in

force after 16''. Sky fairly clear from 11'' to 18''. A very

fine sunset and beautiful tints in the sky till 16'' 30'".

Earth shadow seen.

May 31.—Barometer falling steadily. Temperature

rising slowly till 10'' and very quickly since, reaching the

phenomenally high reading at 46°'8 at 13'' 15'"; sharp

drop of about 7° just before 14'', falling thereafter till 16'',

and almost steady since. Strong N.W. and N. winds all

day. Sky overcast with heavy rain in early morning with

sUver thaw, and drizzling rain at times p.m.

Jwie 1.—Barometer unsteady, showing a fall till 6'',

then rising till 14'', and falling again since. Temperature

very high, rising to 42°-l at 13'' LS"", but falling 8°-l

between that time and 13'' 30"". Strong squally N. and
N.W. winds all day. Sky generally overcast, with

drizzling rain at times, and heavy rain after 20''. Thin

mist was observed at 17'', slight silver thaw at 20'', and
hail at midnight.

June 2.—Barometer falling till 6'', rising slowly till 11'',

and falling since. Temperature rising till 9'', falling

since. Air very dry at times. Strong N. and N.W.
winds in morning, but falling in strength since ll*". Sky
overcast generally except from 10'' to 13''. ]\Iist in

morning, and snow from 17'' to 20''.

June 3.— IJarometer falling till 9'', rising till 19'', and

falling a little since. Barometer rising very quickly

from 9'' till noon, as much as 0'146 inch between 10'' and

ll"". Temperature falling generally. Air very dry at

times. Light to moderate N.AV. winds. Sky generally

overcast from 6'' to 15'' and after 22''. Snow fell in

26
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forenoon. Severe squall, with heavy snow and very heavy

drift from 10.20 to 10.50 a.m.

June 4.—Barometer rising briskly. Temperature falling

till 9'', rising till 14'', and falling decidedly since. Light

to moderate breezes, chiefly S. Sky fairly clear till

IT**, then overcast. Light snow fell between lO'' and

U\
June b.— Barometer ri.sing till \b^, falling since.

Temperature falling till 9'', rising since, rather quickly

since 17''. Light S. and S.W. airs till 16'', calm at 17'',

and N.W. since, and blowing rather fresh at midnight.

Sky generally clear of cloud. Lunar halo at night.

June 6.—Barometer falling. Temjierature rising slowly

till 18'', steady since. Variable N.W. light to moderate

breezes till 18'', almost calm since. Sky overcast

throughout, with snow and hail in early morning and
continuous snow since 11''.

June 7.—Barometer rising briskly after 2'', temperature

falling quickly most of day. Air damp ; strong S.E. wind
sprang up at 3'' and lasted till 7'', light or calm rest of

day. Sky overcast till 5'', nearly cloudless rest of day.

Snow fell in early morning, and lunar halos, coronas, and
mock moons were seen in evening. The sunshine recorder

did not .show any trace to-day, as the heat rays were cut off

by "Barber" to' the N.
June 8.—Barometer high and steady till 10'', falling

since. Temperature rising throughout. Calm in morning,

but wind backing to N.W. and N., and increasing in force

p.m. Sky generality cloudy. Snow showers at times.

June 9.—Barometer falling till 1.5'', rising since.

Temperature high and fairly steady till 14'', falling quickly

since. N. winds till 10'', calm till 13'', and then S. or

S.W. Light to moderate breezes. Sky generally overcast,

with showers of snow.

June 10.—Temperature falling till 6'', when it was
down to - 16°'9, rising later quickly at times. Rather
fresh S. and S.W. winds till 4''. N. or N.W. after 10''.

Barometer rising till 9'', steady rest of day. Sky almost

cloudless in early morning, but generally overcast rest of

day, with snow after 18''.

June 11.—Barometer falling slowly on the whole.

Temperature steady and air rather dry at times. Light

N.W. (N. to W.) breezes or calm. Sky clear at times.

A little snow fell in morning, and drizzling rain causing

slight silver thaw in afternoon. A lunar halo was seen

at night.

June 12.—Barometer falling slowly. Temperature
rising slowly till 11'', higli and very steady since.

Moderate to strong N.W. and N. winds most of day.

Sky generally overcast. A lunar halo was seen at 1''. Rain
and mist accompanied by silver thaw from 6 to S^, and
snow .showers p.m. and at night.

June 13.—Barometer falling till 4'', rising since.

Temperature high and steady till 6'', when a rapid fall

took place till 10'', falling slowly till IZ"^, and rising again

since. Sky generally overcast, but rather clear with a

little sunshine about 13''. Snow fell in morning.

June 14.—Barometer rising till 18'', falling slightly

since. Temperature rising till 9'', falling quickly till 17'',

and rising again since. N.W. strong winds in morning,

S. light breezes p.m., and N.W. or N. again at night.

Sky cloudy except from 13'' to 18'', when it was cloudless.

Snow fell in morning and again at night.

June 15.—Barometer falling slowly ; temperature fairly

steady, but .showing a general rise till 14'' and a fall since.

Strong squally to light N. and W. winds. Sky cloudless

after 16'' except for a little cirro-cum. at 23'' and mid-
night. Slight snow fell in early morning.

June 16.—Barometer falling till 7'', rising since.

Temperature rising till S**, after which a rapid fall took
place till 17'', rising again since. Moderate N.W. winds
till 7'', variable S. light winds till 19^ chiefly N.W.
since. A lunar halo was seen in the morning. Snow
fell at times.

June 17.—Barometer rising till 8'', falling rather quickly

till 21'', and rising again since. Teni[)erature hiw and
steady till 10'', rising quickly till 21'', and falling very

quickly since. Light S. aiid .S.W. breezes till 7'', hacking

to N. and increasing in force till 21'', then light from
the S.E. Sky generally overcast, with a good deal of

snow and a sharp shower of hail at 21'' 33"°, when the

barometer rose, the wind veered, and the temperature fell

quickly.

Jxine 18.—Barometer rising till 10'', falling on the

whole till 19'', and unsteady since. Temijerature falling

till 14^ when it read - 24°-9, rising till 20'', and falling

again since. Light to fresh S. and S.E. breezes. Sky
cloudless most of day.

June 19.—Barometer rising slowly. Temperature very

low, being down to - 26°"0 at 7'', and below - 20°"0 till

noon, rising slowly till 19'', and falling again since. Rather

strong squally S.W. and S. winds all day. Sky cloudless

except from 14'' to 19'', when the sky appeared to be

covered with a species of cloud pallium of the cumulus

type, but which may have been largely composed of fine

snow. A lunar halo was seen in the morning.

June 20.—Barometer rather unsteady, but showing very

little range. Temperature rising till 7'', falling till 20'',

and about steady since. Strong squally S. and S.W.
winds all day. Sky generally cloudless, but owing to

snowdrift the view was restricted, and for the same reason

no sunshine was recorded.

June 21.—Barometer rising on the wdiole. Tempera-

ture low, but showing a gradual rise from - 20°'9 to - 6°'0.

Strong S.W. winds all day, with sharp squalls up to force

4. Sky practically cloudless, except for a little cirro-

stratus from S*" to 11''.

Jtme 22.—Barometer falling slightly till 16'', rising

slowly since. Temperatui'e rising on the whole till 19'',

falling since. Variable light breezes, chiefly S.W., except

from 11'' to 20'', when the general direction was N. Air

dry most of day. Cloudless in early morning, but over-

cast from 13'' to 23'', with occasional snow showers.

June 23.—Barometer rising on the whole till 13'',

falling a little since. Temperature falling till 6'', rising

since. Calm till 6'', rather strong N.W. winds rest of

day. Sky cloudless till Q*", cloudy till 15'', and mostly

overcast since. In the early morning a species of ice

crystals was forming, and the same in the afternoon and

evening. There was a sort of ground mist in the early

morning although the sky was cloudless, but it was of

such tenuity that the term " mist " could not properly be

applied to it.

June 24.—Barometer falling rather quickly after 10''.

Temperature high and very steady. Air rather dry.

Strong N. (N.W. to N.E.) winds all day. Sky generally
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overcast. Silver thaw most of day, with drizzling rain

and snow showers.

Jiwe 25.—Barometer falling slowly. Temperature fall-

ing till lO*", very steady since. Moderate breezes, chiefly

S.E. Sky overcast throughout, with almost continuous

snow showers. Drizzling rain and silver thaw at 20''.

Atmosphere very thick, visibility seldom exceeding one mile.

Jane 26.—Barometer rising slowly on the whole.

Temperature very steady. Variable light breezes, chiefly

S.W. and S.E. Sky overcast tljroiighout, with snow in

early morning and continuous showers after 9''. Visibility

during day rarely exceeded one mile.

June 27.—Baiometer rising very .slowly till 17'', falling

slowly since. Temperature falling slowly till 21'', rising

slightly since. Air saturated. Light to moderate variable

S. breezes. Sky generally cloudy, with passing .snow

showers, but cloudless from 5'' to 7''. Visibility during

day has rarely exceeded one mile.

June 28.—Barometer falling slowly till 6'', rising slowly

since. Temperature falling slowly, but showing a

tendency to rise after 14''. Air very calm or light from

the S. Sky generally overcast, with slight snow showers

at times.

N.B.—The anemometer being out of order most of the

day, the values have been estimated.

June 29.—Barometer rising till 20'', falling since.

Temperature rising till 13'', fairly steady since. Strong

squally j^.W. winds most of day. Sky generally over-

cast. Showers of snow and drizzling rain at times,

accompanied by a slight silver thaw. Fog in morning.

A faint lunar corona was seen at 17''.

June 30.—Barometer falling quickly till 16'', rising

since. Temperature rising till 15'', falling slightly since.

Rather strong squally N.W. winds all day. Overcast

throughout, with snow and sleet showers, and rain at

16'' and 21''.

July 1.—Barometer falling till 13'', rising since.

Temperature high and rising till 14'', falling since.

Strong W. and N.W. winds, rising to the force of a

moderate gale from 1 1'' to 1 3''. Very squally in evening.

Sky overcast from 6'' to 14'', with snow showers, fairly

clear rest of day. Mist or fog at times a.m.

July 2.—Barometer falling rather quickly throughout.

Temperature fell till 8'' and rose till 19'', rather steady

since. Calm or light from the S. till 8'', backing to the

N.W., and blowing a moderate gale in evening. Sky
cloudless from 3'' to 9'', overcast at night. A prismatic

bow like a rainbow was seen at M^, and a faint lunar

halo at 19" and 20''.

JuJy 3.—Barometer low and falling till 12'^ 20"', when
the minimum of 28'221 inches was recorded. Tempera-

ture rising till 5'', fairly steady till noon, and showing a

very rapid fall during the rest of the day. The fall

between noon and 13'' amounted to 15°'9, and the day's

range was 40°"2. Wind blowing a heavy gale from the

N.W. in the early morning, but veering to the south p.m.

and becoming very squally. Sky generally cloudy and

overcast. A little snow fell at 5'' and 13''.

July 4.—Barometer rising till 10'', steady since.

Temperature rising slowly till 18'', falling a little since.

Very squally variable S. winds all day. Sky generally

overcast except from 3'' to 5''. A little snow fell at times,

and a faint lunar corona was seen at 21''.

July 5.—Barometer unsteady till 15'', rising rather

decidedly since. Teraiieratuie low and steady. Strong

squally variable S. winds (S-E. to S.W.) all day. Sky
generally overcast except from 3'' to 7'', when it was
cloudless. Slight snow fell at times.

July 6.—Temperature falling till 2'', rising till 8'',

falling again till 14'', and rising quickly after 17''.

Barometer rising till 16'', falling since. Strong squally

S.W. winds till 6'', falling lighter till 17^ and blowing

from the N.W. since, strongly from 19'' to 22''. Sky
generally overcast, but somewhat clear from 9'' to 15'',

snow showers increasing.

July 7.—Barometer falling slowly till 15'', rising

slowly on the whole since. Temperature rising till 13'',

very steady since. Air dry all day. Light to fresh W.
breezes. Sky generally overcast, with hail at 19'', and
snow showers later.

July 8.— Barometer falling till 6'', rising since.

Temperature high and very steady till 8'', falling since

(very quickly after 11''). Large daily range of 39°'9.

Wind fresh from N.W. and W. till 8^ veering to the S.W.
at 9'', and continuing in that quarter rest of day and falling

at night. Sky overcast till noon, almost cloudless since.

Snow showers fell at times up to noon.

July 9.—Barometer very steady till 14'', falling since.

Temperature steady till 17'', rising since. Wind light

from the S. till 11'', dead calm since till 17'', N. and

increasing to a strong breeze since. Sky overcast except at

22'', with passing snow showei's. A lunar halo was seen at

l"* and 22'', and slight silver thaw was observed in early

morning.

July 10.—Barometer falling till 11'', rising since.

Temperature rising till 11'', falling slowly since. N.W.
gale from 1'' to 5'', moderating later, and veering to the

S.W. p.m., but very variable and .somewhat squally. Sky
generally overcast, with snow showers. Slight silver thaw

at 9'', and a lunar corona (rather faint) at 21''.

July 11.—Barometer rising till 9\ falling since.

Temperature falling tdl 9'', rising rest of day. S. and

S.W. rather gusty wind till 5'', falling calm at 9'', and

backing to the N.W. p.m., and increasing somewhat in

force. Sky generally overcast, with showers of snow.

Lunar corona at 1'' and 2''.

July 12.—Barometer falling till 7'', rising till 19'', and

falling again since, very quickly at midnight. Temperature

high and steady, and air generally saturated. N. and

N.W. winds, rather strong and squally till 9'' and after

20'', almost calm between. Sky overcast, with snow and

rain showers. Mist at times with silver thaw.

July 13.—Barometer fell quickly till 14'', rising

quickly since. Temperature high and steady till 14'',

falling quickly till 19'', and rather unsteady since. N.

(N.E. to N.W.) strong winds and gales till 14'', veering

to S.W. and becoming very squally till 20'', and showing

a tendency to back since. Very heavy squalls after 21''.

Showers of snow with an overcast sky most of day.

Drizzling or light rain with slight silver thaw at times a.m.

July 14.—Barometer falling quickly till 6'', rising after

7''. Temperature rising quickly till 2'', falling till noon,

and rising again since. Air dry at times. N.W. gale in

early morning, squally breezes from same direction rest of

day. Sky cloudy. Fog at 4'', and showers of snow with

heavy drift at times.
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July 15.—BaiMinetor rising till uooii, falling since.

Temperature rising till lO*", steady since. Air dry at

times. Calm till 6^ wind bauking to N.W., and blow-

ing a moderate gale at times after 16''. Sky generally

overcast, with mist at 6'' and 7''. Snow at times. Slight

silver thaw and drizzling rain at 6'' and 21''. A decided

water sky has been seen both to the N.W. and S.E.,

showing that there is much open water round the island.

July 16.—Barometer falling till 11'', rising since.

Temperature high and steady till noon, falling quickly

since. Air dry at times. iS'.W. winds, rising at times to

the strength of a moderate gale in early morning, veering

to the S.W. and S. since 15'', and becoming squally.

Sky overcast generally till 16'', with snow at times,

clearing since. Silver thaw at 6''.

July 17.—Barcmeter rising briskly till 16'', falling a

little since. Temperature falling till 10'', rising slowly

till 16'', and very quickly since. Strong S.W. winds in

forenoon, but N.W. after 1 6''. Sky cloudless from 8'' to 1 6'',

cloudy or overcast rest of day. Nearly threa hours' bright

sunshine recorded. A little snow and drizzling rain fell

between 19'' and 22'', with slight silver thaw. Uruguay

Cove and Jessie Bay have been clear of ice all day.

Juhi 18.—Barometer high and rising slowly. Tem-

perat ire very high all day and steady after 5''. Air dry

at times. Strong N.W. breeze all day. Sky generally

overcast. A little snow, sleet, and drizzling rain fell

between 10'^ and 14''.

July 19.— Barometer very high and steady till 19'',

falling slowly since. Temperature high and steady. Air

damp. Strong steady N.W. breeze all day, approaching

the strength of a moderate gale at times. Sky generally

overcast, with snow at 17'' and drizzling rain at 22''. Fog

at 4'' and silver thaw at and after 22''.

July 20.—Barometer falling steadily, temperature high

and very steady. Overcast throughout, with showers of

snow, sleet, and rain. Copious deposition of silver thaw

all day, ice forming to thickness of over an inch and a

half on lower rigging, and fully twice that thickness

higher up. Strong steady N.W. winds, approaching the

force of a gale at times. Hail at 10''.

July 21.—Barometer falling till 4'', rising till 18'', and

falling since. Temperature falling slowly till 16'', rising

since. Rather strong N.W. winds, blowing a gale at 4''.

Sky overcast from 1'' to 7'', and 20'' to 24''. Clear and

cloudless at times between. Snow at midnight, fog

at 41^.

July 22.—Barometer rising till 17'', falling since,

briskly after 22''. Temperature high and steady, and air

generally dry. Strong N.W. breezes. Sky generally

clear between 6'' and 15'', overcast rest of day, with snow

at 1'' and 24'' and hail at 5^
July 23.—Barometer filling till 10'', rising since.

Temperature very high and steady till IS'', falling slightly

since. Air damp a.m., but very dry after 16''. Strong

squally W. and N.W. winds most of day. Sky overcast

till 13'', witli mist and drizzling rain from 4'' to 9''. Sleet

at noon.

July 24.—Barometer falling till noon, rising since.

Temperature high and steady till about 17'', falling till

21'', and rising again since. Air very dry during day,

especially aViout 5'' and 6''. Strong, generally squally,

W. and N.W. winds most of day. Sky cloudy from

6'' to 17'', mostly clouiUess rest of day. Snow at times

from 9'' to 13'', and hail (yrrnqKl) between 14'' ami 15''.

July 25.—Barometer falling alter 3'', quickly after 17''.

Temiierature high and very steady. Air dry till 15''.

Rather strong squally N.W. (W. to N.) winds most of

day. Sky generally overcast after 6''. Cloudless from
snow and drizzling rain accompanied by silver2'' to b^

thaw after 15'',

July 26.—Barometer falling slowly. Temperature

high in early morning, but showing a slight fall after 6''.

Air dry at times. Variable breezes, light in force

generally, but rather strong from N.W. till 3''. Sky
generally cloudy till 17'', clouiUess at times since. Slight

snow showers at 1'', 13'', and 23''.

July 27.—Barometer falling quickly till 10'', rising till

13'', falling again till 21'', and rising since. Temperature

high and steady till 10'', falling quickly till 17'', and
then showinsc a slight rise and another fall after 21''.

Strong N.W. winds (reaching the force of a gale at 11'')

till lO*", veering to S. since, and falling light. Sky
generally overcast till 14'', cloudless 'till IS"", and cloudy

again since. Showers of snow fell at intervals during day,

with heavy drift at times.

July 28.—Barometer low and steady, but showing a

gradual rise from 14''. Temperature rather unsteady, but

falling on the whole. Air dry at times. Very light

variable airs and calms all day, direction chiefly S. Sky
more clear than cloudy, and cloudless at times. A little

snow fell at 20''.

July 29.—Barometer rising slowly. Temperature low

and steady. Variable light to moderate breezes, chiefly

S. Sky generally cloudy, hut clear at times. Snow
showers at intervals till noon.

July 30.—Barometer falling till 7'', rising since.

Temperature rising slowly throughout. Air damp. Strong

squally S.E. and S. winds all day. Sky overcast, with

fog at 10'' and mist at 4''. Heavy snow at times, with

considerable drift.

July 31.—Barometer rising steadily. Temperature

falling on the whole. Moderate S. and S.W. winds, rather

squally at times. Sky overcast most of day, with slight

snow showers. Lunar corona at 19'', and fog at 4'' and b^.

Aug. 1.— Barometer rising. Temperature low and

falling till 9'', rising irregularly since, quickly between
20'' and 21''. Air damp. Light S. airs or calm till 20^
freshening from the N.W. since. Sky overcast till 6*",

cloudless or almost so till 14'', overcast till 20°, and clearing

again since. Thin fog at 4'', 5'', and 6'', and simw at 4''.

Ijunar corona at 21''.

Aug. 2.—Barometer very high and steady tdl 20'',

falling since. Temperature rose quickly in early morning,

remained steady till 17'', and then fell to 4°'8 at 18'', rising

since. Air very dry at times from 8'' to 16''. Light W.
or N.W. breezes most of day, backing to N. at night.

Sky cloudless frcjm 6'' to 18''. Snow fell at 3'', fog or

mist from 4'' to 6'', and at 24''. A lunar corona was seen

at 21'' and 22''. Air very clear most of day.

Aug. 3.—Barometer falling quickly till 14''. rising a

little since, but showing a tendency to fall after 20''.

Temperature high till 13'', falling since. Li^ht to

moderate variable breezes, chiefly N. Sky generally over-

cast, with snow, rain, and a good deal of silver thaw.

Lunar corona (faint) at 20'' and 23''. Mist at 7''.
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Auij. 4.—Barometer rising till IG*", falling since.

Temperature falling till lO'', rising since. Strong squally

N.W. and W. winds from 1 to S"" and 16'' to 24^ Light

breezes, chiefly S.W., between. Sky generally clear from

4'' to 14'', overcast rest of day with suow showers

in evening. Fine and continuous sunshine l)etween 11''

and 13''.

Aug. 5.—Barometer f;illing slowly. Temperature very

high most of day, and steady on the whole after 10'',

after which the air has been very dry. Strong squally

W. and N.W. winds, reaching the force of a gale at

times, with very heavy squalls. Snow showers in fore-

noon. The colours in the sky after sunset presented an

extremely ugly, wild, threatening appearance. Lenticular

cirro-stratus forming during afternoon.

Aug. 6.—Barometer falling till 16'', steady till 20'',

rising since. Temperature very liigh in early morning,

ratlier unsteady during diy, and falling after 20''. Strong

squally W. and N.W. winds till 21'', reaching the force

of a gale in early morning, veering to the S.AV. to-night.

Sky overcast, with snow, sleet, and rain at times, and silver

thaw at 22''. Mist at 9 and 17''.

Aug. 7.—Barometer rising briskly throughout. Tem-

perature falling steadily. Squally S.W. winds all day.

Sky overcast from 7'' to 17'', generally clear rest of day.

Snow fell at 1'' and 13'', and a faint lunar corona was

seen from 22'' to midnight.

Aug. 8.—Barometer rising steadily till 20'', steady

since. Temperature low, and showing a well-marked

daily range, rising quickly after 23''. Air dry at times.

Light to moderate and rather squally S. breezes till 10'',

calm or very light variable airs, chiefly E. till 23'', light

N. breeze at midnight. Sky generally clear, with almost

continuous bright sunshine till 16'' 20'". Overcast at 22'',

23\ and 24''.

"

Aug. 9.—Barometer falling slowly. Temperature

rising slowly throughout. Air damp. Moderate to fresh

K ami X.E. breezes. Overcast throughout, with showers

of snow after 7''. Mist at 10'' and 11".

Aug. 10.—Barometer falling slowly. Temperature

fairly high and very steady. Moderate to light N. and

N.E. breezes. Sky overcast throughout except at 4''.

Continuous showers of snow, sleet, and rain have fallen.

Silver thaw from noon to 18''.

Aug. 11.—Barometer steady. Temperature very

steady and air damp. Light to fresh N. and N.E.

breezes. Sky overcast exce[)t at 18'', with showers of

snow and rain, and a copious deposit of ice from silver

thaw on all exposed objects to the thickness of about half

an inch.

Aug. 12.—Barometer unsteady till 9'', rising since.

Temperature steady till 5'', falling till 15'', and rising

again since. Light to moderate breezes, chiefly N.W.
Sky overcast till 6'', with drizzling raiu and snow.

Generally clear rest of day. Mist at 5'' and 6'', with silver

thaw at times till 6''.

Aug. 13.— Barometer rising. Temperature falling till

5'', rather unsteady since, but showing a general rise. Air

dry at times. Light to mo lerate breezes, chiefly W. to

N.W. Sky clear at times. Lunar halo, with one mock
moon at 5''.

Aug. 14.—Barometer rising till 13'', falling since 18''.

Temperature very high a.m., but showing a slight fall p.m.

Strong S(pially N.W. winds, reaching the force of a gale

at times after 15''. Sky generally overcast, with silver

thaw at 14'', 15^ and 16''.

Aug. 15.—Barometer rather unsteady, but showing a

small range ; temperature high and very steady. Air

damp. Strong N.W. gale, with occasional lulls till 16^

wind moderatmg later. Sky overcast throughout, with

very slight drizzling rain and silver thaw from 11'' to 21''.

Ice forming to the thickness of over half an inch on all

exposed objects.

Aug. 16 —Barometer very steady, but showing a

tendency to fall alter 20''. Temperature steady and air

moderately dry. Strong N.W. and N. winds all day,

reaching the force uf a gale at times till 8''. Sky over-

cast throughout. A distinct swell was coming into Scotia

Bay this evening, and much ice drifting out this (north)

side of Ailsi Craig.

Axig. 17.—Birometer falling. Temperature high and

fairly steady. Moderate to strong N. and N.W. winds

all day. Sky generally overcast, with slight snow at

times and silver thaw. Kainbow seen at 14'' 30"°, when

very tine drizzle was falling.

Aug. 18.—Barometer falling till 8'', rising unsteadily

on the whole since, and pumping very heavily during the

squalls. Temperature falling; generally. Moderate
^

to

strong and very squally W. winds most of day, becoming

less squally after 17^ Sky generally overcast, with

showers of snow and a good deal of drift.

Aug. 19.—Barometer rising steadily. Temperature

falling till 17'', rather steady since. Squally breezes,

chiefly S. and S.E. Sky overcast, with heavy snow in

large flakes and a good deal of drift.

AiLg. 20.—Barometer rising steadily. Temperature low

and falling till 7'', rising till 15", and falling again since.

S. wind.^, principally S.K. all day, rather squally at times.

Sky overcast, with snow showers.

Aug. 21.— barometer rising till 13", steady till 19",

and falling since. Temperature falling till 8'', fairly

steady till IS", and rising .since. Light S. breezes in

morning, generally calm from 9" to 17", rather fresh

N.W. breeze since. Sky generally cloudless after 3",

with continuous bright sunshine. Snow fell at 1'' and

2'', and at 9" and 17'' snow stars were falling, although

the sky above was clear. Well-marked "Barber" in

Uruguay Cove.

Aug. 22.—Barometer falling steadily. Temperature

rising slowly and air damp. Strong, rather squally

N.W. and N. winds. Overcast throughout except at 1".

Mist at 4" and 5". Slight silver thaw at 9", and snow at

times after 21".

Aug. 23.—Barometer falling steadily and rather

quickly. Temperature very steady and air damp.

Kather strong stiually N. (N.E. to N.W.) winds most of

day. Sky overcast, with snow, sleet, rain, and hail

showers, and a good deal of drift. Silver thaw at noon,

13" and 14K
Aug. 24.—Barometer falling till noon, rising since.

Temperature high and steady till 13", falling rather

quickly since. W. and N.W. winds (light) till noon,

S. since, and rather squally at times. Sky overcast, with

mist or fog at times till 16". Drizzling rain and silver

thaw till 16", snow at times since.

Aug. 25.—Barometer rising slowly, temperature fairly
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Temperature very

Light to moderate

steady. Eather squally S.W. and S. winds. Showers of

snow at times, with a good deal of drift.

Aiirj. 26.—Barometer rising slowly till 11'', falling

slowly since. Temperature uii.steady, but showing a well-

marked daily range. Light S.W. breezes till noon,

practically calm siuce. Fine, bright, and sunny, with
little cloud after 6''. Hoar-frost at 21''.

Aug. 27.—Barometer falling slowly till S*", rising since.

Temperature rising slowly till 19'', steady since. Air
damp. Variable S. airs or calm till 18'', N.JST.E. since.

Slight snow at times. Hoar-frost at 4'' and 5'', and a

lunar corona at 19''.

AiLfj. 28.—Barometer rising .slowly,

steady, the daily range being only l°'l.

N. and K'.N.E. breezes. Sky generally overcast, with
showers of snow till 19'', and slight drizzling rain witli

silver thaw since.

Awj. 29.—Barometer steady till 14'', falling on the

whole since. Temperature steady and air damp. Light
to moderate N. breezes. Sky generally overcast, with
snow showers. Lunar halo at 19'' and 20''.

Aiuj. 30.—Barometer very steady ; temperature falling

slowly till 14'', rather quickly till 23'', and showing a

slight rise at midnight. Air damp. Light to moderate
N. breezes till 8'', variable or calm till 10^ and generally

S.E. since and light in force. Sky generally overcast.

Showers of snow at times in early morning and at after-

noon.

Axig. 31.—Barometer rising slowly. Temperature fell

quickly till 6'', fairly steady since after a slight rise p.m.
Light to moderate S.E. breezes. Sky generally overcast.

Snow at =1^, 3'', and 4''.

Sept. 1.—Barometer very steady, temperature low and
falling. Light S.E. and S. breezes till 16'', calm or nearly

so since. Sky overcast till 16'', cloudless at and after

IS*". Air very clear. Faint lunar halo at 20''. At and
after 22'' a belt of white cumulus fog was seen to the

N.W. Strong ice-blink to N.^y, and S.E., and a well-

marked "Barber" on some open water to the jS'. and W.
of Saddle Island.

Sepi. 2.—Barometer very steady till 21'', falling since

rather quickly between 23'' and midnight. Temperature
very low and somewhat unsteady, bnt showing a well-

marked daily range. Light S.E. airs and breezes all day,

calm at times. Sky absolutely cloudless throughout, the

only appearance of cloud being to the N.W., where a well-

marked " Barber " prevailed all day. IMock sun seen at
7'' SO"" and a faint lunar halo at 20''. The atmosphere
was very clear all day except for a little haze at 7''.

&e-pt. 3.—Barometer falling rather quickly till 13'',

rising briskly since. Temperature rising quickly till 13'',

failing quickly till 19'', rising slowly since. Temperature
rose 27°-6 between 4'' and 13'', and fell 28°-0 in six hours
following. E. and S.E. light breezes till 5'', backing to W.
by noon, and veering to S. p.m., and becoming squally.

Sky cloudless till C*, cloudy at times rest of day. A
solar halo and faint mock sun seen at 7''. Snow at 13''.

Sept. 4.—Barometer rising till 18'', falling since.

Temperature low and somewhat unsteady till noon, ri.sing

after 7''. Rather squally S.W. and S.S.W. breezes till

15^ falling lighter since, and backing to the N.W. Sky
generally cloudless or i-.early so till 19'', cloudy or over-

cast since. A lunar corona was seen at 2'' and 3''.

Sept. 5.—Barometer rising slowly and irregularly till

20'', falling slightly since; temperature rising iiuickly till

8'', slowly till 18'', steady since. Variable and rather

S(.iually light to moderate breezes, chiefly W. Sky
generally cloudy. Snow at 10''.

Sept. 6.—Barometer falling till 16'', rising since.

Temperature high and unsteady. Air dry at times.

Rather strong squally AY. and N.W. winds till 18'', variable

but chiefly S. breezes since, with squalls. Sky generally

overcast, with snow showers from 9'' to 18''. A faint

lunar corona was seen at 1'' and 23''. Slight silver thaw
at 15'' and 16''.

Sept. 7.—Barometer rising bri.skly ; temperature fall-

ing slowly till 9'' and quickly since. Strong squally

breezes all day, chiefly S.W. Sky generally cloudy tiil

14'', almost cloudless since. Slight snow at 8''.

Nate.—On the moraine to E. of ship during the after-

noon a steady wind from S.W. by W., force 6, was
experienced, while at the ship both the direction

and strength were very variable, the wind being
very squally throughout.

Sept. 8.—Barometer high and steady ; temperature

steady and showing a well-marked daily range. Air dry.

Squally S.W. breezes till 15'', calm or variable airs since.

Sky almost cloudless. Hoar-frost at 3''. A faint lunar

corona was seen at 22'' and 23''.

Sept. 9.—Barometer falling, rather quickly at times.

Temperature low and unsteady till 5'', rose lO'O in the

hour following, and slowly during the rest of the day.

Air dry a.m. Light N.W. airs or calm till 5'', N.W.
since, and increasing in force and blowing a moderate gale

at 23''. Sky generally clear till 7'', overcast after except

at 8'' and 12''.

Sept. 10.—Barometer falling till 17'', rather unsteady

since. Temperature rising till 17'', very unsteady since,

and showing rapid variations in short periods. Air dry

at times. Strong squally N.W. and W.N.W. winds
except from noon to 19'', when a light to moderate steady

breeze was experienced. Sky generally overcast, with

showers of snow, sleet, and rain, and mist at times till 14''.

Sejyt. 11.—Barometer rising slowly till 10'', falling

since slowly. Temperature showing a rapid rise till 8'',

fell 8°'l in hour following, and steady since. Fohn wind
and dry air from 5'' to 8''. Rather strong N.W. (W. to

N.) winds. Sky almost cloudless from 7'' to 10'', cloudy

or overca.st rest of day, with snow and drizzling rain at

times till 17''. Mist and slight silver thaw at times.

Sept. 12.—Barometer falling slowly till 16'', steady

since. Temperature steady and air damp. Rather strong

N.W. breeze till 4'', falling light after 5'', and calm or

variable light airs (chiefly S.) rest of day. Sky overcast

after 2'', with mist at times a.m., and showers of rain,

sleet, and snow p.m. Slight silver thaw at 22'' and 23''.

Sept. 13.—Barometer very steady ; temperature steady

till 11'', falling slowly since. Air damp. Very light

variable airs or calm. Sky overcast, with drizzling rain

and silver thaw at P, 2\ 22'', and 24''. Clouds low most

of day.

Sept. 14.—Barometer rising slowljf. Temperature
rising slowly till 8'', falling since. Light, rather gusty,

S. and S.W. breezes. Sky overcast, except from 21'' to

23'' and at 16''. Thin mist at 11''. Snow fell at 1'', 5'',

and 6''. Drizzling rain with silver thaw in early morning.
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Sept. 15.—Barometer showing a \ery small range, but

rather unsteady. Temperature fairly steady till 13'', fall-

ing since. Variable light l)reezes, chiefly southerly. Sky
overcast with slight snow at times till 19'', cloudless or

nearly so since.

Sept. 16.—Barometer falling slowly till 3'', rising

slowly and irregularly till 17'', and rather steadily since.

Temperature vising till 10'', falling slowly since. Light

and rather gusty S. breezes all day. Sky clear at times

till 10'' and after 21'', overcast or cloudy rest of day,

with slight snow at times.

Sept. 17.—Barometer rising till 19'', falling rather

decidedly since. Temperature low and somewhat un-

steady, but showing a well-marked daily range till 22'',

rising 12°'2 in hour following. Variable S. breezes till

21'', moderate from N. at 23'' and midnight. Sky more

clear than cloudy. Cloudless at limes. Bright sunshine

at times between 10'' and 17''.

Sept. 18.—Barometer falling till 18'', rising since.

Temperature rising till 18'', steady since. Rather strong

N.W. breezes all day. Sky generally overcast, with fog

at 4*" and 5''. Silver thaw at noon and 13'', and showers

of rain, snow, hail p.m.

Sept. 19.—Barometer rising till 8'', falling since.

Temperature fell quickly till 6^ and has been rising

quickly since. Variable squally breezes and calm a.m.,

N.W. p.m., and increasing in force in evening. Sky
generally overcast, with snow in early morning and con-

tinuous snow since 11'', with considerable drift.

Sept. 20.—Barometer rising steadily. Temperature

falling quickly after 8'', but fall checked till IG'' by well-

marked diurnal range. N.W. breezes till 4'', veering to

S.W. and S. since, and falling light. Sky overcast till 5'',

with snow and hail showers ; almost cloudless since. Sun
rose at &^ 9"".

Sept. 21.—Barometer very steady, but showing a fairly

well-marked diurnal range. Temperature low, being

below zero till 10'' and after 17'', also showing a well-

marked daily range. Very light variable airs (chiefly S.)

or calm all day. Sky cloudless in early morning and

somewhat cloudy during day. Hoar-frost at 3'', and a

faint solar halo at 14''. Segment of solar halo and mock
sun visible at 18''.

Sept. 22.—Barometer rising slowly till noon, steady till

22'', and falling rather decidedly at times since. Tempera-

ture low and somewhat unsteady till 7'', rising till 15'',

and falling a little later, but showing a tendency to rise

at midnight. Very light S.E. and S. airs or calm till 14'',

moderate to strong N.E. breeze since. Air very dry at

times p.m. Sky somewhat cloudy, with occasional sun-

shine. Solar halo at noon.

Sept. 23.—Barometer falling quickly till 15'', rising

briskly since. Temperature rising till 9'', falling since.

Strong N.E. and N.Is''.E. winds till 11'', rising to the force

of a gale from 9'' till noon. S.E. and E. winds p.m.,

moderating, but reaching gale force at 20''. Sky overcast

till 22'', with diizzling rain at 2'' and sleet at 3''. Con-

tinuous snow from 4'' to 22'', with very heavy drift at

times. Silver thaw from 2'' to 5''. From 9'' to 14'' the

anemometer was full of hne drifted snow, so that the values

recorded are probably 25 per cent, too low.

Sept. 24.—Barometer rising till 13'', steady till 16'',

falling since. Temperature falling till G*", rising slowly

till noon, and quickly at times since. Light S.E. airs or

breezes till noon, N. and X.N.W. since, and increasing in

force to a strong breeze. Sky cloudless till 5'', almost so

till 16'', with continuous bright sunshine; overcast since,

with slight snow at 20'' and 23'', and a good deal of surface

drift after 16''.

Sept. 25.—Barometer falling quickly till 13\ and slowly

since. Temperature rising till 16'', and somewhat steady

since. Strong squally and somewhat variable N. and

N.E. winds till 10'', then N.W. light to moderate breezes

till 22'', calm at 23'' and midniglit. Sky overcast, with

showers of snow. Slight drizzling rain at 3'' and 13'', and

mist at 14'' and 15''. A single Hash of lightning was seen

at 21'' 40"' low down in S. by Anderson (night watchman).

His testimony is reliable.

Sept. 26.— BaniMieter falling slowly till 6'', rising since

briskly at times. Temperature high and steady till 6'',

falling since. N.W. light airs or calm till 4'', about S.S.E.

since, and varying in strength from a light to a moderate

breeze. Sky overcast throughout, with continuous snow

till 16\ and again at 23'' and 24''. Heavy hail (graupel)

was falling at 3''.

Sept. 27.—Barometer rising till 9'', falling since, but

rather unsteady from 19'' to 23''. Temperature falling

till 5'', rising till 20'', and faUing a little since. Light

S.S.E. breezes or calm till 7'', moderate to light N. and

N.W. breezes since. Snow and silver thaw at times

between 14'' and 19''.

Sej}t. 28.—Barometer low throughout and falling till

16'', rising since. Tonqjerature high and fairly steady till

16'', falling since. Moderate N.N.W. breezes till 6'', calm

at 7^ and 8^, and S.E. since, and light to moderate in

force. Sky overcast throughout, with slight silver thaw

at 1'^, and snow and sleet at 4'' and after 8''.

Sept. 29.—Barometer rising till IS"", falling since.

Temperature steady except for a slight fall in the early

morning. Variable S. light to moderate breezes till 19'',

N.X.E. since. Sky overcast throughout, with snow

showers at times till noon and from 21'' to 24''. Slight

silver thaw at midnight.

Sept. 30.—Barometer falling till 22'', rising slightly

since. Temperature rising slowly till 7'', rather quickly

till 15'', and fairly steady since. Light to moderate N.

(N.E. to N.W.) breezes. Sky overcast except at 18'',

with silver thaw at times, and showers of snow and sleet

most of day. A faint lunar corona was seen at 22''.

Oct. 1.—Baronieter rising till 4'', falling till 14^ and

rising again since. Temperature very variable, being

3r-0 at midnight (30th), 15° -8 at 4^ 37°-0 at noon, and

falling to - 2°'3 at midnight, the excursions of the tem-

perature being thus 63°'0 in the twenty-four hours. Wind
principally S.W. tiU 4'', N.W. till 13^ and S.W. since,

very squally. Sky generally overcast, but clear at 3'' and

14'', and cloudless at 3''. Snnw showers after 8'', and silver

thaw from 8 till noon. Faint lunar corona at 19"^ 30"".

Oct. 2.—Barometer rising slowly till 15'' and briskly

since. Temperature falling till 4\ rising till 19'', and

falling again since. Variable squally S. and S.W. winds

all day, moderating and falling light after 16''. Sky
generally overcast, with almost continuous snow till 19^

and a good deal of drift. Faint lunar corona at midnight.

Oct. 3.—Barometer very high and rising till 21'', falling

since. Temperature very low in morning, being below
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zero till 8^, rising till IS'', unsteady till 20'', and rising

again since. Air very dry at times from 9'' to 18''. Light

S.E. airs or calm till 13'', N. since and increasing in

force, and blowing a fresh to .strong breeze at 23'' and 24''.

Sky cloudless or clear till 16'', overcast after 21'', with

slight snow and .silver thaw at timts. Tliin drizzling

rain at midnight. A faint lunar corona was seen at

19'' and 20''.

Oct. i.—Barometer falling. Temperature rising slowly.

Rather strong and somewhat squally northerly (N.W. to

N.E.) winds till 17'', light in force since. Sky overcast

throughout, with occasional snow showers p.m. Slight

silver thaw at intervals till 17''.

Oct. 5.—Barometer falling slowly and irregularly.

Temperature high and steady. Rather strong N. and

N.W. winds throughout. Sky generally overcast, with

slight showers of snow, sleet, and drizzling rain, and

occasional silver thaw after noon.

Oct. 6.—Barometer falling slowly. Temperature high

and very steady. Light to moderate breezes, chiefly

N.N.W. Sky overcast throughout, but sun gleaming

faintly at times. Slight showers of drizzling rain at 4''

and 13^ and snow at 3^ 23'', and 24''. Silver thaw at

intervals most of day.

Oct. 7.—Barometer falling slowly. Temperature very

steady. Light to moderate N. and N.W. breezes till 16'',

falling very light since, and backing to the N.E. Sky

overcast throughout, with almost constant small granular

snow. Sun gleaming at times from 11'' to 1.5''.

Oct. 8.—Barometer falling slowly. Tempeialure high

and very steady, and air rather diy at times. Light

variable N.E. breezes and airs all day. Sky overca.st

except at 16'', with almost continuous snow till noon and

after 20''. Solar halo at 11''. A little sunshine at times

between 11'' and 14''.

Oct. 9.—Barometer falling slowly till 9'', very steady

since. Temperature high and very steady. Air rather

dry at times. Light to moderate N.N.K. breezes till

IC", calm or light variable airs since, i^ky generally

overcast, with snow showers, and slight sdver thaw at

19'' and 20'', sleet at 19''. A perceptible but very slight

swell was indicated on the tide gauge throuL;hout the day.

Oct. 10.—Barometer steady till 7'', rising slowly on the

whole since. Temperature high and showing a well-

marked daily range, falling since 16''. Air rather dry at

times. Light and variable airs, but S.E. breeze after 21''.

Sky generally overcast, w^ith snow showers at times.

Oct. 11.—Barometer rising slowly. Temperature steady,

except for a slight fall in early morning. Light S.E.

breezes till 20'', and S.W. .since. Sky generally overcast,

but a little more than one hour's intermittent sunshine

recorded. Light snowfall at 3^ 4'', and 24''.

Oct. 12.—Barometer rising slowly. Temperature steady

and air dry at times. Light variable airs or light breezes.

Sky generally overcast, with slight snow at times till 16''.

Oct. 13.— Barometer rising slowly till 9'', falling slowly

till 17'', and rising again since. Temperature rising

slowly till 14'', very steady since. Air rather dry at

times. Light N.W. breezes most of day. Sky generally

overcast, with occasional light snow showers.

Oct. 14.—Barometer rising till 21'', steady since.

Temperature steady and air rather dry at times. Squally

S.W. breezes most of day. Sky generally overcast till

lb\ clearing since, and cloudless at 22'' and midnight.

Snow fell at 2''.

Oct. 15.—Barometer steady till 5'', falling till 17'', and

rising since. Temperature rising till noon, fairly steady

since. Variable W. and N.W. winds, blowing strong

from 11'' to 19'', and squally since. Sky clear at times,

with occasional sunshine. A little .snow fell at 7'' and

U\
Oct. 16.—Barometer falling till 10'', very steady since.

Temperature steady except for a well-marked daily range.

Air dry at times. Very light variable airs or calm. Sky
generally cloudless till 11'', cloudy or overcast since.

Oct. 17.— Barometer fairly steady till 13'', falling since.

Temperature steady. Light to moderate N.W. breezes

till 16'', increasing to a strong breeze since. Sky generally

overcast. Fog crystals forming on rigging in forenoon.

Oct. 18.—Barometer falling till 18'', rising since.

Temperature high and steady, and air dry at times.

Strong N.N.W. breezes till 14'', moderating till 19'', and

veering W. and falling light. Sky overcast from 4'' to

19'', with occasional snow and sleet showers. Clear at

times rest of day, and cloudless at 23'' and midnight.

Slight silver thaw at 19''.

Oct. 19.—Barometer falling till 20'', rising since.

Temperature high and steady, and air dry at times.

N.W. winds light till noon, and strong and squally since.

Sky cloudless till 8'', generally cloudy rest of day, with

a good deal of sunshine. Mist at 9''.

Oct. 20.— Barometer falling till 10'', rising since.

Temperature high and steady till 18'', falling since.

Variable winds, chiefly N.W., and strong and squally till

noon, and S. since. Sky cloudy from 7'' to 18'', clear or

cloudless rest of day. Snow fell at 11'' and 13''.

Oct. 21.—Barometer rising slowly till 18'', falling since.

Temperature low and fairly steady in early morning,

rising p.m. Air dry at times. Light breezes and airs,

chiefly S.W., till noon, and N. and N.W. later on. Sky

generally clear and cloudless at times, except from 15'' to

18''.

Oct. 22.—Barometer falling. Temperature high and

steady and air dry at times. Strong N.W. breeze most

of day. Sky generally overcast, with slight snow at 1'',

'6^, and 18'', and drizzling rain with silver thaw at intervals

from 13'' to 17''.

Oct. 23.—Barometer falling slowly till 9'' and very

quickly in afternoon, the fall between IS*" and 16'' being

0'104 inch. Temperature steady all day except for a

slight rise at noon and again at midnight. N.W. breezes

till noon, increasing in force p.m., and blowing a whole

gale from 16'' to 18'' with snow and very heavy drift.

After 18'' a strong breeze prevailed. Sky generally

overcast, but about three-quarter hour's sun.shine recorded

at intervals till 14''.

Oct. 24.—Barometer low and falling till 17^ rising

since. Temperature high and steady. Air dry at times.

Rather strong and somewhat squally N.W. breezes. Sky

cloudy, with a little sunshine a.m.

Oct. 25.—Barometer rising rather quickly at times.

Temperature high and steady, and air generally dry.

Rather strong squally N.W. breezes all day. Sky

generally overcast, with a little sunshine at times. Snow
fell at times up to 21''.

Oct. 26.—Barometer rising slowly. Temperature steady
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except for slight daily range. Moderate to light breezes,

chiefly N.W. Sky cloudy, with occasional sunshine.

Mist and slight silver thaw "at 20'' and 21^ Hazy at O'',

17^ and IS^
Oct. 27.—Barometer somewhat unsteady, but showing a

decided rise during day. Temperature high till noon, and

very high and air dry p.m., when a " Fohn " blew. Bather

strong and squally N.W. winds most of day. Sky cloudy,

with slight snow at 11'', sleet at 13'', and rain at 14''.

About tuo hours' sunshine recorded before 10*".

Oct. 28.—Barometer falling. Temperature high and

air dry (Fbhu win.l) till 5'', but falling till 8^ and fairly

steady and damp since. Fresh to strong N.W. winds all

day. Sky generally overcast, with mist at times. Eain

fell at 23'' and sleet at midnight.

Oct. 29.—Barometer rising till 11'', falling since.

Temperature rising and air dry (Fohn wind 4'' to 10'') till

10'', falling till noon, and fairly steady since. Moderate

to strong and somewhat squally N.W. winds all day. Sky
generally overcast, with occasional showers of snow, .sleet,

and rain. A little sunshine at times till 11''.

Oct. 30.—Barometer falling till about 5'', rising since.

Temperature steady and air rather dry at times. Strong

and very squally N.W. winds, veering more W. p.m.

Sky generally overcast, with passing showers of snow and

sleet till noon.

Oct. 31.—Barometer rising till about 7'', falling quickly

since IC''. Temperature steady and air somewhat dry at

times till 10'', but saturated or nearly so since. Light to

moderate N.W. breezes till IG'', but increasing in force

since, and blowing a gale at 20'' and midnight. Sky
generally overcast, with showers of snow and sleet after

14''. Mist at 22'', 23'', and 24''. Three-quarters of an

hour's sunshine recorded between 7'' and 10''-

Nov. 1.—Barometer falling till 13'', rising since,

briskly since 15''. Temperature high and rather unsteady

till 13'', falling since. Air damp. Light to moderate

N.W. breezes till noon, strong and very squally from

S.S.E. p.m., anil blowing a hard gale at times. Sky over-

cast, with snow showers at times.

Nov. 2.—Barometer rising. Temperature low in early

morning, but rising quickly after 8'', falling slowly after

IG*". Air dry at times. Strong squally S.S.E. winds till

4''. Variable since, lighter in force but still squally. Skj'

clear at times till 16'', overcast since.

Nov. 3.—Barometer rising slowly till 17'', falling since.

Temperature steady excefit for slight daily range. Air

dry till about 20''. Light N.W. and W.N.W. breezes till

22'', backing to N. since and increasing in force. Sky over-

cast or cloudy till 10'', clear till 21'', overcast again since.

Nov. 4.—Barometer falling ; temperature .steady, but

showing a well-marked daily range. Air dry at times.

Light to strong N.W. breezes. Sky generally overcast,

with occasional sunshine p.m. Slight silver thaw at 3''

and 4'', and snow, sleet, and rain at times.

Nov. 5.—Barometer rising briskly from 5'' to 18'', and

slowly since. Temperature falling after 6'', but steady

after 8''. Variable and somewhat squally winds all day,

but carry of lower clouds W. Sky overcast till 10'', but

clear or cloudless till 23''. Snow and sleet fell till 7''.

Nov. &.—Barometer falling till 19'', rising since.

Temperature showing a well-marked daily range and a

sudden rise of over 6° at 13'', followed by a fall of 5° in

VOL. II.

hour succeeding. Light to moderate breeze.s, chiefly N.W.
Sky overcast except at 1''. Slight showers of snow, sleet,

and rain after 11''. Mist at 14''.

Nov. 7.— IJarometer rising after 2''. Temperature

steady except for daily range. Air very dry from 16'' to

19''. Liglit but somewhat squally breezes, chiefly W.N.W.
Sky cloudy till 1.5'' and after 21'', clear interval from
16'' to 21"," with a good deal of sunshine till 18''.

Nov. 8.—Barometer rising slowly till 19'', steady since.

Temperature showing a slifjht daily range. Air rather

dry at times. Light N.W. airs most of day. Sky
generally cloudy till about 14'', clear or cloudless since.

Hoar-frost at 21''.

Nor. 9.—Barometer steady till 14'', falling since.

Temperatiu'e steady. Light breezes, chiefly N.W. Sky
generally overcast. Snow fell at 19''.

Nov. 10.—Barometer falling till 18'', then rising.

Temperature low in morning, but rising p.m. Light to

fresh N.W. breezes. Sky generally overcast. Snow at

times after 14''. Silver thaw at 11 and 23'', and drizzling

rain at 22''.

Nov. 11.—Barometer rising slowly. Temperature

steady. Sky cloudy, but nearly eight hours' intermittent

sunshine recorded. Light to moderate N.W. and N.N.W.
breezes. Snow fell at 23''.

Nov. 12.—Barometer steady till about 8'', falling since,

quickly after 10''. Temperature steady. Light to

moderate N.W. breezes till 8'', but blowing fresh since.

Sky generally overcast, with mist till 6'' and occasional

snow showers p.m. Slight silver thaw at 4'', and drizzling

rain between 11 and noon.

Nov. 13.—Barometer falling irregularly till 10\ rising

till 23'', and showing a tendency to fall again at midnight.

Temperature steady and air very dry most of day. Light

to moderate and somewhat squally N.W. breezes. Sky

generally overcast, but about two hours' intermittent sun-

shine recorded. Hazy at times a.m. Snow fell in passing

showers.

Nov. 14.—Barometer falling till IG'', rising since.

Temperature .steady till 21'', falling since. Fresh to

strong N.W. breezes in morning, falling light, but becom-

ing somewhat squally p.m. Sky generally overcast, with

showers of snow and sleet. Hail fell at noon and drizzling

rain at 23''.

Nov. 15.—Barometer rising till 22'', but showing a

tendency to fall since. Temperature steady and air dry

till 20''. Temperature rising since. Very variable light

to moderate bree'.es till 18'', N.W. since, but lower clouds

W.S.W. Sky overcast, but a little more than an hour's

sunshine recorded. Snow fell at 4''.

]\fov. 16.—Barometer falling till 15'', rising since.

Temperature low till 3'', rising till noon, and very un-

steady since, there being occasional blowdowns of a

Fohn like character all day. Air dry. Rather strong

squally N.W. and W.N.W. breezes all day. Sky over-

cast till 15^ with snow showers till 5'' and rain at

intervals till 15''. About half an hour's sunshine recorded.

jYov. 17.—Barometer falling from 4'' to 18^ rising

since. Temperature high and steady till noon, falling

since. Moderate and squally N.W. by W. winds till 23'',

S.E. at midnight, but true wind probably S.W. Sky

cenerally overcast after 4'', with occasional snow and hail

showers. About half an hour's sunshine recorded.

27
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Nov. 18.—Barometer ritiiriK quickly till 19^, steady

since. Temperature below 25° till 9'', rising a little since.

Variable .snually winds, but clouds from S.W. till about

\^\ and more \V. since. Sky cloudy or overcast till 18'',

clear at times since. Showers of snow and hail fell in

early morning.

Nov. 19.—Barometer steady in early morning, but

falling after 6'', rather quickly after 19\ Temperature

rather hiw till 3^ then a rise of 3°
-3, fairly steady rest of

day. Light to moderate W.KW. winds (and N.W.) till

noon, increasing in force p.m., and blowing a strong breeze

at midnight. Sky clear from I'' to 3'' and 9'' to noon,

generally overcast rest of day. About four hours' sunshine

recorded. Drizzling rain was falling at midnight.

Nov. 20.—Barometer falling till 13^ rising slowly

since. Temperature high and fairly steady till 2P, then

fell 7°-3 in hour following, and down to 25°-3 at mid-

night. Strong N.W. winds till noon, moderating later

and falling light after I'd^. Sky overcast from I'' to \b^

and 22'' to SlK Clear interval between, the sky being

cloudless at 20'' and 21'». Heavy drizzling rain, snow, and

sleet, accompanied by silver thaw at times and drift till

IP. Dense fog at 23'' and midnight.

Nov. 21.—Barometer falling slowly till 13'', but fall

gradually increasing since. Temperature low till 6'',

rising on the whole since. Air damp. Light variable

N.W. breezes till 15'', but more northerly since and very

squally. Sky cloudless from 2'' to 4^ but fog at times in

early morning, with deposit of fog crystals three-quarters

of an inch long. Mist at times p.m., with rain and silver

thaw.

Nov. 22.—Barometer rising till 16\ falling since.

Temperature rather high and somewhat unsteady. Air

damp. Rather strung IS^.W. breezes all day. Sky clear

from 9'' to 13'', overcast rest of day. About hve hours'

bright sunshine recorded. Thick nust at 4'', and showers

of snow, sleet, and drizzling rain at times.

Nov. 23.—Barometer rising till 14'', falling rather

quickly after 20''. Temperature steady and air damp.

Moderate to light N.AV. breezes all day. Sky clear at

times, with nearly twelve hours' sunshine. Hazy in early

morning and mist at night, with silver thaw and drizzling

rain at 24''. Scotia Bay was free of ice after 19'', the

pack breaking up all day under the influence of a heavy

swell from the westward.

Nov. 24.—-Barometer falling till 7'', rising since.

Temperature steady and air dry most of day. Light

N.W. breezes. Sky clear at times, with over six hours'

sunshine. Snow at 1'', 8'', and 11''.

Nov. 25.—Barometer rising till S'', falling since, quickly

since 17''. Temperature rather high till 15'', falling

since. Light N.W. breezes a.m. Calm or liglit air from

11'' to 15^ S.E. since, and blowing fresh after 22''. Sky
generally cloudy. Slight snow fell at 18''. A moderate

.sea was coming into Scotia Bay at midnight.

Nov. 26.—Barometer low and steady, but .showing a

tendency to rise slowly after 11''. Temperature very

steady, except for slight daily range. Rather strong S.E.

breezes till noon, falling light p.m. Overcast throughout.

A considerable sea coming into Sc(itia Bay in morning.

Nov. 27.—Barometer rising slowly till 19'', steady

since. Temperature low and very steady, and air

moderately dry at times. Very light variable airs and

breezes. Sky generally overcast, with passing snow
.>-howers till 5'' and after 17''.

Nov. 28.—Barometer falling till 13'', steady since.

Temperature steady and air damp. Sky overcast through-

out, with snow showers till 8'' and after 23''.

Nov. 29.—Barometer falling very slowly on the whole,

air and temperature steady and air damp. Very light

S.E. airs and breezes all day. Sky overcast, but about

three-quarters of an hour's sunshine recorded. Heavy
snow at times, and showers up till 14'' and at 19''.

Nov. 30.—Barometer rising slowly till 21^ falling

slowly since. Temperature very steady and air damp.

Light to fresh S.E. breezes all day. Sky overcast, with

silver thaw and drizzling rain from 3'' to 8'', and an

occasional snow shower p.m. Heavy hail was falling at 22''.

Dec. 1.— Barometer falling slowly till 16'', steady

since. Temperature very steady and air damp all day.

Light airs and breezes, chieH.v S. to S.E., but lower clouds

moving from S. to S.S.W. Sky overcast except at 7''.

Light snow at 5'' and continuous snow after 10''. About

two hours' sunshine recorded.

Dec. 2.—Barometer very steady, but rising slightly on

the whole; temperature steady and air rather damp.

Air calm, or very light airs from the X.W. Sky generally

overcast, with passing snow showers.

Dec. 3.—Barometer rising ; temperature showing a

well-marked daily range, with a sharp dip at 4''. Air

moderately dry. Very light breezes, chiefly N.W.
Sky generally cloudy, lait six hours' sunshine recorded.

A little snow at 1'', and heavy hail between 12.30'' and

13''. Air very clear, and sea in both Scotia Bay and

Uruguay Cove practically smooth.

Dec. 4.—Barometer rising slowly; temperature very

steady and air moderately dry. Very light N.W. breezes

or calm till 7'', S.E. to S.S.E. since and light in force.

Sky generally overcast, with snow showers after noon.

Dec. 5.—Barometer rising slowly ; temperature very

steady and air generally damp. Very light S.E. and

S.S.E. airs and breezes, but lower clouds from S. Sky

generally overcast with snow at times in early morning.

About two and a quarter hours' intermittent sunshine

recorded.

Dec. 6.—Barometer rising slowly till 17'', falling

slightly since. Temperature rising till noon, falling after

17''; air ujoderately dry. Very light airs (S.S.E. or N.)

or calm all day. Sky generally overcast. Hail fell at 2''

and snow at 3'' and 4''.

Dec. 7.—Barometer falling ; temperature steady and air

damp. Variable and rather squally breezes, chiefly N.W.
and N., backing to E.N.E. iii evening. Sky generally

overcast, with snow and a good deal of drift. Two hours'

sunshine recorded.

]jec_ 8.—Barometer rising till 15'', steady till 21'', and

falling again since. Temperature very steady and air

damp. Squally variable breezes, chiefly E. till 15'' and

N.W. since, but lower clouds moving from N.N.E. to E.

all day. Sky overcast, with snow till 9'' and at 13''. A
good deal of drift throughout the day.

Dec. 9.—Barometer falling till 17^ rising slightly

since. Temperature steady and air damp. Strong and

somewhat squally winds, principally E., all day. Sky

overcast throughout, with drizzling rain at 5'' and constant

drifting snow from 16''-
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Dec. 10.—Barometer rising till 18K falling slowly since
;

temperature steady and air damp. Rather strong S.E.

breezes till ll*", falling lighter since. Sky overcast, with

snow till l'°- and since 22''. Pack in Scotia Bay since

8 a.m.

Dee. 11.—Barometer fallini,' till 17'', rising since.

Temperature steady, but showing a well-marked diurnal

range. Air damp. Very light airs, principally S.E. or

calm. Sky overcast, with mist on hills and snow at

intervals. Pack in both Scotia Bay and Uruguay Cove.

Dec. 12.—Barometer rising till 19'', falling since.

Temperature rising till noon, falling slowly since. Air

damp. Variable light airs and breezes. Sky generally

overcast, but about three hours' sunshine recorded. Snow
fell till f>^ and after 21''.

Dec. 13.—Barometer falling till 11'', rising since.

Temperature steady and air damp. N.W. breezes in

morning, but backing to S.E., and increasing in force at

times p.m. Sky overcast, with constant snow till 8'' and

at midnight.

Dec. 14.—Barometer rising till 16'', falling till mid-

night ; temperature rather low til) ll^ high at times since,

with a " Fcihn " at intervals. ES.E. light breezes till 7^
N.W. since. Sky overcast and cloudy, with slight snow

at 3'' and drizzling rain between 3'' and i"".

Dee. 15.—Barometer falling rather quickly at times.

Temperature rather high and air damp. Light N.W.
breezes till 17'', but force up to a strong breeze at 20'' and
21''. Sky generally overcast, with mist at times, but

fairly clear till 7''. A little fine drizzling rain has fallen

at intervals p.m.

Dec. 16.—Barometer falling rather quickly at times till

1.5'', rising very rapidly since, the rise in the 5'' ending
22'' being 0-595 inch, and in the hour ending 19'', 0-167

inch. Temperature high and unsteady till 15'', with a

" Fcihn " for short time about noon, falling since 15''.

Air dry at times. IModerate to fresh N.W. breezes,

squally at times, till 17'', S.E. or E. since and very squally,

but lower clouds from S.W. Sky overcast, with mist at

times till 11'', and drizzling rain, sleet, and snow at times

from 15'' to 19''.

Dee. 17.—Barometer rising till 13'', falling .since:

temperature very high and unsteady, with a "Fcihn " wind

and very dry atmosphere at times between 9'' and 18''.

Strong squally W.N.W. and N.W. winds all day. Sky
rather cloudy, but more clear than cloudy from 13'' to 19''.

Hazy to N.W. most of day.

Dec. 18.—Barometer falling till about 11'', unsteady

since. Temperature steady and air damp till 9'', rising

quickly with a dry atmosphere till 14'', falling since, and

air again humid. Light to moderate N.W. breezes all

day. Sky overcast till 9'', with snow at 7'', 8^ and 9''.

Little cloud from 11'' to 16'', overcast again at 19''. Hazy
all afternoon to the W.N.W. and N.W., with low fog at

the base of Saddle Island.

Dee. 19.—Barometer falling slowly till Id*" and quickly

since. Temperature steady and air saturated or nearly so

all day. Light N.W. breezes till 22'', rising since to a

strong breeze at midnight. Sky overcast, with ihick mist

at times and drizzling rain, rather heavy at times. Snow
at 14'' and slight silver thaw at 15''. Twenty minutes,

sunshine recorded.

Dec. 20.—Barometer falling .slowly till 19'' and (juickly

since. Temperature high and ste^idy till 18'', falling

since. Air damp. Moderate N.W. breezes till noon,

calm or light variable airs since. Sky overcast throughout,

with mist at times till 13''. Drizzling rain fell till 3'' and

snow after 18''.

Dec. 21.—Barometer low and falling till 6'', rising

steadily on the whole since. Temiierature low and steady

from 3'' to 14'', rising a little since. Air generally damp.

Squally light breezes from E. and S.E. till 8^ N.W. since

and stronger. Sky overcast, with heavy snow till 7'' and

since 19''. There has been much drifting all day.

Dec. 22.—Barometer falling till 15'', rising till 22'', and

falling again since. Temperature steady and air damp.

Strong N.W. winds, just short of gale furoe most of day.

Sky clear from 4'' to 6'', and again from 19'' to 21'', generally

overcast rest of day. Sleet and drizzling rain at times

between 8'' and 13'', and snow at 7^ 23'', and 24''. Hail

{graupel) was falling at 23''.

Dec. 23.—Barcjmeter rising till 15'', falling slowdy after ;

temperature steady, but showing a slight diurnal range.

Air damp. Rather i^trong and somewhat irregular N.W.
breezes all day. Sky cloudy or overcast, but a good deal

of bright .sunshine registered. Slight snow showers at

intervals. Faint i-olar halo at 12'' 30°'.

Dec. 24.— Barometer falling till 15'', rising briskly

since 19''. Light to moderate N.W. breezes all day,

becoming squally after 20''. Sky generally overcast ; with

snow .showers at intervals.

Dec. 25.—Barometer rising briskly at times ; tempera-

ture steady and air dry at times. Rather .squally N.W.
and N.N.W. breezes. Sky generally cloudy or overcast

except from 7'' till noon, when a good deal of sunshine

was recorded. Snow showers fell between 13'' and 16''.

Dpc. 26.—Barometer rising slowly till 11'', falling

since. Temperature fairly high and very steady. Air

damp. Very light W. and N.W. winds. Sky cloudy or

overcast from 1'' to 8'' and after noon. Cloudless at 9''

and 10''- Slight snow fell at 21''.

Dec. 27.—Barometer and temperature very steady,

air damp. Very light W. airs till 16'', calm till ig*", and

light variable E. airs since. Sky overcast throughout, with

mist at 15'', 16'', and 17," and snow showers at intervals.

Dee. 28.—Barometer rising till 10'', steady till 13^ and

falling since. Temperature steady and air damp. Very

light S.E. airs or calm till 9", N.W. since and very light.

Sky generally overcast. Snow fell at 20'' and at mid-

night.

Dee. 29.—Barometer falling from 3^ rising since,

briskly after 13". Temperature steady and air damp.

Very light variable airs, chiefly S.E. and N.W. or calm

all day'. Sky generally overcast, with snow till 11", and

slight drizzling rain producing silver thaw at 20".

Dec. 30.—Barometer rising till 18", falling since,

briskly at midnight. Temperature high, and showing a

well-marked daily range. Air dry at times. Very light

W. and N.W. airs till 21", but blowing a moderate breeze

at midnight. Sky cloudy, but generally clear, with almost

constant "sunshine from 11" to 18". Mist from 2'' to 4".

Dec. 31.—Barometer falling quickly till 16'', and at a

more moderate rate since. Temperature fairly high and

steady, and air damp or saturated. Strong to moderate

N.W. winds all day. Sky generally overcast, with mist.

Showers of drizzling rain from 9 a.m. till noon.
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1904.

Jan. 1.—Eaioiueter unsteady till G'', rising since.

Temperature high from 2'' to 7^ with a "Fohn" wiud,

hut falling since. Air dry. Variable to strong breezes,

the maximum force being while the Fohn was in progress.

Lower clouds from S.W. to W. Sky clear at times till

5"^, generally overcast since, but nearly three hours' inter-

mittent sunshine recorded. Snow showers from S"" to 10'',

and at 23'' and 24''. Drizzling rain and sligiit silver thaw

at 21''.

Jan. 2.—Biirometer rising till 7'', falling since.

Temperature rather low aud steady ; air very dry most

of day. Very light breezes in morning, but S.E. or

E.S.E. since 9''. Sky elondy or overcast except at 4''

and b^ and 10'' to ] S*". Heavy hail (graupel) was falling

at 3'' 5™. About five and three-quarter hours' bright sun-

shine was recorded. A little after 21'' the sky, sea, and

land to the N.W. were of a remarkable blue colour,

which was most prominent on the snow-clad peaks and

glaciers of Saddle Island. It lasted in its more intense

form for about a half an hour.

Jan. o.—Barometer falling till 11'', rising .since.

Temperature low and steady and air very dry. Strong

S.E. winds all daj', but moderating somewhat after 19''.

Sky overcast, but occasional sunshine between noon and

leK Snow fell at 1''.

Jan. 4.—Barometer rising slowly till 18'', steady since.

Temperature showing a well-marked daily range, and

falling quickly after 16'', being down to 25"-5 in the

screen and 14°'7 on the snow at midnight. Kather fresh

S.E. breezes till 3'', light in force or calm rest of day.

Sky overcast at 6'', clear at times since, with over nine

hours' sunshine. Hoar-frost at midnight.

Jan. 5.—Barometer very steady. Temperature low in

early morning, rising on the whole till 15'', and steady

since. Air rather dry. Very light N.W. airs aud
breezes. Sky generally overcast, with slight breezes at

times after 16''. Eather hazy to N.W. at 11'' and noon.

Jan. 6.—Barometer rising steadily. Temperature low

and steady and air dry. Very variable S.E. airs, mostly

light in force, but lower clouds about W.S.W. Sky over-

cast except at 19''. Slight to heavy snow at tuues, and
heavy hail {graupel) at 2'' 15"^.

Jan. 7.—Barometer steady till I'J'', falling rather

quickly since. Temperature steady and air dry till 20^^,

saturated or nearly so since. Very light breezes, chiefly

N.W. till 22'', increasing to a moderate breeze since.

Sky generally overcast except at 6*" and 7'', with con-

tinuous and sometimes hesvy snow since 20^
Jan. 8.—Barometer falling till 3'', rising till \b^, and

falling ayain since. Temperature rather high and steady,

aud air damp or saturated. Variable light breezes or calm

till 14'', N.W., since increasing in force. Sky overcast

throughout, with showers of drizzling rain and mist at

times till noon. Snow at 15'' and heavy rain at 16'' and
17'', and drizzle again later. Sleet fell at l^ About
half an hour's sunshine recorded between 11'' and 13''.

Jan. 9 — Barometer rising till 14'', falling since.

Temperature very high, there being a marked Fohn from

2'' to 13'', with occasional short intervals of lower tempera-

ture. Air dry till 13'', damp p.m., and saturated or

nearly so at and after 20''. Strong, .somewhat squally,

N.W. and W.N.W. breezes till 16^ but falling light since.

Sky cloudy or clear from 2'' to \i^, with over nine hours'

bright sunshine ; overcast since, witlr continuous rain

(heavy at times) since 18''.

Jan. 10.—Barometer rather unsteady. Tenjperatuie

continues high. Air damp. Calm in early morning,

liglit variable S.E. and S. breezes till 10'', and about

W.N.W. since, and somewhat squally. Snow, sleet, and

rain at intervals most of day, with a generally overcast sky.

Jan. 11.—Barometer falling till 3'', rising till 21'', and

steady since. Temperature high and steady, and air

rather dry at times. Light to moderate breezes, chiefly

N.W. Sky generally overcast, with showers of rain and

sleet. Snow at midnight. A partial rainbow was seen

at e''.

Jan. 12.— Barometer rising slowly since noon, steady

a.m. Temperature steady and air rather dry. Light but

somewhat squally W.N.W. breezes. Sky generally over-

cast. Snow fell at 1'', 14'', and 20'', and slight drizzling

rain at 10'' and 11''.

Jan. 13.—Uaromeier falling till 10'', rising till 22^ and

about steady since. Temperature steady, but showing a

slight diurnal range. N.W. hglit breezes till 11'', and S.E.

or calm since. Sky overcast except at 1'', with heavy

snow in forenoon and occa.sional showers p.m. Drizzling

rain at 7''.

Jan. 14.—Barometer rising slowly on the whole;

temperature low and very steady. Air moderately dry.

Very light breezes and air chiefly S.E. Overcast through-

out, with snow in early morning, and drizzling rain pro-

ducing silver thaw between 7'' and 15''.

Dr Pirie reported pack ice to the N.W. and N. A
few stray pieces have also been seen about the mouth of

Scotia Bay. Sea much down in both bays.

Jan. 15.—Barometer rising steadily ; air temperature

very steady and humidity low. Very light and somewhat

variable air.s, chiefly S.E., but lower clouds S. to S.S.W.

Sky overcast throughout, with slight drizzling rain from
15" to 17''.

Jan. 16.—Barometer rising steadily till 13'', falling

slowly siucc ; temperature very steady and air dry. Very

light airs and breezes, chiefly N.W. or calm, but lower

clouds from W.S.W. to W. Sky overcast except from 15''

to 16'', when two and a half houns' sunshine was recorded.

Jan. 17.—Barometer falling steadily and rather quickly

at times. Temperature steady. Air dry at times till 19'',

damp since. N.W. moderate and somewhat squally

breezes most of day, but li.yht in force until noon. Sky
overcast, with snow after 19''.

Jan. 18.—Barometer falling till 17", rising since
;
tem-

perature high and showing a well-marked daily range.

Air damp. Variable breezes, chiefly N.W., till 19'', and

S.E. since. Sky generally overcast except from 6'' to 10'',

when four hours' sunshine was recorded. Drizzling rain

at times, and mist at 4'' and 6''. Mist low on hills all day.
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Ji-in. 19.—Barometer rising slowly till IS'', unsteady

since. Temperature very steady and air dam[). Light

S.E. breezes till noon, N.W. .since. Sky generally over-

cast, with drizzling rain at I'' and 2'', and mist at times

after lO*". Mist hiw on hills all day.

Jan. 20.—Baiiimeter falling very slowly till about T*",

rising till IS'', and unsteady since. Temperature steady

and air damp or saturated. Rather strong N.W. breeze

till 7*", light or moderate since. Sky overcast, with almost

continuous mist (dense at times). Drizzling rain fell at

3''. Mist low on hills all day.

Jan. 21.—-Barometer falling; temperature steady on

the whole, but showing a tendency to fall after 16''. Air

damp or saturated. Light X.W. breezes till 17'', variable,

chiefly S.E., since. Sky overcast throughout, with rain

from 2'' to 8'' and at 17'', and mist at times. Mist low on

hills all day.

Jan. 22.—Barometer falling .slowly till noon, very

steady since. Temperature steady and air saturated or

nearly so. Light to moderate E. and S.E. breezes. Sky
overcast, with constant snow and sleet till 20'', and drizzling

rain at 24''. Mist low on hills all day.

Jan. 2.3.—Barometer rising .slowly after 10''. Tempera-
ture steady and air dam|). Variable light to moderate

breezes, chiefly S.E. and E., but lower clouds, when motion

discernible, S.W. Sky overcast throughout, with mist at

9''. Showers of drizzling rain and slight silver tliaw till

ll'', snow at 17\ 19'', and 23'', and hail at midnight.

Mist low on hills almost all day.

Jan. 24.—Barometer rising till 20'',

Temperature steady and air dry. Rather
W. and N.W. breezes. Sky generally overcast, but over

an hour's intermittent sunshine recorded. A little snow
and drizzling rain in early morning.

Jan. 25.—Barometer steady ; temperature

the whole, but showing a tendency to fall after

dry till about 16'', but rather damp since,

moderate N.W. and AV.N.W. breezes. Sky overcast

from 1'' to 8'' and after 11"^, cloudy rest of day, but a good
deal of bright sunshine—over six hours—-recorded. Snow
and sleet fell from 2'' to 7'', and occasional snow showers

after 20''.

Jan. 26.—Birometer rising slowly till 20'', falling

slightly since. Temperature very steady, and air damp
after 6''. Very variable and somewhat squally winds, but

lower clouds S.W. or W.S.W. throajhout. Snow showers

most of day, with occasional slight to moderate drift.

Overcast throughiiut.

Jan. 27.—Barometer falling till noon, but rising since.

Temperature steady and air damp. Light N.W. breezes

till 10 a.m., S.E. since, and somewhat strcmger but lower

clouds from S.W. Overcast except at 1'' and 2'', with

almost constant .snow after 4''. Mist on hills most of day.

Jan. 28.— Barometer rising slowly till 19'', steady

since. Temperature very steady and air rather damp.
Variable and somewhat squally S.E. breezes, but lower

clouds from S.W. Sky overcast throughout, with passing

showers of snow all day.

Jan. 29.—Barometer rising .slowly ; temperature steady

and air rather dry. Light variable breezes, chiefly S.E.,

but lower cloud motion from S.W. to S.S.W. Sky
overcast throughout, "ith snow at 2'', 3'', 8'', and 9''.

Jan. 30.—Barometer falling slowly till 18'', rising

steady since.

;trong squally

steady on
18''. Air

Light to

daily range.

N.W. winds,

light breezes

since. Temperature steady and air moderately dry.

Calm or very light airs till 6''. E. and S.E. light to

moderate breezes since, and lower clouds moving in same

direction as surface winds. Sky overcast throughout,

with mist on hills and slight drizzling rain from 8'' to 14''.

Jan. 31.—Barometer rising till 18\ falling since, rather

quickly after 21''. Temperature steady, except for sudden

fall of 3°-l between 20'' and 21'', and a rise of 3°-0 between
22'' and 23''. Air generally very dry. S.E. light to

moderate breezes till 16'', falling very light at 18'' and 19'',

calm at 21'' and 22'', and backing to the N.N.W. since.

Sky overcast except from 18'' to 21''.

Feb. 1.—Barometer falling quickly till noon, rising

briskly since. Temperature fairly steady except for usual

Air damp ur saturated. Strong squally

reaching gale force in squalls till 7'', S.E.

p.m. Sky overcast, with heavy snow and

drift from 3'' to 10'' 30"", and showers of drizzling rain,

sleet, and snow p.m. Hills covered with mist all day.

Ffih. 2.— Barometer rising steadily; temperature fairly

high till 16'', falling since. Air dry at times. Light

N.W. and W. breezes most of day. Sky overcast except

from 14'' to 21'', when two hours thirty-tive minutes'

sunshine was recorded. Showers of drizzling rain fell in

morning, and snow at 3'', 4'', and 8''. Heavy hail was

falling at 8'' .5"°. Very low tide.

Feb. 3.—Barometer falling all day, quickly after 11''.

Temperature rather low in early morning, but rising

somewhat p.m. Air damp or saturated. Strong N.W.
winds and breezes all day. Sky overcast, with heavy

snow and thick drizzling rain after 7''. A little hail fell

at 18'', mixed with rain. Mist low on hills must of day.

Feb. 4.—Barometer falling till 3'', rising till 21'', and

falling slightly since. Temperature steady and air dry at

times. Moderate to fresh N.W. and W.N.W. breezes.

Sky generally overcast, with showers of snow, sleet, hail,

and rain. Mist on hills most of day.

Feb. 5.—B;u-ometer rising till 17'', after falling till 4''

;

falling again after 17''. Temperature high, and showing

a well-marked daily range. A slight "Fohn" prevailed

from 4'' SC" to 1S^ rather damp rest of day. Strong

squally N.W. and AV.N.W. winds most of day. Sky

cloudy, but over five and a half hours' intermittent sun-

shine recorded. Drizzling rain and heavy rain fell at

times till 7'' and sleet at 2''. A rainbow was seen at Ui"

45"", and mist at midnight.

Feh, 6.—Barometer falling till noon, rising since.

Temperature high and fairly steady. Rather strong

squally N.W. and W.N.W. winds all day. Sky generally

overcast, with occasional showers of sleet and rain, but

clear at 7'' and 8=' and from 15'' to 20''. Mist at 1''.

rising

N.W.

and W.N.w! breezes except from 11'' to 15'', when it was

S.S.E., but lower clouds then from S.W. Sky clear at

times, with over four and a half hours' sunshine. Overcast

from 9'' to 14'', with heavy snow.

Feb. S.—Barometer somewhat unsteady till 14^ falling

since. Temperature high and fairly steady. Air dry at

times, but humidity varying very much. Light N.W. or

W.N.W. breezes till 17'', but blowing a strong breeze at

times since. Sky clear at times from 2'' to 6^ at 1 1\ and

from 15'' to 18''. About four hours' bright sunshine.

Feb. 7.—Barometer unsteady or falling till 11'',

since. Temperature high and steady and air dry.
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Solar halo at 7^ and 20'', and sleet at 21'' and 23''.

Hazy at times.

Feb. 9.—Barometer falling till 10'', rising since, very

quickly from 23'' to midnight, when the rise amounted

to 0'086 inch. Temperature high and steady, and air

damp. Strong, somewhat squally, N.W. winds all day.

Sky generally overcast, but with clear patches at times,

and over an hour's intermittent sunshine. Very hazy at

times, with showers of rain, snow, and sleet, and silver

thaw at midnight.

Feb. 10.—Barometer rising till 7'', falling till 17'', and

rising since. Temperature very steady and air rather

damp. Wind S.E. and E. till 4'' (then lower clouds were

S.W.), but N.W. and N.N.W. since. Sky cloudy from
2'' to 8'', overcast since, with showers of snow and drizzling

rain. Solar halo from 8'' to 10''. Low ground mist

at 19\
Feb. 11.—Barometer rising till 8'', unsteady rest of day.

Curious V-shaped dip at 15\ when " Fohn " wind com-

menced. Temperature high as a whole, and very high at

15^, 16'', and 17'', when a marked "Fcihn" prevailed.

Strong, somewhat squally, N.W. and W.N.W. breezes.

Sky generally overca.st, but blue patches at times. Drizzling

rain at times till 21'', and heavy rain after. Hazy at times.

Air rather damp as a whole.

Feb. 12.—Barometer rising till midnight. Temperature

high till about 18'', there being a marked "Fiihn" from
2'' to 10''. Rather strong N.W. and N. breezes. Sky
generally overcast except from 2'' to 6''. About four and

a half hours recorded. A faint lunar halo was seen at 3''.

Feb. 13.—Barometer rising. Temperature rather high

till 11'', but falling since. Squally W. and N.W. winds

till 8'', but S.E. and E. since. Lower clouds moving from

W. and S.W. Slight .showers of snow and hail at times.

About an hour's sunshine recorded.

Feb. 14.—Barometer rising. Temperature steady and
air rather dry. Rather strong S.E. wind all day, but

clouds moving from S.W. and S. Overcast throughout,

with snow at times till noon.

"Scotia" arrived in Uruguay C<>ve at 12 noon.

Feb. 23.—At noon, lat. 61° 28' S. long. 41° 5.5' W.—

A

moderate S.W. breeze. All day it has been overcast,

though in the evening after 16'', the clouds broke a

little.

Feb. 24.—At noon, lat. 62° 49' S. long. 38° 12' W.—
Fine weather, with a very steady barometer and occasional

passing showers of snow.

Feb. 25.—At noon, lat. 64° 29' S. long. 35° 29' W.—
S.W. winds and passing snow showers, during which wind

increased. Barometer very steady, but rising slightly.

Fine, overcast, or cloudy weather.

Feb. 27.—At noon, lat. 66° 26' S. long. 31° 25' W.—
Fine, clear, light or calm weather, cloudy or almost

cloudless. Barometer rising.

Feb. 28.—At noon, lat, 66° 21' S. long. 28° 30' W.—
Another fine day, with £. and S.E. light airs and fairly

steady barometer. Cloudy to overcast, but some sunshine

at times.

Feb. 29.—At noon, lat. 68° 08' S. long. 27° 10' W.—
Calm, fine, overcast weather.

March 1.—At noon, lat. 68° 43' S. long. 24° 15' W.—
A falling barometer and a freshening breeze from N.

Wind afterwards became more W. The weather was

thick, with soft wet snow falling, and one could only see

a quarter of a niilc! ahead.

March 2.— At noon, lat. 71° 04' S. long. 23° 10' AV.—
Overcast and breezy, breeze stiffening into a hard gale by
noon, which blew for about twelve hours. Snow all the

morning, and slight showers during the day. The barometer

was 28'652 at 15'', rising rapidly, and the temperature 27°'0.

The sky was heavily overcast, with stratus clouds.

March 3.—At noon, lat. 72° 1 8' S. long. 17° 59' 15" W.
—At 3'' the sky began to clear and the wind became less,

while the temperature rose slightly, with the air dry. At
about 4'30 a.m. the sun rose clear out of the horizon

and there was bright sunshine till after 9'', after which

thin cirrus and cirro-stratus clouds began to cover the sky,

and after 10'' the sun was otdy gleaming, though brightly,

with marked large halo. The atmosphere was very clear.

Later, the barometer fell rapidly and the sky became more
and more thickly clouded, while the wind and sea were

rising from the N.N.E. At 17'' a fresh strong breeze

was blowing, with a nasty sea. All the evening it was
breezy, the wind rising to the force of a gale at 19'" and
20'', with very thick soft snow falling, so that one could not

see more than 300 or 400 yards ahead. At midnight the

weather was still the same, though the wind was not so

strong.

March 4.—At noon, lat. 72° 22' S. long. 18° 13' W.—
Very thick, with heavy snow falling continuously till 13'',

but after that it began to clear a little. At 18'' it cleared

still more. N.N.E. wind. About 19'' snow began to fall

again and became very thick. Low-lying stratus cloud,

and apparently drift.

March 5.—At noon, lat. 72° 31' S. long. 19° 00' W.—
A moderate breeze and consirlerable swell.

March 7.—At noon, lat. 74° Of S. long. 22° 0' W.—
After 1'' the wind began to rise, with a falling barometer,

and continued to increase, and the snow to fall more

thickly. After 6'' it reached the force of a gale from the

E.N.E., with heavy snow falling and much drift. All

day it blew hard, now E.S.E. and now E.N. E., with very

heavy drift off the great inland ice sheet, the temperature

varying between 21° and 24°. The barometer remained

low all day and night, and pumped considerably.

jl/rtre;i'8.—At noon, lat. 74° 01' S. long. 22° 00' W.—
From midinght blowing almost continuously, and hardly

below the force of a gale till 17''. Heavy snowdrift.

March 9.—At noon, lat. 74° 01' S. long. 22° 00' W.—
Till 8'' the wind was up to the force of a gale ; for the

rest of the day there was a strong breeze, the temperature

varying from 22° to 23°. Considerable drift and some

snow.

March 10.— At noon, lat. 74° 01' S. long. 22° 00' W.—
Fine light weather, clearing up in the morning, and getting

clearer, brighter, and calmer all day. Temperature falling

in the evening from 21° at 19'' to 8°'8 at midnight.

March 11.—At noon, lat. 74° 01' S. long. 22° 00' W.
—This morning at 5'' the thermometer fell as low as 3°'2

F. The weather was perfect,—calm, cloudless, and clear

all day. The thermometer remained low in spite of a

powerful sun, the maximum being 19° '0 at IS**. At
times cirrus clouds, but mostly cloudless, sunny, and calm.

At times indication of a S. and S.W. air. At night again

the temperature fell, with clear sky, to 4°-2 F.

March 12.— At noon, lat. 74° 01' S. long. 22° 00' W.
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—At 4'' the temperature below zero, -0°"3 F., with a

cloudless sky, and very clear and dry atmosphere, the wet

bulb being -4°'8. F. and calm. Light S.W. air later and

rise in temperature, which was 12°'3 F. at 8'', 15°'5 at

9\ and 16"-8 at 10''. Dull, overcast weather later. At

G*" a thermometer exposed on the surface of the snow

fell to -6°-4.

March 13.—At noon, lat. 73° 46' S. long. 22° 55' W.
—Barometer falling. Temperature 10° to 19° F. Fine,

bright, clear, sunny, and cloudy day. "Wind W. and S.W.

till after noon, then calm.

March 14.—At noon, lat. 73° 11' S. long. 23° 53' W.
—Calm or light airs all day. Barometer steady; tempera-

ture rising from ll°'l F. to 25° at noon, and falling to

22°'l at 23''. Overcast, dull weather, wiili a considerable

amount of snow falling.

March 15.—At noon, lat. 71° 50' S. long. 23° 40' W.
—Barometer more or less steady, rising only slightly.

Winds light, N.W. to W.S.W. Overcast, dull weather.

Temperature 22° to 23° till 5'', falling to 15° '3 at 14^
remaining 16° and 17° for the rest of the day.

March 16.—At noon, lat. 71° 28' S. long. 22° 32' W.
—Barometer steady, 29'20. Temperature rising from
16°'4 at 1'' to 26' at midnight. Calm or light airs.

Cloudy in morning, becoming overcast. Bright sunshine

from 7'' to lO''.

March 17.—At noun, lat. 71° 22' S. long. 18° 19' W.
•—Barometer still steady, 29'20 ; temperature 27" to 30°

all day. Gentle W. breeze most of day. Sky cloudy, with

some sunshine in forenoon, becoming overcast afterwards.

March 18.—At noon, lat. 71° 18' S. long. 16° 33' W.
— Barometer falling sliglitlj', 29-142 to 28-789; tempera-

ture steady, 28° to 29° F. Wind gentle, N.W. breezes

till 8^, N.E. to N. afterward.s. Fine, clear, overcast

weather, with occasional light showers of snow.

March 19.—At noon, lat. 71° 30' S. long. 17° 15' W.
—Barometer rising slightly, 28-760 to 29'957 ; tempera-

ture falling, 2S°-1 to 21°-5 F. Light to moderate N. and

N.E. breezes.

March 20.—At nuon, lat. 71° 17' S. long. 18° 50' W.
—Barometer rising slightly, 28-972 to 29-120

;
tempera-

ture 21° to 27° F. Overcast to cloudy all day. Light

breezes, about E.N.E., falling to calm in evening. Fine

light weather.

March 21.—At noon, lat. 69° 33' S. long. 15° 18' W.
—Barometer fairly steady till 15'' and rising afterwards,

29-178 at midnight. Temperature 26° to 28° F., air dry.

Calm or nearly so all day. Very fine clear weather.

March 22.—At noon, lat. 68° 32' S. long. 10° 52' W.
—Barometer rising all day, from 29*186 to 29-560.

Temperature 26° to 32° F. Bright, sunny, clear, fine day.

Sky cloudle-ss most of the time. Calm smooth sea, with

only slight swell.

March 23.—At noon, lat. 68° 32' S. long. 12° 49' W.
—Barometer steady. Temperature steady, 29° to 30°

F. Bright and cloudless, with sunshine in morning,

becoming clouded after noon. AVind W.S.W. to

W.N.W., force 2 to 4. Moderate sea.

March 24.—At noon, lat. 68° 41' S. long. 12° 36' W.
—Barometer falling, 29-568 to 29-067. Wind moderate
to strong breeze, increasing and backing from W. to N.
Temperature about 30°. Cloudy and tine till 4'', overcast

and dull with snow and sleet since.

March 25.—At noon, lat. 68' 26' S. long. 11° 11' W.
—Barometer unsteady, but falling on the whole.

Temperature steady, 30° to 31° F. Overcast, cloudy,

drizzUng .snow and sleet, with light N. and N.E. winds

and calm.

March 26—At noon, lat. 67° 36' S. long. 12° 05' W.
—Barometer falling unsteadily all day. Temperature

steady, 30° to 31° F. Overcast, dull, gloomy, misty

weather, with rain, sleet, snow, and silver thaw. Wind
X.E. to N.N.W.
March 27.—At noon, lat. 66° 57' S. long. 11° 13' W.

—Barometer fell to 28-142 inch at 7^; temperature 30°-5

to 28°-5. Mostly overcast, but at times only partly

clouded, with sun gleaming even brightly. Wind variable,

N.N.E. to W. and N., force 2 to 4.

iMarch 28.—At noon, lat. 65° 57' S. long. 11° 13' W.
—Barometer rising, temperature steady. Cloudy to over-

cast, with passing showers of snow. Sun gleaming bright

at times in forenoon. Light winds to fresh, almo.st calm

at 20'', but freshening after 21'' 30"^. Direction N.N.W.

to W. by N.
March 29. -At noon, lat. 63° 54' S. long. ^10° 42'^ W.

—Barometer rising ; temperature steady, 28° to 30° F.

Wind W., fresh to strong breezes till 4'^, blowing gale

force from 4'' till 17'', then gradually abating, till at mid-

night only a moderate to fresh breeze. High sea running

till 16''.

March 30.—At noon, lat. 61° 25' S. long. 12° 47' W.
—Barometer rising; temperature steady, 28°"5 to 30°-5 F.

Wind W. to W.N.W., falling light from 5'' till 21''.

Moderate before and after. Cloudy to overcast, with

occasional <4limpses of sunshine.

March 31.—At noon, lat. 60° 37' S. long. 12° 16' W.
—Barometer unsteady, between 29-551 and 29500 from

11^ till 11'', then falling rapidly to 28-476 at midnight,

when it was still falling. Temperature 29° to 32° F. ;
sky

generally overcast. Wind backing from W". to N. at 10''

to N.X.E. at 23^ and N. at 24'', and constantly increas-

ing in force from 4-5 to 8-9.

AjrrU 1.—At noon, lat. 60° 33' S. long. 12° 00' W.
—Barometer falling, 28-426 at 1'' to 28-117 at 13^ then

rising rapidly to 28-553 at midnight. Temperature

falling 32° to 27° F. Overcast, with rain, sleet, and snow.

Strong N.N.E. and N. gale from 1'' till 5'', light W.
breezes from 13'' to 16^ then wind again increasing to a

strong W. gale at 21''.

April 2.—At noon, lat. 58° 40' S. long. 12° 23' W.—
Barometer rising from 28-629 at 1'' to 29-114 at 23\

S.W. gale till 15'', very hard during middle and morning

watch. Overcast to cloudy, with showers of snow. After

13'^ weather and sea moderating, only light airs during

the evening. Undoubtedly the most severe gale we have

had.

April 3.—At noon, lat. 56° 55' S. long. 10° 0' W.—
Barometer rising slowly from 29-099 at 4'' to 29-690 at

midnight. Temperature 30° to 32° F. Light airs and

calm, N. and N.E. till 9'', W. and S.W. to W.N.W,
after 15''. Some sunshine about midday: a considerable

swell, but fine light weather.

April 4.—At noon, lat. 55° 08' S. long. 10° 0' W.—
Barometer rising till 7'', then falUng till midnight.

Temperature rising, 32°-2 to 36°-0. A beautiful clear

moonlight night, mostly cloudless, with light airs or calm.
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Began to cloud over at 6'^ and wind rising to a gale, with

falling barometer after 7''. Solar halo at 8'' and 9''.

April 5.—At noon, lat. 55° 25' S. long. 13° 00' W.—
Barometer falling till 6'', then rising till miduiglit.

Temjierature 38° to 34° F. Overcast, with rain or drizzle

till 8"^. Cloudy to cloudless, with sunshine and passing

showers of snow in afternoon and evening, iloderate to

strong gale all day, N. till 5'', becoming X.W. afterwards.

Sea rough all day.

April 6.—At noon, lat. 54° 33' S. long. ir47'AV.—
Haiometer rising till noon, then falling till midnight.

Temperature 34° to 37°-7. Wind force 6 to 8, N.W. and
N.N.W. Fiain and hail. Bright sunshine for a good
part of the day. Rough but fairly regular sea, wind
and sea increasing in the evening.

April 7.— At noon, lat. 53° 58' S. long. 10° 10' W.

—

Barometer rising ; temperature falling, 37° to 33°' Over-
cast or cloudy, with some rain and snow and sleet. Hail

from 10.5'' till 10.20''. Sea decreasing; strong gale to

fresh breeze till 16'^ from W.N.^Y. and N.W., light

N.N.W. winds afterwards.

April 8.—At noon, lat. 52° 33' S. long. 9° 47' W.—
Barometer rising ; temperature sieady, 33° to 36°. Cloudy
or cloudless. Moderate and gentle N.W. breezes and .sea,

but a very considerable swell ruimiuL'. Fine, bright,

sunny day, a rest from the endless gales and heavy seas

of late.

April 9.—At noon, lat. 51° 07' S. long. 9° 31' AV
Barometer steady

; temperature 34°-7 to 37°'4. Light airs

to moderate broezes from N.W. Cloudless till fi^,

becoming cloudy during the day, with .vome sunshine, and
then overcast, with slight showers of rain in the evening.

A fine day, with a moderate sea.

April 10.—At noon, lat. 49° 2-5' S. hmg. 9° 21' W.—
Barometer fairly steady till noon, falling afterwards.

Temperature 37°-9 to 4r-4. Cloudy and bright sunshine
till 15''. Mostly overcast afterwaids, and rain at night.

April 11.—At noon, lat. 48° 53' S. long. 9° 25' W.—
Barometer falling till 3'', rising thereafter. Strong gale

till 10'' N.W. to W.N.W, wind moderating and veering
thereafter to gentle E.S.E. breeze at 24''. Temperature
falling from 42° to 36°. Overcast. Heavy sea in

morning, going down rapidly afterwards.

April 12.—At noon, lat. 48° 0' S. long. 9° 50' W.—
Barometer falling. Wind veering from E.S.E. to N.,
gentle to fresh breeze. Rain and drizzle almost the
whole day. Heavily overcast sky. Temperature rising

till 19'', 36°-l to 42°-8. Steady afterwards. Sea smooth
on the whole.

April 13.—At noun, lat. 48° 06' S. long. 10° 6' W.—
Barometer lising. Temperature falling from 42° to 34°'5.

Fresh to moderate S.W. and S.S.AV. breezes, with
moderate sea running. Cloudy, squally, showery, and
some sunshine.

April 14.—At noon, lat. 46° 35' S. long. 10° 10' W.—
Barometer falling ; temperature rising. Wind backing E.
to N.E., and increasing in force. Fine during day, cloudy
and bright, becoming overcast and raining in evening.

April 15.—At noon, lat. 45° 54' S. long. 10° 04' W.—
The barometer curve is striking to-day, and the barograpli
and statoscope should be carefully referred to. Tlie

barometer fell till ISi* 37'" very rapidly since noon, then
it turned very sharply, making a V-shaped curve on the

barogram. About 1'" or 2"° after the turn I set the

statoscope, which .shows the squalls and heavy seas

running at the time. At 1'' barometer was 29"496, at 15''

28-704, at midnight it rose again to 29'215. Between

noon and 13'' the wind rose very suddenly from a moderate

breeze to a strong gale, which lasted all the afternoon and
evening. After the rise of the barometer the wind veered

4 to 6 points to the westward. It blew very hard all

the afternoon. Temperature varied from 48" to 45°.

There were spells of sunshine, and showers and squalls.

The sea rapidly became very rough.

April 16.—At noon, lat. 45° 25' S. long. 10° 19' W.—
Barometer rising till noon, then falling till 18''. Fairly

steady thereafter. Fresh breeze to gale W. and N.W.,
with confused heavy sea. Cloudy or overcast, with some
sunshine at times. Lightning and very heavy rain in the

evening.

Apnl 17.—At. noon, lat. 44° 30' S. long. 9° 43' W.—
Barometer steady on the whole. Temperatuie rising from
42° to 51°-3. (First time above 50° F.) Hard gale all

day, W. and N. to N.N.W. Cloudless at times to over-

cast, and some sunshine, with very rough sea. Lightning

at 21'' 15™.

April 18.—At noon, lat. 43° 21' S. hmg. 8° 30' W.—
Barumeter falling slightly. Temperature high, 52° to 54°.

First day entirely above 50°. Wind N.N.W. Fresh to

whole gale all day. High sea running. Mostly overcast,

with drizzle and rain.

April 19.—At noon, lat. 42° 57' S. long. 8° 13' AV.—
Barometer rather unsteady. Temperature steady. Over-

cast and rain all day. Wind veering W. and S. to S.E.

at 9'', and light, nmstly S.S.E., for rest of day V^ery

heavy N.W. swell, continuing all day.

April 20.—At noon, lat. 41° 30' S. long. 9° 55' W.—
Barometer falling till 5^ steady since. Temperature

rising from 45°'4 to 57°. "Wind S.S.E., moderate to

fresh till 10'', veering to N. and W. at night. Overcast

with rain till 22'', clearing up afterwards. Sea sharp,

l.iecominf; confused afterwards with change of wind.

Aprit i\.—Ai noon, lat. 40° 20' S. long. 9° 56' W.—
Barometer steady on whole. Temperature high, 58°'4 to

52°-l. Wind N.' to W^N.W. A'ery bard squalls. Cloudy

and many passing showers, with very fine display of rain-

bows, several double ones. Intermittent sunshine. Scud

and haze covered the tops of the land, and especially the

northward, most of the day.

April 22.—At Gough Island.—Barometer steady till

18'', rising till midnight. Temperature steady. Wind
W. to N.W., with hard squalls till b^, steadier afterwaids,

becoming squallier at night. Showery, and intermittent

sun. Lightning in morning watch. Lunar rainbow at

19'' 45"^. A\'eather fine mostly, with occasional squalls,

rainbows, and some passing showers, the really heavy ones

being at 10'' and about 19'' 30-".

April -2^.— At Gough Island. — Barometer rising.

Temperature steady. W^ind veering W. to S., squally.

Light to strong breezes. Cloudy and siuishine, and

continually increasing swell.

Apn-il 24.—At noon, lat. 39° 58' S. long. 8° 36' W.—
Barometer high and fairly steady. Temperatiue 48° to

52°. Wind S., backing to N.E. Calm or hght breezes.

Some sunshine.

Ain-il 25.—At noon, lat. 40° 22' S. long. 5° 45' W.—
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Barometer falling. Temperature 50°"5 to 53°"8. Wind
X.E. Moderate breeze till noon, then strong breeze till

midnight. Dull, overcast, sunless weather, with rain after

14''. Considerable sea running.

April 26.—At noon, lat. 41° 15' S. long. 2° 38' W.—
Barometer falling till 4'^, rising till midnight. Tempera-
ture 54° till 9'', falling to 46°"5 by midnight. Moderate

gale to strong breeze till 21'\ Moderate breeze after-

wards. Wind veering from N.E. to W.S.W. Overcast

or cloudy. Occasional glimpses of the sun. ISright

Uiooidight at night.

April 27.—At noon, lat. 40° 33' S. long. 0° 7' E.—
Baroiiieter steady. Temperature 46° till 7'', rising to

5r-3, by li^ 48°, to 52° afterwards. Air dry. Moderate
\V. breeze till 5''. Light airs and calm rest of day. Fine
sunny v/eather. Gon.siderable swell, continually subsiding

as day advanced.

April 28.—At nnon, lat. 40° 08' S. long. 1° 50' E
Barometer falling. Temperature 50° to 55°. Calm or

light variable airs all day. Overcast and misty, with

drizzle and rain most of the day. Sea very calm, only a

slight swell

April 29.—At noon, lat. 39° 48' S. long. 2° 33' E.—
Barometer steady. Temperature 48° to 54°'5. Cloudy
or overcast, light W. winds. Clear, some sunshine. Alto-

gether a pleasant day.

April 30.—At noon. lat. 39° 27' S. long. 5° 50' E.—

Barometer steady. Temperature 51° to 56°. Wind light

to moderate, W.N.W. to X. ('louds, few detached, and
sunny. Very fine day.

Mat/ 1.—At nonn, lat. 39° 2-5' S. long. 10° 25' E.—
Barometer fairly steady. Temperature rising, 56° to

59°'7. Overcast to cloudy. Wind v-ering N. to N.W.,
fresh and strong breezes.

Mai/ 2.—At noon, lat. 38° 06' S. long. 14° 32' E.—
BaroMifter rising. Temperature steady, 58° to 61° F.

Overcast to cloudy, with showers and rainbows, and
considerable amount of bright sunshine. Wind veering

N.W. to W. Moderate breezes to calm.

May 3.—At noon, lat. 35° 37' S. long. 15° 3' E.

—Barometer high and fairly steady. Temperature
steady. Wind veering from S.S.W. to S.S.E. Calm to

moderate breezes. Occasional sunshine. Fine, clear,

dry weather.

Mai/ 4.—At noon, lat. 34° 58' S. long. 17° 00' E.—
Barometer falling slightly. Temperature 64° to 58°.

Wind S.E., light airs to moderate breezes. Cloudy, clear

weather till 22'\ with considerable amount of bright

sunshine.

Maij 5.—Off Cape Peninsula.—Barometer steady
;

temperature steady. Light W.X.W. airs or neai'ly calm
till 8'' ; then N., suddenly increasing to force 3 at 8''

30™, going to X.N.W. at 15''. Cloudy to overcast, some
sunshine at times. Light, variable, dull weather.
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METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS.

CAPE PEMBEOKE, FALKLAND ISLANDS.

LATITUDE 51°41'S. LONGITUDE 57° 42' W.

19 3.

BAROMETER READINGS CORRECTED AND REDUCED TO
32° F. AND MEAN SEA LEVEL.

WINDS ARE TRUE, AND THE FORCE BY BEAUFORT
SCALE 0-12.

CLOUD AMOUNT = to 10.





METEOROLOGICAL OBSEEYATIONS

MADE AT

CAPE PEMBROKE, FALKLAND ISLANDS,

DURING THE YEARS 1903-1904.

On the arrival of the "Scotia" at Port Stanley, Falkland Islands, in

January 1903, a number of new instruments, sent out by the Meteoro-

logical Office, were taken to Cape Pembroke Lighthouse, which, through

the courtesy of Dr W. N. Shaw, F.R.S., Director, of the above Ottice, was

to serve as a base station during the time the " Scotia" was in the south.

The observations were made every four hours by Mr John Pearce,

principal lighthouse keeper, and his assistant. The data given in the

following tables were prepared in the Meteorological Office, and from

these data the means were computed. A barograph was also left by

the " Scotia," the charts of which are discussed in the general results.

A sunshine recorder was set up at Port Stanley in charge of His

Excellency Mr (now Sir) William Grey Wilson, the Governor of the

Islands. The tabulation of the sunshine values was also carried out at

the Meteorological Office.
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METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS.

CAPE PEMBROKE, FALKLAND ISLANDS.

LATITUDE 51° 41' S. LONGITUDE 57° 42' W.

19 4.

BAROMETEK READINGS CORRECTED AND REDUCED TO
32* F. AND MEAN SEA LEVEL.

WIND DIRECTION TRUE. FORCE BY BEAUFORT SCALE.

CLOUD AMOUNT = to 10.
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RESULTS
OF THE

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS

TAKEN DURING THE

SCOTTISH NATIONAL ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION,

This portion dealing with the results of the Expedition may be divided into four parts.

The first treats of the observations taken at sea south of 30° S., with more especial

reference to those made in the Antarctic cruises, when hourly readings were taken
;

the second has reference to the climatology of the South Orkneys, and is based on the

observations taken at the wintering station of the " Scotia " from April to October

1903, and thereafter at the land station at Omond House. On 22nd February 1904

this station was taken over by the Argentine Government, the observations being con-

tinued under the auspices of the Argentine Meteorological OfHce. I am indebted to Mr

Walter G. Davis, Director of this Department, for permission to use the data so far as

published from 22nd February to 31st March 1904 in order to complete a year's observa-

tions at the land station, and further to utilise the second jea.v's observations* for some

investigations into the meteorology of the South Orkneys as compared with other

Antarctic and sub-Antarctic stations, and with those taken on the " Scotia" during her

second southern cruise in March and April 1904. The third portion of this report

relates to the observations taken at the sub-Antarctic base station at Cape Pembroke,

Falkland Islands, during the years 1903 and 1904. A short and general summary of

the meteorology of the Weddell quadrant and adjacent areas concludes the paper. I

have to express my cordial thanks to Mr R. T. Omond for his assistance in correcting

the proofs of this part of the report, as well as for his advice and criticism during its

preparation.

* See Anales de la Oficina Mekorolugica Argentina, by Walter G. Davis, tome xvi.
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OBSEEYATIONS TAKEN AT SEA.

The data under discussion are derived from the liourly observations made during the

two summer cruises of the "Scotia" in 1903 and 1904. The ice conditions in these

two seasons differed considerably. Thus in the summer of 1903 pack ice was met

with in 60° 20' B. long. 43° 50' W., which quite filled the Weddell Sea south of 60° S.

and to the west of 28° W., as fax as Graham's Land. In the following summer there

is reason to believe that the sea was clear, at least to the north of the Antarctic

Circle early in December, and except for a stream of ice in 66° S. and 30° W. no

obstacle was met with by the "Scotia" until near Coats' Land, in 72° 18' S. long.

17° 59' W. It is not at all unlikely that the western part of the Weddell Sea is, in

normal summers, covered with ice south of 65° S., as Ross, D'urville and Powell

were unable to penetrate the pack found to the south of the circle. Fi-om the observa-

tions made at the South Orkneys, the summers of 1902-03, 1904-05, and 1906-07 were

cold, the islands being practically ice-bound at the beginning of the year, while in the

summers of 1903-04 and 1905-06 the ice cleared away early in the season. It will

thus be seen that many years' observations will be necessar}' before isothermal lines

can be drawn with accuracy south of 60° S. ; although by combining the existing

data a tolerable approximation to the truth may be obtained, especially for the summer

months.

The following- tables show the meteorological characteristics deduced for the area

under consideration from observations made during the two summer cruises of the

" Scotia." Mean values are given for short periods as well as for the mouths.

The approximate mean position of the ship for February 1903 and March

1903 and 1904 was 66° 06' S. long. 29° 28' W. For these three months the mean

barometric pressure corrected to 32° and sea level and to standard gravity at lat. 45°

was 29'071 inches, the highest being 29773 inches on 12th March 1904, and the lowest

28'194 inches on the 27th of the same month, showing a range of 1-679 inch. For

ten-day periods the highest was 29'262 inches during the ten days ending with 20th

March 1904, and the lowest 28'864 inches in the ten days immediately preceding,

the difference being 0'398 inch.

Takino- the available means from stations in the Weddell Sea and at the base station

at the Falklands, and applying all the corrections, including that for standard gravity,

we obtain the following comparative means :

—



Scot. Nat. Ant. Exp. Plate II.

Meteorological Observations of Scottish National Antarctic Expedition.

Meteorological Instruments ashore at Omond House,

Scotia Bay.

Meteorological Instruments on board the " Scotia.

The "Scotia" in Winter, in Scotia Bay.

The "Scotia" in Autumn, off Coat's Land.
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Comparing the cloud amount, overcast sky or fog being equal to lO'O, we have the

following values :

—
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Westerly winds have a pressure aud temperature closely approximating to the

average, with a low humidity, cloud less than the average, and wind force also in close

agreement with the normal.

Southerly winds have a high pressure and arc light in force, have a very low

temperature and humidity, and are accompanied by a relatively small amount of cloud.

Easterly winds are strong, with a low barometric pressure, much cloud, and the

humidity in excess of the normal.

With Calms pressure is high, but temperature, humidity, and cloud are all much

below the average. (See Plate I.)

Diurnal Range in the Weddell Sea and South Atlantic.

The following table shows the mean hourly values in the Weddell Sea for the months

of February and March 1903 and March 1904, and in the South Atlantic for the month

of April 1904 :—

Showing Mean Hourly Values of Pressure, Temperature, Amount of Cloud, Wind Force, Eblative Humidity,

AND Vapour Pressure in the Weddell Sea during February and March 1903 and March 1904, and in the

South Atlantic in April 1904.
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Mean Relative Humidity. SATUitATiON = 100.

1903.

February
March

1904.
March

Jlean .

April

Mdt.
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marked. Temperature shows a minimum at 5 a.m. falling 0°'6 below the mean of the

clay, and a maximum at 1 and 2 p.m. exceeding the mean of the day by 0°"7,

there being thus a difference of 1°'3 between the warmest and coldest hours. The

diurnal variation in the amount of cloud is somewhat irregular, but, speaking broadly,

there is an excess from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., while during the other hours cloud is in defect.

The wind force is greatest during the night and least during the day, being highest

from 10 P.M. to 2 a.m. and lowest from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. The daily range in relative

humidity is well shown, the maximum being recorded at 5 a.m. and the minimum at

noon and 2 P.M. As there is no variation in the vapour tension, the values are not given.

During the second Antarctic cruise of the "Scotia" the conditions affectino- the

diurnal range of the elements differed consideraljly from time to time, as the rauge in

latitude was very great. I have accordingly computed mean hourly values for different

groups of days, in which the mean position varied from over 72° S. to as low as 40° S.,

taking out the departure of each hour from the daily mean, and further smoothing the

results by continuous three-hour groups in order to eliminate the more pronounced

irregularities due to the shortness of the periods. In one case, viz., in the barometric

means for the ten days 11 th to 20th April, it was necessary to discard the observations

for 15th April, as a remarkably deep V-shaped depression occurred on the afternoon of

that day which enormously intensified the afternoon minimum of pressure for the

ten-day period. The values given for this element are thus the mean of nine days.

It is of interest to note the values for the period 11th to 20th March, during which the

continental inilueuce exerted by the proximity of Coats' Land is clearly shown. This is

most pronounced in the case of the temperature curve, the difference between the smoothed

hourly values being 3°'3, or nearly twice as great as during any other period discussed

and three times greater than during the preceding ten-day peiiod. The pressure curve

strongly resembles that of the South Orkneys in the long-drawn-out morning minimum

and the veiy pronounced evening maximum, which are so characteristic of the Scotia

Bay Station at a time when these islands^ owing to the freezing up of the sea to the

south, are essentially subject to conditions of a continental character. The diurnal range

of cloud and wind force is also very pronounced, and lioth are of the type associated

with extensive land masses.

In the South Atlantic, during Ai)ril 1904, the double maximum and minimum of

pressure is well shown. The morning minimum occurs at 5 a.m., after which pressure

rises till 11 a.m., the afternoon minimum occurs at 5 p.m., and the evening maximum

at 11 P.M. Temperature is above the mean from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m., the minimum

occurring about 6 a.m. and the maximum at 1 and 2 p.m. The wind force is least about

7 A.M. and greatest at 10 p.m. Eelative humidity shows a double period, the principal

minimum taking place at 11 a.m. and a secondary at fi p.m., while the maximum is

reached at 10 P.M., with another small maximum about 4 P.M. The vapour pressure

shows a well-jjronounced morning minimum and a small secondary minimum at 6 p.m.,

while there are two maxima, one about 3 p.m. and the other at 10 p.m. {See Plate V.)
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Showing the Departuke from the Mean of the Day of Hourly Values of Pressure, Temperature,

Amount of Cloud, Wind Force, and Relative Humidity. Weddell Sea and South Atlantic—
February to April 1904.

Note.—The heavy type indicates above the mean, and the italic type below the mean.

Barometmc Pkes.sure.—Thousandths of an inch.

Period.
Mean Mean
S. W.

Lat. Long,

February 23-29

March 1-10

11-20

21-31

1-10

11-20

21-30

April

February 23-29 .

March 1-10 .

„ 11-20 .

21-31 .

1-10 .

11-20 .

21-30 .

April

February 23-29

March 1-10

,,
11-20

21-31

1-10

11-20

21-30

April

February 23-29

March 1-10

11-20

21-31

1-10

11-20

21-30

April

February 23-29

March 1-10

11-20

21-31

1-10

11-20

21-30

April

65 06
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METEOROLOGY OF THE SOUTH ORKNEYS,

The discussion is based on the observations taken at the South Orkneys during the

year ending 3Lst March 1904, the station being the winter quarters of the " Scotia" in

Scotia Bay during the seven months April to October 1903, and thereafter at the land

station at Omond House some 600 yards north-west of the wintering station. During

the winter and until the "Scotia" was set free by the breaking up of the ice on 23rd

November 1903, a large number of simultaneous observations were made on the ship

and at the shore station ; but. except as regards the direction of the wind, no appreciable

difference was noted between the two stations. It may be observed that hourly

means for some of the elements ai-e not complete for the whole year, but in the

discussion I have utilised all the data kindly sent by Mr Davis in the form of advance

proof sheets. In some of the tables the means are grouped in seasons, these being :

Spring (September, October, November), Summer (December, January, February),

Autumn (March, April, May), and Winter (June, July, August).

Barometric Pressure.

The mean barometric pressure for the year ending March 1904 (corrected to 32°

and mean sea level) was 29"2I3 inches, being highest (29"340 inches) in October 1903

and lowest (29*107 inches) in March 1904, thus showing a range of 0"233 inch in the

monthly means. The following table gives particulars for the twelve months uuder

review. The correction to standard gravity at Lat. 45° for pressures of 29"00 and 29"50

inches is + '038 inch ; this has not been applied to any of the observations.

Month.



Scot. Nat. Ant. Exp. Plate III.

Meteorological Observations of Scottish National Antarctic Expedition.

Landiiig-|)l;ice in Scotia Bay for OiiiuiiJ House.
Lighthouse at Cape Peiubriike, Falkland Islands—.Scottish

Sul>Antarctic Meteorological Station.

Uiiiund House, Scotia Bay. in Wiuler. Oinond House, Scotia Ba\', in Summer.
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Hence the absolute highest pressure was 30 "11 3 inches on 3rd October at 9 p.m. and

the lowest 28 '281 inches on 3rd July at noon. The monthly range is moderate, and was

greatest (1-669 inch) in October 1903, and least (0-930 inch) in January 1904. The

mean pressure varies but little with the season, the values being. Spring 29-232 inches,

Summer 29-174 inches, Autumn 29-213 inches, and Winter 29-234 inches. In 1903 the

conditions were eminently cyclonic and the islands were on the edge of the pack, but

in 1904 the ice extended a long way to the north, which doubtless exerted a material

influence on the pressure, probably through the course taken by cyclonic systems being

diflferent. The following are the monthly means after March 1904 :

—

April.
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The curves for each season and the year are shown graphically on Plate II. The

annual curve is of a simple character, there being a long-drawn-out minimum, which is

most pronounced at 5 a.m., and a well-marked evening maximum, which culminates

about 8 P.M. This evening maximum is a conspicuous feature of the curves at all

seasons, while the morning maximum is very feebly marked. Only in Spring does

the morning maximum exceed the mean of the day. There is little doubt that the

curves for Autumn and Winter will be very materially modified, as more years' observa-

tions are taken, the enormously deep morning minimum being largely due to the

capricious occurrence of barometric minima, which may take place at any time, and

which it will take many years' observations to wholly eliminate. Indeed, for the purpose

of obtaining an approximation towards the true diurnal range, the year 1903, especially

as regards the Autumn and Winter mouths, was one of the worst possil>le owing to the

frequency of rapidly moving cyclonic system.s.

Barometric Pressure at 32° and Mean Sea Level.
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summarise the results, -^'hich are expressed in hourly departures from the mean of the

whole day, in thousandths of an inch, the heavy type indicating above the mean

and the italic type below the mean. (See Plate 11.)

Cleab Weather.

Hence the barometric curve in clear weather is of a simple character, with a single

maximum and minimum, except in Autumn, when there is a double period. In

Summer and Autumn the minimum falls much more below the average than the

maximum exceeds it, but in Winter and Spring there is not much difference. The

following are the hours of maxima and minima :

—
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Pressure exceeds the mean of the whole day from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m., and is below it

from 9 P.M. to 6 a.m., the maxima, sj^eaking broadly, being during those hours when the

temperature is above the average for the day, and the minima when the temperature is

under the normal for the day.

Cloudy Weather.

Hour.
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The mean annual temperature from these two years' observations is thus 22°
'7, the

mean of February, the warmest month, being 3I°"5, and of July, the coldest, 12°"0. The

seasonal means are Spring 23°'3, Summer 31°'0, Autumn 22°"6, and Winter 13°7. It

will be seen that there are great differences in the means of the same month during

the two years, the temperature being controlled by the extent and distribution of the

pack-ice round the islands and in the Weddell Sea. Dealing again with the values for

the year ending March 1904, it is seen that the mean temperature of the warmest day,

11th February 1904, was 37°'4, and of the coldest, 2nd September, -21°'8, showing a

range of 59° "2 in the mean temperature of the days.

It is interesting to observe the great difference in the mean daily range of tempera-

ture in Summer and Winter. Thus in January we have a range of only 3°"9 between the

maxima and the minima, while in June the difference is 18°'0. The following table

shows the mean variability of temperature for the 21 months ending December 1904,

the values being obtained by averaging the differences in the mean temperature of

successive days without reference to sign.

Year.
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Diurnal Range of Temioevature.

The following tables show respectively the mean hourly values of temperature for

the months and the seasons.
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In the Autumn and Winter of 1904 the diurnal period is much more clearly defined

than in the year under review, but even here there is a well-marked secondary maxi-

mum and minimum in the Winter season. Indeed, during the Winter, except on very

clear days, the solar effect is very feeble, and great and rapid changes of temperature

may take place at any time. This disturbing effect was much more pronounceil in 1903

than in 1904, owing to the frequency of rapidly moving V-shaped depressions which

caused great temperature variations, as the trough of the disturbance moved over the

station. Eeference to the notes in the meteorological log will show the frequency with

which great changes of temperature occurred without reference to the hour of the day.

Mean Air Temperature.
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Number of Hours the Wind blew from the Eight Principal Directions,

April 1903 to March 1904.

Year.
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a good position near the maonetic hut. The following table gives particulars for the

period covered by the observations :

—
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Mean Aie Movement—continued.
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Mean Wind Force.—Scale 0-12,
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Grouping the results by seasons, the percentage of possible sunshine is 20 in Spring,

13 in Summer, 10 in Autumn, and 1 1 in Winter.

The diurnal variation of bright sunshine is shown in the following talde :

—

Bright Sunshine for Hour Ending
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MAXiMnM Readings in Sun—continued.
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Ttikiug seasonal values, the mean amount of cloud is 7 '9 in Spring, 9 '2 in Summer,

8 "3 in Autumn, and 7 '4 in Winter. It will be seen that in no month did the per-

centage of hours with a completely overcast sky fall below 54, while in January 88 per

cent, of the observations showed a sky entirely overcast. Cloudless hours are at a

maximum in June, with 157 cases forming 22 per cent, of the whole ; but in December

the sky was cloudless on only two hours and in Janu;iry on one hour. For the period

April to December 1904, the mean amount of cloud is as follows :

—

April
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Mean Amount op Cloud—Scale 0-10.

1903.

April
May
June
July
August
September
October .

November
December

19114.

January .

February "*

Mean

Mdt.

8 '4

7-8

7-1

7-3

7-fi

61
7-6

8-3

9'6

9'C
9-0

9-5

9-6

8-0 8-0 7-9 7-8 2 8-3

10
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Phenomena.

The following table shows the number of times certain phenomena were recorded.

Cases of some of tlie more unusual phenomena are referred to in the meteorological log.

Hours of Occurrence.
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South Orkneys.
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have been resolved to eight points by halving the intermediate points between the

octants. The more correct method would have been to have divided the intermediate

observations with reference to the relative frequency of the adjacent octants, but this,

while adding considerably to the labour, would not have materially modified the

results.

The number of observations employed in obtaining the means of the climatic

elements with the different winds, will be found in the table of wind frequency already

given, the variable winds which form but a very small percentage of the whole being

excluded.

It, may be remarked that in the last line, giving means for the period under review,

the values are not the mean of the seven monthly values, each of which is dependent on

a different number of observations, but are derived by taking the gross totals and

dividing by the whole number of observations.

In connection with the thermal and other windroses for the South Orkneys, it is

of interest to note that in 1906 an electrical recording anemograph was established

on a prominent position on Mossman Peninsula, whereby the true wind direction has

been continuously recorded.

Mean Temperature of the Diffkhent Winds.
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west winds, which indicate a local anti-cyclone in winter such as would form over a

land surface.

Mean Barometric Pressure of thk Different Winds at 32° and Sea Level.
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Mean Strength of Wind with the Different "Winds. Scale 0-12.

279

N.
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The following are the mean daily values for the period under review :

—

Mean Visibility from Hourlt Observatioms, Laurie Island, South Orkneys,
May 1903 to February 1904. Scale 0-12.
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4 P.M., with maxima at 4 A.M. aiul 2 p.m. The first minimum is probably due to the

occurrence of fog and mist in the early morning, while the afternoon minimum is related

to the condensation setting in after the temperature has begun to fall.

Mean Hourly Visibility, May 1903 to February 1904. Scale 0-12.
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It will be observed that on the mean of the whole period the curve is of a very

simple character, showing a very slight maximum at 3 p.m., but no decided minimum.

The depression of the wet bulb is very small, ranging only from 0°7 to 0°'9. In Autumn
and Winter there may be said to be practically no diurnal range in the humidity values

deduced by this method ; but in Spring and Summer it will be noticed that the diurnal

range is fairly well marked. In the table showing the mean relative humidity for the

hours and the day, utilising Glashier's hygrometrical tables for the purpose, it will be

seen that in Summer there is a well-marked maximum in the late evening and early

morning hours, and a minimum in the afternoon about 3 p.m. The variation between

the mean hourly values i.s, however, very small, amounting to less than 3 per cent. The

Summer curve of vapour pressure shows the maximum at 1 p.m. and a minimum from

about 2 to 4 a.m., but, as in the case of the relative humidity, the daily range is insignificant,

the maximum being 0-163 inch at 1 p.m. and the minimum 0-154 inch at 2 and 4 a.m.

It is somewhat unfortunate that no use could be made of the curves obtained from the

Richard hygrograph during the Autumn and Winter months owing to the frequency of

blizzards which interfered with the registration. In connection with the utilisation of the

dry and wet bulb thermometer readings for the purpose for which they are intended, it is

very desirable that some comprehensive scheme of investigation should be carried out at

low temperatures and under different atmospheric conditions with a view towards the

preparation of hygrometrical tables to be based upon a definitive formula approved of

by the International Meteorological Committee. In this way observations obtained

in different countries from the instrument in question could be directly compared with

each other, and the results rendered comparable, which is impossible with the present

system of each country using tables based on different formuljB. This, of course,

applies more particularl)^ to temperatures below the freezing point and to lower

temperatures, about which great dubiety exists.

Mban Humidity, South Orkneys.
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Hourly Values of Vapouk Pressure, South Orkneys.
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OBSERVATIONS AT CAPE PEMBROKE,

FALKLAND ISLANDS,

From the inception of the Expedition the utility of a base station at the Falkland

Islands was freely recognised, and through the co-operation of Dr W. N. Shaw, F.E.S.,

a complete copy of the observations made six times daily at Cape Pembroke Lighthouse

was obtained from the Meteorological Office, the values being printed in extenso in the

first portion of this report. From these observations means have been computed which

show the salient features of the meteorology for the years 1903 and 1904. Although

the Antarctic work of the " Scotia ' terminated in April 1904, it was considered advisable

to include the observations for the whole of that year, in view of the circumstances that

the South Orkney observations were being continued under Argentine auspices, while at

the same time a French expedition under the leadership of Dr Jean Charcot was

wintering at Wandel Island, at the southern extremity of Gerlache Strait, Graham's Land.

During the visit of the " Scotia" to Port Stanley, the Cape Pembroke station was

inspected, and several new instruments and screens for their exposure sent out by the

Meteorological Office were installed. The observer, Mr John Pearce, principal keeper

of the lighthouse, kindly agreed to keep a Richard barograph running and to send the

sheets home, and from these records (which are still continued) hourly values of baro-

metric pressure for the three years 1903-1905 have been computed. To further

complete the meteorological equipment, the Governor of the Falkland Islands, His

Excellency Sir William Grey Wilson, K.C.M.G., undertook to look after a Campbell

Stokes sunshine recorder, and to transmit the cards to the Meteorological Office, where

they have been tabulated. With regard to the barometric observations, all the readings

have been corrected to 32° and reduced to mean sea-level, but the correction to standard

gravity, which is -I- "018 inch, has not been applied.

Barometric Pressure.

The mean barometric pressure for the two years under review was 29'618 inches,

being highest 29 '726 inches in October, and lowest 29 '392 inches in March. The

highest individual reading was 30'429 inches on September 5, 1903, and the lowest

28*354 inches on January 2, 1904, showing a range of 2"075 inches. The greatest

monthly range was r605 inch for January 1904, and the least 0"691 inch in July 1903,

the comparatively small range being due to the almost complete absence of anticyclonic

systems, and the infrequeucy of very deep depressions. The highest mean pressure

29'857 inches was recorded in October 1903, and the lowest 29"302 inches in March of

the same year, showing a range of 0'555 inch between the extreme mean monthly
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values. Taking seasonal means, the highest 29'657 inches occurs in Spring, and the

lowest 29'572 in Autumn, the range being only 0'085 inch.

Diurnal Range of Pressure.

During the visit of the " Scotia," as already stated, a barograph was left at Cape

Pembroke, from which hourly values have been tabulated. The indications of this

instrument have been controlled bj^ the eye observations made six times daily, to which

the deduced values have been referred for the years 1903 and 1904, it having been

found that the mean pressure obtained from readings made at intervals of four hours is

exactly the same as that derived from hourlj^ observations. For the year 1905 the eye

readings made at 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. have been employed as a check. In order to get

the true mean, i.e. the mean of 24 hourlv readinsjs, the foUowinof corrections have been

used in dealing with the 1905 eye obsei'vations, viz. :

—

Jan.
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The following table shows the departure from the mean in thousandths of an inch

for the months and the seasons :—

Showing the Departure fuom the Mean op Hourly Values of Barometric Pressure at Cape
Pembroke Lighthouse, Falkland Islands, Three Years 1903-1905. Lat. 51° 41' S., Long. 57° 42' W,

Thousandths of an Inch.
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minimum and evening maximum are by far the most pronounced pliases of the diurnal

period. The following shows the hours of the double period for the seasons and

the year :

—
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Temperature.

The mean temperature for the two years under consideration at a height of 54 feet

above sea-level was 42°'5, being highest 48°"8 in February and lowest 35°'4 in July,

showing a difference of 13° "4 between the extremes. The highest temperature recorded

was 63° at 4 P.M. on February 1, 1903, and again at exactly the same day and hour in

1904, and the lowest 24°, which occurred on July 31, 1903, at midnight, and again on

July 27, 1904, at the same hour. The extreme range was thus 39°, but as the values

given are deduced from four-hourly eye readings, and not from registering instruments,

the absolute values were probably a degree or two above and below those given. The

greatest monthly rauge 27° occurred in February 1903, and again in December of the

same year, and the least range 13° in August 1904. The warmest mouth, February

1904, had a mean temperature of 49°"9, and the coldest 33'S in July of the same year,

showing a range of 16°'l in the mean monthly values. The seasonal values show a

range from 47°'8 in Summer to 37°'4 in Winter, a difference of 10°"4. At all seasons

the conserving influence of the surrounding ocean is clearly shown in the small tempera-

ture variations.

Diurnal Range of Temperature.

The diurnal range of temperature is approximately indicated in the following table,

which shows the mean values at four-hourly intervals for the two years.
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Diurnal Pkriod.

The following table shows the mean umouut of cloud at four-hourly intervals for

the seasons and the year.
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The seasonal values show that in Spring the percentage of total possible sunshine

received is 37, while Summer has 34 per cent., Autumn 33 per cent., and Winter 29 per

cent., while on the mean of the year 34 per cent, is recorded. November is the sunniest

month with 41 per cent, of the possiljle, and June the dullest with 24 per cent. The

greatest amount of sunshine recorded in any month in the two years was in March

1903, viz. 45 per cent, of the total possible, the lowest value, 17 per cent., being re-

corded in May 1904. Tlie mean annual number of days with no sunshine is 57, the

greatest number being 13 in June 1904, while in January of the same year there was

not a day without some. Taking sunless days by seasons, Spring has 9 "5, Summer 5,

Autumn 15, and Winter 27 '5. The greatest amount of sunshine is recorded with N.,

N.W., and W. winds, but in months in which winds from S., S.W., S.E., and N. E.

are frequent, sunshine is deficient.

Wind.

The wind direction was recorded to sixteen points, but for the purposes of discussion

the values have been resolved to eight points by halving the intermediate points between

the adjacent octants. Perhaps a more correct method would have been to divide the

intermediate points with regard to the relative frequency of the contiguous octants, but

for the broad features of seasonal distribution the values obtained may be regarded as

close approximations.

The following are the seasonal values per cent.:

—

Season.
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Showing the Number of times the Wind blew from different Directions at

INTERVALS OF FoUR HoURS FOR THE SEASONS AND THE YeAR.
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It will be observed that there is a distinct tendency for the wind to veer (using the

term with reference to wind circulation in the soutliern hemisphere) during the fore-

noon, and to back during the afternoon and evening hours. This effect is most

pronounced in Spring and Summer, while in Winter it may be said to practically

disappear. A curious feature in Spriug and Summer is that both S.W. and N.E. winds

attain their maximum frequency at noon, the minimum in N. W. and W. winds being

recorded at this hour. The variation is most pronounced in Summer when the solar

effect is at a maximum.

Cape Pembi'oke Lighthouse is situated at the eastern extremity of a narrow

peninsula running east and west, almost wholly composed of sand dunes, which absorb

the sun's heat by day and are subject to strong radiation at night, which doubtless

strongly influences the direction of the wind, owing to the unequal heating of the land

and the contiguous water surfaces, the effect being probably increased by the land mass

of the Falklands lying to the westward.

Force of the Wind.

The diurnal variation in the force of the wind may be gathered from the following

tal)le, the scale being the usual one, varying from to 12 :

—

Spring .

Summer
Autumn
Winter .

Year

4 A.M.
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Only on one occasion was force 10 exceeded, viz. ou 12th July 1903, when at 8 p.m.

a uorthei'ly gale of force 1 1 was recorded.

It will be seen that the most frequent gales are recorded from the S.W., while at no

hour of observation during the two years was force 8 reached with winds from the

S.S.E., S.E., or E.N.E. Taking the values by seasons, we find that 28 per cent, of all

gales occurred in Spring, 29 per cent, in Summer, while the values for Autumn and

Winter were 22 per cent, and 21 per cent, respectively. The maximum percentage was

14 in November, and the least 3 in April and October.

Miscellaneous Phenomkna.

Fog.—On the average, fog occurs ou 36 days of the year, the total number of cases

recorded in the two years being 71. Of these cases Summer and Winter had 21 each,

Spring 17, and Autumn 12. An examination of the direction of the wind during the

hours that fog was recorded showed that in nearly all cases the direction was either

N., N.N.E., or N.E., and that the earlj^ morning was the foggiest part of the day.

Thunderstorm!^.—Thunderstorms were recorded on 30th March and 27th April 1903

and 9th January 1904, while lightning without thunder was seen on 3rd April 1903

and 3rd February 1904.

Lunar Halos were seen on six occasions in 1903 and 8 times in 1904, while Lunar

Coronas were observed 11 times in 1903 and 7 times in 1904. A mock moon was

recorded on 4th I\Inrch 1904.

On the Relation of thk Wind Direction to Pressure, Temperature,

Wind Force, and Amount of Cloud.

In order to ascertain the effect of wind direction upon the meteorological elements

the observations for the year 1903 have been tabulated according to the direction of

the wind prevailing at the time, the values thus treated being those of pressure,

temperature, wind force, and amount of cloud. The observations were first tabulated

to 16 points, N., N.N.W., N.W., and so on, and the values resolved to the eight

principal directions by halving N.N.W.,—for example, between N. and N.W., W.N.W.,

between W. and N.W.,—the values in this way being resolved to the octagonal directions.

On looking at the monthly tables (not printed) it was seen that the almost complete

absence of S.E. and E. winds during the year under review prevented values being

given in several of the months, and even as regards the seasonal and annual means the

number of observations was too small to give a true mean for the winds referred to.

In order to obtain a closer approximation to the true mean prevailing with winds from

the S.E. and E. the following method was adopted. The data observed with S.S.E.,

S.E., E.S.E., and K, E.N.E. winds for the years 1903 and 1904 were extracted, and

the values resolved to the two' directions, viz. S.E. and E., as described above. Then

the seasonal means for each of the years were taken and the mean of the two struck,
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after which the diiference between the year 1903 and the mean of the two years 1903

and 1904 was applied to the data under discussion. For example, the mean pressure

during the Spring months, September, October, and November, was 29-557 inches in

1903 and 29-618 inches in 1904, the mean of the two being 29-588. It is seen that

pressure during the Spring of 1903 was 0-031 inch loioer than the mean for the two

years, so that in dealing with the means obtained witli S.E. and E. winds during the

years 1903 and 1904 a correction of minus 0-031 inch was applied to the observed

values to make them comparable with the other directions which are based on the

year 1903 only. The same method was applied to all the seasonal values of pressure,

temperature, wind force, and cloud, as well as to the annual means. In this way a

much closer approximation to the true means for S.E. and E. winds has been obtained,

especially as these winds were much more frequent in 1904 than in 1903. (See Plate I.)

Pressure axd Temperature.

The following table shows the mean barometric pressure with different winds during

the four seasons of the year :

—
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Hence of all seasous of the year winds from N., E., and N.E. have a pressure above

the mean, and those from W. and S.W. below it. Barometric pressure with W. and

S.W. winds falls below the mean to a greater extent in Spring than at any other season,

while in Summer the excess of pressure with N. winds is more than three times greater

than in Winter, which for the wind in question has the next greatest excess.

The mean temperature experienced with different winds is shown in the following

table :

—
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Force of the Wixd.

The force of the wind is shown on the usual Beaufort scale of to 12 :

—
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Hence the cloudiest wind is the N.E. and the clearest the W. At all seasons N.W.

and W. winds have a small amount of cloud, while S.E., E., and N.E. winds are

accompanied by cloudy skies. This is clearly shown in the following table, showing

the departure from the seasonal mean :

—

Percentage Excess oe Defect of Cloud.
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Air Temperature.

1903.
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Abstract op Meteorological Observations made at Cape Pembroke, Falkland Islands, 1903.

Amount of Cloud (0-10) and Sunshine.
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Wind Force (0-12).

1904.
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Sea Temperature.

The following table shows the surface sea temperature over the South Atlantic and

Weddell Sea area :

—

Showing the Surface Sea Temperathhe of the South Atlantic and Weddell Sea.

Note.—The means are in most cases the average of readings made every four hours.

Date.
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longitude 41° 55' W. It is of interest to note the rapid fall in surface sea tempera-

tures which takes place between 54° 30' and 58° S. latitude between the meridians of

57° 30' and 45° W., and between 48° and 52° 30' S. latitude on the lOth meridian west

of Greenwich shown during the voyage of the " Scotia." In this connection I have

included a number of extra observations made by Dr Bruce during his voyage to the

Antarctic in 1892, as well as observations taken on the "Belgica" and " Valdivia,"

and some observations made by myself on the Argentine gunboat " Uruguay " in 1905.

It will be seen that there is a rapid fall in the surface sea temperatures which takes

place in lower latitudes the further we proceed east up to at least 10° of east longitude.

Still further to the east, as shown by the " Challenger" observations, the polar water i&

met with more to the south.

Surface Sea Temperature.

" Belgica." Bruce Antarctic Expedition.

1898,

Jan. 16

18

19

20
21

22

23

24

Lat
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NOTE ON THE METEOROLOCtY OF THE
WEDDELL SEA.

I HAD the iutentioii of coucluding this report with a paper on the general meteorology

of the Weddell Sea and contiguous areas from the meridian to 100° W., but

found that to do so would unduly delay the publication of this memoir. It may

not be out of place, however, to present a few generalisations deduced from an examina-

tion of the existing material, which includes reports of the meteorological results of the

Belgian, French and Swedish expeditions, as well as data obtained from the summer

expeditions of Eoss and others, including the German expedition to South Georgia in

the year 1882-1883.

The most important factor at work in the area under consideration is the Antarctic

drift, which carries ice and numerous icebergs into the South Atlantic to low latitudes.

With regard to the limits of ice in winter we know little, except that owing to the

freezing up of the Antarctic Ocean a continental climate prevails at all places south of

60° S. on the meridian of 45° W., while on the meridian of Greenwich the continental

area probably extends as far as 55° S. The region in proximity to the unfrozen sea is

the theatre of cyclonic activity, and great variations of temperature and weather

prevail, according as the depressions pass to the north or south of the station.

Here is an area of much cloud, strong winds, and considerable precipitation. We
need merely mention in this connection the remarkable contrast between the winters

of 1903 and 1904 at the South Orkneys. In 1903 there was open sea in close

proximity to these islands, and the resultmg weather was tempestuous, relatively mild,

cloudy and variable to a degree ; but in 1904 the pack extended some 200 miles to the

north, and the weather was quite cold and in general clear, with a high barometer.

Looking at the annual means of the climatic elements given in the reports of the

various expeditions, and making the bai'ometric observations strictly comparable by

applying the correction for standard gravity at latitude 45°, it was found that the

isobars for the year given by Buchan in his " Challenger " Report were in close agree-

ment with the observed facts for the region he discussed, which extends to 60° S.

From the observations made on the "Belgica" between the latitudes of 69° 50' and

71° 30' S., and longitudes from 87° to 95° W., and those made by Charcot in latitude

65° S. longitude 64° W., there is reason to believe that pressure is higher to the west

of Graham's Land south of 65° S. than in the same parallels to the east of it, which

seems to indicate that Graham's Land, Alexander Land, and undiscovered land suggested

by the shallow water in the vicinity of the " Belgica's " drift, are part of the Antarctic
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continent, and that the Antarctic anti-cycloue is not far distant. The temperature

observations show that a cold area lies off the east side of Graham's Land, for at Snow

Hill, latitude 64° 22' S. longitude 57° 00' W., the mean annual temperature from two

5'ears' observations is only 10°-7
; while at Port Charcot, latitude 65° S. longitude 64° W.,

it is 14°-5
; while over the region traversed by the " Belgica" approximately in latitude

70° 30' S. longitude 90° W.. the mean was even hioher, being 14°7. At the South

1 at South Georgia, in

.otherms must be very

yivig between latitudes

over this area may be

ERRATUM.
'^"'^^"g considerably to

ians of 45 and 60 \V.,

Page 305, lines 4, 5, and 6, r«(X'/ " while at I'Di't Charcot, latitude further east we proceed
65° S. longitude 64° W., it is 22°-2. Over the region traversed by .

f i n° W
the "Belgica "approximately in latitude 70° 30' S. longitude 90° W., ^^ meriman OI iU \\ .

the mean was 14°-7." g the isotherms to take

eason we have a large

emperature only ranges

;hat sets for but a brief

what prevails in lower

latitudes, where there is more evaporation and where the large amounts of cloud

and fog and drifting ice maintain a temperature almost as low as that prevailing

in clearer regions 10° to the south. The regional distribution in the amount of cloud

depends very much on the presence of the sea, for a cloudy zone does extend to a

high latitude where there is ocean, whereas a relatively small amount of cloud may

prevail in much lower latitudes over a land surface. The annual mean amount of

cloud from latitudes 55° to 65° is about 7-5, rising to over S'O at the South Orkneys

and over that portion of the region where sea and ice meet. The winters there are

much clearer than the summers owing to the continental conditions due to the freezing

up of the sea to the south.

I have in the preceding reports made some reference to atmospheric circulation in

the Weddell Sea area, pointing out that as suggested by Neumayer as far back as 1872

" the brave west" or rather north-west winds prevailed to at least 62° S. ; while the east

wind system is met with in higher latitudes after a zone of varial;>le.s is passed, whose

position is determined by the proximity of the Antarctic continent. Thus, at the winter

station of the "Gauss," in latitude 66° 02' S. longitude 89° 38' E., 73 per cent, of all

the winds were from the east, while on the summer voyage of the " Valdivia" the west

wind system was left behind in as low a latitude as 56° S. in 20° K., and east winds

prevailed to 65° S. over that portion of the voyage from 20° to 60° E. On the return

voyage the west winds were again met with in latitude 55° S. During the summer

•cruises of the " Scotia" east winds blew with increased frequency and force to the south
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the year 1882-1883.

The most important f;

drift, which carries ice an(

With regard to the limit;

freezing up of the Antarct

60° S. on the meridian of 45° W., while on the meridian of Greenwich the continental

area probably extends as far as 55° S. The region in proximity to the unfrozen sea is

the theatre of cyclonic activity, and great variations of temperature and weather

prevail, according as the depressions pass to the north or south of the station.

Here is an area of much cloud, strong winds, and considerable precipitation. We
need merely mention in this connection the remarkable contrast between the winters

of 1903 and 1904 at the South Orkneys. In 1903 there was open sea in close

proximity to these islands, and the resulting weather was tempestuous, relatively mild,

cloudy and variable to a degree ; but in 1904 the pack extended some 200 miles to the

north, and the weather was quite cold and in general clear, with a high barometer.

Looking at the animal means of the climatic elements given in the reports of the

various expeditions, and making the barometric observations strictly comparable by

applying the correction for standard gravity at latitude 45°, it was found that the

isobars for the year given by Buchan in his " Challenger " Report were in close agree-

ment with the observed facts for the region he discussed, which extends to 60° S.

From the observations made on the "Belgica" between the latitudes of 69° 50' and

71° 30' S., and longitudes from 87° to 95° W., and those made by Charcot in latitude

65° S. longitude 64° W., there is reason to believe that pressure is higher to the west

of Graham's Land south of 65° S. than in the same parallels to the east of it, which

seems to indicate that Graham's Land, Alexander Land, and undiscovered land suggested

by the shallow water in the vicinity of the " Belgica's " drift, are part of the Antarctic
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continent, and that the Antarctic anti-cyclone is not far distant. The temperature

observations show that a cold area lies off the east side of Graham's Land, for at Snow

Hill, latitude 64° 22' S. longitude 57° 00' W., the mean annual temperature from two

years' observations is only 10°-7
; while at Port Charcot, latitude 65° S. longitude 64° W.,

it is 14°-5
; while over the region traversed by the " Belgica" approximately in latitude

70° 30' S. longitude 90° W., the mean was even higher, being 14°-7. At the South

Oricneys in 61° S. and 44° W., the mean is about 22°, while at South Georgia, in

latitude 54° 31' S. longitude 36° 05' W., it is 35°, so that the isotherms must be very

crowded in this region. Indeed, this applies to the whole area lying between latitudes

55° to 65° S., and longitude 90° and 20° W. The isotherms over this area may be

said to lie in an approximate E.S.E. and W.N.W. direction, bending considerably to

the south between the latitudes of 54° and 58° S., and the meridians of 45° and 60° W.,

where the sea temperature falls off at a rapid rate. Indeed, the further east we proceed

the further north does the Antarctic current extend, until on the meridian of 10° W.

the polar water embraces an area at least as far as 55° S., causing the isotherms to take

a more northerly trend.

In Summer the isotherms open out very much. At this season we have a large

area from 70° to 60° S. in the Weddell Sea, in which the mean temperature only ranges

from 29° to 82°. In high latitudes the clearer skies and a suu that sets for but a brief

period in these three months, result in a temperature similar to what prevails in lower

latitudes, where there is more evaporation and where the large amounts of cloud

and fog and drifting ice maintain a temperature almost as low as that prevailing

in clearer res;ions 10° to the south. The regional distribution in the amount of cloud

depends very much on the presence of the sea, for a cloudy zone does extend to a

high latitude where there is ocean, whereas a relatively small amount of cloud may

prevail in much lower latitudes over a land surface. The annual mean amount of

doud from latitudes 55° to 65° is about 7-5, rising to over S'O at the South Orkneys

and over that portion of the region where sea and ice meet. The winters there are

much clearer than the summers owing to the continental conditions due to the freezing

up of the sea to the south.

I have in the preceding reports made some reference to atmospheric circulation in

the Weddell Sea area, pointing out that as suggested by Neumayer as far back as 1872

" the brave west" or rather north-west winds prevailed to at least 62° S. ; while the east

wind system is met with in higher latitudes after a zone of varialjles is passed, whose

position is determined by the proximity of the Antarctic continent. Thus, at the winter

station of the "Gauss," in latitude 66° 02' S. longitude 89° 38' E., 73 per cent, of all

the winds were from the east, while on the summer voyage of the " Valdivia" the west

wind system was left behind in as low a latitude as 56° S. in 20° li, and east winds

prevailed to 65° S. over that portion of the voyage from 20° to 60° E. On the return

voyage the west winds were again met with in latitude 55° S. During the summer

•cruises of the " Scotia " east winds blew with increased frequency and force to the south
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of the circle, so there can be little doubt that the Antarctic anti-cyclone extends more to

the north as we proceed east, but is subject to seasonal oscillations. This is as Supan

has supposed.

The wind circulation in the vicinity of Graham's Land is of interest, as the west wind

system disappears in comparatively low latitudes, showing that this region south of

64° S. is probably under the influence of the south polar anti-cyclone.

The following table shows the mean annual percentage frequency of the winds at

several places (see Plate IV.) :

—

Station.



Scot. Nat. Ast. Exp. Plate IV.

Meteorological Observations of Scottish National Antarctic Expedition.

Oinond House, the Cairn, and Copeland Observatory, on The Beach, towards the end of the great
Q..i,)-ii.oootovKr n^jia r.ii 4 r,,.! I 1 oA I ..i,„,„;„,, n, „ !,„„.... — 1 '-"ig OH the shore.

ERRATUM—Plate IV

Between the words "on" and "April"

insert "3rd and 4th."

Appearance of Omond House after the great South-easterly Gale and heavy sea on April 1904.
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of the circle, so there can be little doubt that the Antarctic anti-cyclone extends more to

the north as we proceed east, but is subject to seasonal oscillations. This is as Supan

has supposed.

The wind circulation in the vicinity of Graham's Land is of interest, as the west wind

system disappears in comparatively low latitudes, showing that this region south of

64° S. is probably under the influence of the south polar anti-cyclone.

The following table shows the mean annual percentage frequency of the winds at

several places (see Plate IV.) :

—

Station.
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Meteorological Observations of Scottish National Antarctic Expedition.

Oinoiul House, the Cairn, and Copcland Observatory, on The Keacli, towards the end of the great

South-easterly Gale on April 1904, showing the heavy sea breaking on the shore.

Appearance of Omund House after the great South-easterly Gale and heavy sea on April 1904.
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Magnetic Observations of Scottish National Antarctic Expedition.

View of Copeland Observatory, Central C'aini, and Oniond House, Seotia Bay
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Introductory Remarks.

An accoiuit of the site where the magnetic observations were taken, and various historical details, will be

found in the following notes by the observer, Mr. E. C. MossMAN, F.R.S.E.

Accompanying the note is a Map of Laurie Island, showing the position of the magnetic hut

(Copeland Observatory), also two Plates, of which N"o. 1 shows the position of the hut in relation to the

central cairn and house; No. 2, fig. 1, showing the taking of preliminary observations on the site of the

future hut, and, fig. 2, plan showing the positions of the magnetic instruments inside the hut when in use.

The instruments were compared wth the standard instruments at Kew before the expedition set sail,

and gave satisfactory results.

C. C.

NOTES ON THE MAGNETIC WORK OF THE EXPEDITION.

BY

R. C. MOSSMAN, F.R.S.E.

The Scottish National Antarctic Expedition was equipped with the primary object of engaging in

Hydrographieal, Biological and Meteorological investigation in the Antarctic area known as the Weddell

Sea. The expedition was uot fitted out to prosecute magnetic work, but oceanographical research on the

lines of the " Challenger," " Valdivia " and other deep-sea expeditions, which work was to be carried on in

high southern latitudes within the limits of floating ice. The ship was in no way suited for the taking of
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m<agnetic observations at sea, there being no specially constructed non-magnetic area, as in the case of the-

" Gauss " and the " Discovery." Besides this, the heavy trawling and other gear made it almost impossible

that this should be the case. Further, it was foreseen at the outset that even if it had been possiljle to

have a non-magnetic area, to carry on deep-sea work and magnetism was incompatible. Our magnetic

equipment was accordingly restricted to a portable Magnetometer of the Kcw pattern, made by the

Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company, and a Barrow Dip Circle No. 24, kindly lent by the National

Physical Laboratory. This circle was fitted with Lloyd needles for the taking of the Total Force, but at

a very early stage the axle of the Statical needle was injured, putting a stop to further ol)servations. No
Variometers or systems of self-recording instruments were taken, as it was thought very uidikely that

suitable winter quarters would be found in the far south. In July, 1902, (not having had any previous

training in magnetic observations) 1 attended the usual three weeks' cour.se of instruction at Kew
Observatory, and in Septemlier, through the kindness of the late Professor Copeland, Astronomer Royal

for Scotland, engaged in a few days' practice at the Royal Oliservatory, Edinburgh.

At Port Stanley, Falkland Islands, enough wood and copper nails were taken for the construction of a

small hut, in the event of a wintering .station being established. The " Scotia " left Port Stanley on

January 26, 1903, and after a cruise of 5364 miles, of which 4400 were in entirely unexplored seas,

anchored in Scotia Bay, Laurie Island, South Orkneys, on March 25.

Immediately after our arrival a site was picked out for a house, meteorological station and the magnetic

hut. The position selected was on a narrow beach, about 300 yards across, that here divides the north

from the south side of the island, the distance from the ship being about 500 yards. On the 30th a

temporary tent was rigged up foi' the taking of some preliminary magnetic ol>servations, and on this site

the hut was ei'ected, and was named Copeland Observatory. The dimensions of the hut were 7 feet long

and 5 feet broad, while the height of the roof varied from 6 feet 6 inches to 7 feet. It was entirely

covered with canvas and painted, and was suf)ported for half its height by a wall composed of stones

without mortar. The door was situateil on the north side, and there were two windows, one towards the

east, the other, for viewing the distant mark, facing south. These windows were protected by sliding

shutters on the outside.

The " distant mark," to which the declination ol)servations were referred, was situated 300 j-ards south

of the hut, and was a portion of the rocky face at the base of " Church Hill." It was painted red, \\-itb a

white bull's-eye, but owing to the frequency with which it became snowed up, and the labour involved in

digging it out, a stout post, about 8 feet high, was firmly fixed in position and used during the greater

part of the winter. In order to guard against the possibility of this post shifting, an occasional check

observation was taken on a fine day, outside the hut, the equivalent of a mark being obtained liy observing

a sun transit.

There was no concrete pillar ftn' the instruments, which were placed on a lirass triangle supported by a

wooden tripod. Owing to the small size of the hut, it was necessary to change the position of the tripod

so as to be able to make the \-arious obser^ations. Thus there was one position for the dip, another for

the deflection seiies, and a third for the vibration and declination. The legs of the tripod, in the case of

the dip observations, fitted into wooden V's screwed into the floor of the hut. In the other observations

two of the three legs were kept in position l)y V's, while the place for the third, which rested against the side

of the hut, was indicated by an arrow marked immediately in front of it (see Plate 2, fig. 2). In the

declination observations the same leg of the tripod always pointed to the south. In the dip series the bar

magnets were placed on the snow about 30 feet north of the hut. As far as possible all knives, keys, and

other articles liable to invalidate the obser\-atioiis were removed from the hut. The chi-onometer, by

Hughes, was always kept in the hut, and its rate, which was remarkably steady, was checked as often as

possible by the method of " equal altitudes." The structure was heated by a small copper lamp, which was,

however, not very effective, the temperature in winter rarely rising to zero Centigrade. In the taking of

the observations the lamp was usually lit from one to two hours before the series were commenced, and

the magnets, dip needles and chronometer freely exposed, so that they might have time to get into thermic

equililirium with their surroundings before beginning the observations. During the first month or two

little was done, the observations being prosecuted under many difficulties. A good deal of trottble was
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-occasioned by the absence of a slow-motion screw in the viliratiuii magnet, so that it was a troublesome

matter to set the axis horizontal. In the preliminary adjustments the screws for clamping the magnet in

its stirrup got overwound, and for some time the magnet liad to be balanced in its stirrup at practically

every observation, while a further source of annoyance was due to the frequent breaking of the torsion

thread. Another disturbing effect was due to the unfavoui-able climatic conditions. On several occasions,

for example after a silver thaw, i.e., rain falling with a temperature below the freezing-point and

congealing as it fell, it would take over an hour to get into the hut, which woiUd be plastered on the

weather side with solid ice over an inch thick. This had to be carefully cut away from the door and

windows, so as to avoid injiu'ing the woodwork. Inside the hut further difficulties had to be overcome.

The instrument would often l)e found encrusted with ice spicules rccjuiring thawing out. This effected,

and everything in working order, the rattling of torrents of drift on the roof and sides was at times so

iireat that the beats of the chronometer about two feet off could not be heard, thus making the time of

vibration unsatisfactory, while in the deflection series the mirrors would become covered with ice resulting

from the freezing of the moisture generated by the observer's breath. Frequently from one of these

causes the first or second portion of the observations could not be completed.

During the winter Dr. W. S. Bruce, leader of the expedition, gave me every opportunity for the

prosecution of magnetic work, and that more was not effected was largely due to the causes already

referred to. In September, October and Novemlier sledge parties were in the field, and a good deal of my

time was occupied in the i-outine associated with the taking of the hourly meteorological observations,

which precluded any systematic series of magnetic measurements. On November 27, immediately after

the break-up of the ice, the " Scotia" left for Buenos Aires to refit, leaving a party of six to continue the

work during the summer. The summer party were accommodated in a stone house, situated 140 yards

west of the observatory, so that it was now possible, owing to its proximity and to the better weather, to

make a more extended series of observations, which include hourly readings of declination on 20 days.

In taking this set, I was ably assisted by Mr. Wii>LiA5t Martin, General Scientific Assistant. On the

retwn of the "Scotia," on February U, the station was taken over by the Argentine Meteorological

•Office, and the meteorological and magnetic observations were carried on under my direction till the end

of 1904, the work being still continued under the auspices of the Argentine Government.

The South Orkneys are a small group of islands situated between 60' and 61° S., and 44° and 47° AV.,

about 700 miles S.E. by E. of the Falkland Islands, and about 250 miles E. of the nearest islands of the

. South Shetlands. The group consists of two large islands—Coronation and Lam-ie Island—and numerous

smaller ones. The two large islands are separated from one anothei' 1 ly two small islands and Washington

and Leethwaite Straits. Laurie Island, although its greatest length is in an E.N.E. and W.S.W. direction,

consists of numerous peninsulas and steep and lofty mountain ranges running in a general N.W. and S.E.

direction. The length of this island is about 12 miles, its max-imimi breadth 6 miles, and its area fully

30 square miles. Coronation Island is 35 miles long, Ijut as no detailed survey has been made, particulars

regarding its area cannot lie given. The central cairn is approximately in Latitude 60° 43' 42'' S. and

Longitude 44° 38' 33" W., this cairn being 79 feet west of Copeland Observatory.

The islands, it may be said, are largely composed of fine-grained greywacke of a bluish or greenish

colour. Varieties of the greywacke are found, such as conglomerates, slate, and patches showing gneissie

banding and folding. In one situation regular beds of shale were found alternating with layers of grey-

wacke. The islaTids are thus composed of sedimentary rocks, and nothing was found to produce local

disturbances in the magnetic elements through the presence of iron or other minerals.* It may be

remarked that the islands rise very suddenly out of deep water of about 2000 fathoms, and that the

bathymetric gradient is steeper on the north than on the south side of the islands. (See W. S. Bruce,

"" Bathymetrical Survey of South Atlantic Ocean and Weddell Sea,' 'Scot. Geog. Mag.,' August, 1905.)

* See "Oil the Gi-aptolitc-Beariiig Rocks of the South Orkneys," by J. H. Hahvkt Piute, B.8c., 'Proc, Roy. Soe., Edin.,'

-vol. XXV., pp. 463-470.
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DISCUSSION OF THE MAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS.

BY

Dr. C. CHREE, F.E.S.

§1. The observations taken by Mr. Mossman in Laurie Island, South Orkneys, were reduced by the

staff of the Observatory Department of the National Physical Laboratory. They consisted of absolute

observations of declination, inclination, and horizontal force, made between May, 1903, and February,

1904, and of hourly readings of declination during ten days in December, 190-3, and ten days in

January, 1904.

§ 2. Declination.—The observations were taken with a L^nifilar Magnetometer No. 2, by the Cambridge

Instrament Company, the absolute observations being always made with the scale both erect and

inverted. The readings were referred to a distant mark, descriljed in Mr. MossMAx's notes, whose

azimuth relative to the geographical meridian was determined Ijy a numl)er of sun transit oljservations.

The sun obsei'vations were reduced at the Argentine Magnetic Observatory at Pilar, the mean vah\e

olitained for the azimuth of the mark from ten observations being 9' 15' west of north. The conditions

under which the sun observations were taken were not very favourable, and individual determinations of

the azimuth of the mark differed by a few minutes of arc ; the mean result, liowever, should not possess a

large probable error.

Table L gives the date and the mean (local) time of the individual observations, as well as the residting

values of the declination. The observations on June 15, and July 2, 3 and 12, appear abnormal, and have

been omitted in forming the monthly means. No attempt has been made to allow for the diurnal

variation. The observations were made, with few exceptions, Ijetween 1 1 a.m. and 7 p.m., and, as we

shall see later, easterly declination was above the mean during this portion of the day, at least near mid-

summer. Thus the correction to the mean value for the 24 hours would almost certainly cause a reduction

of the figures in Table I. in the great majority of cases. The diurnal range, however, as we shall see

later, is not large even at midsummer, when it is usually about its maximum, and the corrections that

remain to be applied to the monthly means in Table I. would probably, in most cases, not exceed 2 or 3

minutes of arc. The absolute observations themselves would suffice to show that the range of declination

is not large, for, excluding the four observations already mentioned as doubtful, we have for the largest

and .smallest of 40 observed declinations 5° 35' '6 and 5° 24' "4 respectively, the difference being

only 11' -2.

If we assign to May 31 the mean 5 33' -6 of the monthly means for May and June, and to January 31

the mean 5° 29' -0 of the monthly means for January and February, we obtain a decrease of 4' -6 in eight

months, i.e., of 6' -9 in the j'ear. There may, however, be a considerable annual period {i.e., a regular

change whose period is 1 year), and there are other sources of uncertainty, so that much weight cainiot be

assigned to this estimate of the rate of secular change.

§ 3. Inclination.—The observations of inclination were made with the Barrow Circle No. 24, having two

needles, Nos. 1 and 2. On most occasions observations were made with both needles. The results from

the two needles did not differ much, but on the average the inclination obtained with No. 2 exceeded that

obtained with No. 1 by 0''53. On the few occasions when observations were made with No. 1 only, an

imaginary mean for the two needles has been obtained by adding 0' • 3 to the result obtained.

Table II. gives full particulars of the individual observations. The monthly means and the mean for

the whole series are based on the mean residts for the two needles. The mean values obtained for July

and August are lower than those for either the earlier or the later months, and no deduction seems

possible as to either the secular change or the diurnal variation.

The difference 9' -7 between the extreme values 54° 35' -3 and 54° 25' -6 is, relatively considered, very

considerably larger than the corresponding difference in the case of the declination.

§ 4. Horizontal i^om'.—Table III. gives particulars of the observations of horizontal force H. On some

occasions the interval elapsing between the vibration and deflection experiments was a little long. In
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Magnetic Observations of Scottish National Antarctic Expedition.

Fig. 1.—Taking of preliminary observations on the site of tlie future observatory on The Beaeh, Seotia Bay.

Fig. 2. —Plan showing positions of magnetic instruments inside Copeiand Observatory when in use.
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reducing the observations, a mean value was applied for P in the formula 2//w~8 (1 4- Pr '-...), expressing

the deflecting force at distance r due to a magnet of moment ;/;. In calculating this mean value, the

oliservations of June 3, 9 and 15, July 4 and 22, and December 17, 1903, and that of January 26, 1904,

were omitted, as the differences lietween the residts from the two deflection distances (30 and 40 centims.)

on these occasions were clearly abnormal. The taljle gives the \-alues of H for each oliservation and the

mean derived from the observations in each month ; it also gives the values deduced from the individual

oliservations for the magnetic moment, ;;(, of the collimator magnet at C. The small variability in the

values deduced for iii is a marked tribute to the care with which the observations were taken. Another

gratifying feature is the constancy of m from beginning to end of the observations. Though in regular

use for eight months, the magnet shows no certain loss of magnetic moment.

The observations were taken at somewhat variable hours. Afternoon hours prevailed, but the mean

hour of observation would vary considerably for the different months. No direct oliservations were made

of the diurnal change of horizontal force, and an attempt to get a general idea of its character liy grouping

the data according to the hour of observation led to results which were too irregular to inspire confidence.

If the diurnal variation had been large, the method adopted could hardly have failed to indicate it clearly.

The fact that the variations, whether regular or irregular, were not very large is fairly obvious from the

observations themselves. If we omit the observation of June 3, which presented some abnormal features,

individual values of H varied only from 0- 2565.5 to 0-25754. A range of 99^ from 36 observations is not

compatible with numerous large disturbances. We may conclude that whilst appreciable corrections,

differing slightly from month to month, are probably required to reduce the monthly means in Table III.

to the mean value for the 24 hours, the uncertainties are still comparatively small. The monthly means

suggest, on the whole, that the horizontal force is decreasing, l)ut no great weight attaches to this

conclusion.

§ 5. Diurnal Variaiion of Dedination.—Hourly readings were taken of the collimator magnet of the

l''^nifilar Magnetometer, with scale erect, throughout four periods each of five days. The periods

commenced and ended with midnight, their dates being Decemlier, 1903, 6 to 10 and 21 to 25, and

January, 1904, 4 to 8 and 19 to 23. Throughout each period the setting of the azimuth circle remained

tuialtered, the observer simply noting the scale division of the magnet. Table IV. gives the hourly

i-eadings as recorded in scale divisions, 1 scale division representing an angle of l'-80. The table also

shows the ranges for each day, uncorrected for non-cyclic change, both in scale divisions and in minutes of

arc, and, finally, the hours of occurrence of the principal maximum and minimum. There is one feature in

Table IV. that will appeal to everyone familiar with magnetic data, and that is the remarkable absence of

distiu-bance. During the whole twenty days the daily range did not fall below 5' • 9 nor rise above 11
'

• 3,

the arithmetic mean derived from all the days being 8'
'7, and this mean value being exceeded on nine of

the twenty days. The hour of the principal maximum occurred once at noon and four times at 1 p.m.

;

on the other fifteen days it occurred either at 2 p.m. or 3 p.m. The hour of minimum was more variable,

this turning point being seldom very clearly marked.

§ 6. Table V. shows the mean diurnal inequality derived from each five-day period, the results being

uncorrected for non-cyclic change, and also the mean divunal inequalities corrected for non-cyclic change

for the ten December, the ten January, and the whole twenty days. The results are all in minutes of arc.

The ranges and the hours of occurrence of the principal maximum and minimum are also recorded. The

inequality for the whole twenty days was derived independently of those for the two ten-day periods, and

the non-cyclic corrections to the three sets of figures were also applied independently. As the reductions

were not carried beyond 0'"01, there is naturally at some hours a difference lietween the twenty-day

inequality and the arithmetic mean of the ten-day inequalities in the last figure retained.

The diiirnal inequality for the whole twenty days is shown graphically in fig. 1, p. 315. For a cui've

Viased on only twenty days' observations it is, on the whole, extremely regular. There is clearly a little

irreo-ularity between 4 a.m. and 9 a.m. This arises from the variability in the hour of the minimum, which

leads to the curve being abnormally flat. There is a nearly stationary part of the curve from 8 p.m. to

11 p.m., and possibly observations for individual months derived from a sei'ies of years might show a,

poorly developed secondary maximum and minimum, an hour or two apart, in the late evening.
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^ 7. The " midsummer " diurnal inequality in Talile V. was analysed in a Fourier series, the formula

•obtained being

2'-71sin(/' + 213^-3) + r-5Isin(2/ + 45 l) + 0'-55sin(.3/ + 183'-8) + 0'-30sin(4/+-t'-0).

Here / denotes time counted from local midnight, an hour being taken as equivalent to 15'.

The corresponding formula for summer (May to August) at Kew (lat. 5r 28' N.) from an eleven-year

period for ([uict days was

3'- 19 sin (/ + 214° -8) + 2' -50 sin (2)! + 52° -4) + r -01 sin (3^ + 241'- 4) + 0'- 12 sin (4/ + 39°-
9).

The phase angles in the two cases differ but little, except in the case of the eight-hour term, and even there

the difference represents less than one and one-third hours of time. The twelve-hour and eight-houi- terms

are less important relatively to the twenty-four hour term at Laurie Island than at Kew. Absolutely

considered, the twenty-four, twelve and eight-horn- terms are all smaller than at Kew.

§ 8. In considering the absolute size of the diurnal changes, it is fairer to compare Laurie Island with

«orae northern station nearer its own latitude. Pawlowsk (59° 41' N. lat.) seems the most suitable.

Taking arithmetic means from the "all" day results for Jiuie and July, 1903, at Pawlowsk, we have the

following comparative data for midsummer :

—
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oHouri 3456789 10 n Noor IZ3456789
Fi". 1. Easterly declination, midsummer, at Laurie Island.—Diurnal inequalitj'.

10 n Midrib.

Table I.—Declination.

Date.

1903
May 23

„ 28

„ 29

„ 29

„ 29
„ 30

1903
June 4

„ 5

., 10

( „ 15

1903
(July 2

3
12
18
22
23
25
26
29

1903
August 14

n 18
„ 26

1903
September 9

10
22
24

Hour.

h.

3

3
1

2
2

10

p.m.

Mean for May

h. m.
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Table II.—Inclination (South).

Date.
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Table III.—Horizontal Force.

Date

Mean time of

Vibi*:ition. Dellertion.

H.
Monthly means,

H.

1903
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Scot. Nat. Ant. Exp. Plate III.

Magnetic Observations of Scottish National Antarctic Expedition.

Scotia Bay, showing Autumnal Break-up of !«, and lieavj' Stratus Clouds,

Scotia Bav. The Beach Jes.sie Ba)

.

Panoramic View, showing Scotia Bay and Jessie Bay, divided from each other by a narrow neck of beach—The Beach,
where the Meteorological and Magnetical Observatories were situated.

The Magnetometer.





PART III.-TIDES.
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TIDAL OBSERVATIONS

MADE DURING THE

YOYAGE OF THE SCOTIA, 1902 1904.

I. Analysis of the Observations.

The anchorage at which the tidal obsei'vations hei'e dealt with were taken was at the head of Scotia

Bay, Laurie Island, South Orkneys, in latitude 60' 43' 42" S., longitude 44' 38' 33" W. The bay is about

3 miles deep and faces S.E. ; the depth of water at the anchorage was 10 fathoms, increasing to about 100

fathoms at the mouth of the bay. Here the "Scotia" was frozen in from March 25 to November 23, 1903.

The apparatus used consisted of a long wire fixed to the sea bottom by means of a heavy weight. The

wire was carried over a davit by means of a pulley. At the extremity of the wire was another lighter

weight, which rose and fell with the tide along a graduated wooden scale. The floe in which the

" Scotia " was frozen moved with the tide, the height of which was thus shown liy the position of the

movable weight. The oliservations were made by the leader, officers, and staft' of the Expedition under

the direction of Captain Thomas Robertson.

The period covered by the observations is from 10.30 a.m.. May 26, 1903, to midnight on October 16

of the same year. On September 4 the wire broke and had to be replaced, and at this point there may

be a discontinuity of zero. The observations for the last month have accordingly been treated as a

distinct series.

The observations recorded give the height of the tide at every half-hour from May 26 to September 4,

and at every hour from September 5 to October 16. Records of the barometiic pressure and of the

strength and direction of the wind are also available. On May 26 the height of the tide Avas noted every

5 minutes from 5.45 a.m. to 9 a.m.

In analysing the observations hourly heights were used, commencing for the first three months from

1 a.m. on May 26, 1903 (13 h. May 25, local mean time). The harmonic components for which an

analysis was carried out were Mo, 0, N2, So, Ki, Kj, P.

For the first three components named the method of analysis was that used for the Indian Tides, and

described in the 'B.A. Report' for 1883. The periods chosen were 86 M days, 89 da^-s and 78 X days,

these periods being selected to minimise the effects of the So, Kj, and Mo components respectively, and

to be as large as the first series of observations permitted.

For the components So and Ko and Ki and P the jjrocess employed was essentially that given by

(Sir) G. H. Darwin in the 'R.S. Proceedings,' vol. LII (1893), p. 365, where a method is indicated for

dealing with a short series of observations extending over a few months. In analysing for Kj and P,

however, 27 days' observations in each month were employed instead of 30. [See Article by (Sir)

G. H. Darwin in Appendix to 'B.A. Rejjort' for 1886.] Each month's observations were separately

analysed and the means formed as recommended on p. 367 of the paper referred to above.

The most important feature of the method, in regard to the results of the analysis tabulated Ijelow, is

that the ratios of the amplitudes of So and Ko, and of Kj and P respectively are assumed to have their

theoretical values, and that the "lags," in the case of each pair of components having nearly equal speeds.
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are taken to be the same. That in this instance this theoretical assumption is in sufficiently close

agreement \\ith the facts may be regarded as estalilished liy the results of the analysis.

The values of the tidal constants obtained from the analysis are given in the su))joined table, H denoting

the semi-range or amplitude (in feet) and k the epoch or " lag " of a component ;

—
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The "<age of the tide," or the mean interval from full and change of moon to springs, is (197° -8 - 172" • 3)

-=-l°'016 hours, or 25 hours. This is a normal result, for the ages at Madras, Bombay, and Karachi are

29 hours, 32 hours, and 27| hours, respectively.

The diurnal tides are well marked, as might be expected : and it is interesting to note that they

are "direct" and almost exactly in the phase indicated by the equili))rium theory. The age of the

diurnal inecjuality may be defined as the mean interval which occurs after the moon has attained her

maximum declination before the diurnal tide reaches its maximum. This is given by the excess of k-

for Ki over k for O, divided by twice the moon's mean motion. Thus, in the present case, the age is

{14:°'6 - ( - 1''0)} -^ l°-098 hours, or 14-| hours. There does not seem to be any prevalent rule as to

this "age" in India, for whereas at Madi'as the corresponding period is 14 houi's, at Bombay and Karachi

this retardation is replaced by a small acceleration.

These results are very valuable, as relating to the only ocean uninterrupted l(y land throughout the

whole circumference of the glolie, yet in themselves they do not seem to present any features of special

interest. But they do acquire much importance when considered in connection with the very abnormal

results obtained by the " Discovery," which I hope to discuss in the volumes to be devoted to the

scientific work of that expedition.

I wish to use the present opportunity of drav.-ing attention to a mistake which was made in the article

on Tides in the ' Admiralty Scientific Mainial.' It was discovered Ijy Mr. Selby when he came to apply

the methods of that article to these reductions. The mistake occurs in the ' British Association Report

'

for 1886, referred to above by Mr. Selby, and was carried on into the Manual. The principle of the

method was given correctly in my paper in the ' Proceedings of the Royal Society ' for 1893, vol. 52, p. 365,

l:)ut certain small changes are needed for applying the method to the case in point.

I hope to correct the mistake in vol. 1 of my Collected Papers, which are to lie published by the

Cambridge University Press, l)ut it may sufHce here merely to correct the errata in the Manual as

follows :

—

At p. 63,

—

Fm' the tuJes Ko niul S. In the fornmla for tan if, in the denominator, for 3-67 p, read

3 '71 p, for a fortnight's observation, and 3-84 p, for a month's observation. In the formula for H^,

wherever 3 '67 occurs, read 3 '71 for a fortnight, and 3-84 for a month's observation. The formula

H" = r H. remains correct.
3-67

For the lid/'s Ki and P. In the formula for H' the 3 in the numerator (lint not that in the denominator)

should be replaced by 3 -007 for a fortnight's observation, or by 3 '027 for a month's observation. The

formula Hp = iH' remains correct.

For k' = Kp = C + V' + </j read

K = Kp = f' + V' + <^ + 6°-88 for a fortnight, and k' = Kp = {' + V' + <^+ 13°-29 for a month.

The succeeding numerical example must be corrected accordingly. The only sensible change is that

K = Kp = 334° in place of 327°.

G. H. Darwin.
December, 1906.
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